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17 December 1980 

Civil Service Department ~. -.. . ... t-- · 
... \ ' t , ... . 

Whitehall SYI 

SINGLE OUTSIDE ANALOGUE GRADES 

I have seen your paper on this - E(PSP)(80)4 - to be taken at 
"E(PSP) tomorrow. I am concerned with paragraph 4(a) where you 
say that some of the pay links in question are legally binding 
and that legislation would be the only safe course if we decide 
to proceed as the Chancellor suggests. 

Whether a pay link for a particular category of SOA worker is 
legally binding or not will depend mainly upon his written terms 
and conditions of employment. I have not been able to examine 
these for the categories listed in Annex A to your paper and I 
think it would be more suitable for this to be dealt with by the 
legal advisers to the Departments concerned, where the material 
will be readily available, than by me. But I shall of course be 
ready to help if any difficult questions arise once the material 
has been examined. 

Some work on the legal issue was carried out by the previous 
administration, but not I think for all the categories you rillve 
listed. This would certainly support the conc~usion in some 
cases that pay links were legally binding, although the contractual 
terms may have altered since then. 

In my view the best course for E(PSP) at its meeting tomorrow, 

assuming it decides not to r.laintain the links for the 1981/2 pay 

/round 
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pay round, will be to arrange for Departments to look as a matter 
of urgency at the contracts in which they are interested; and 
for the Committee to decide now in principle to legislate to 
overcome any legal problems which are disclosed as a result. I 
do not think it \'lould be proper or satisfactory to break such 
links as are legally binding and then to leave the employers 
unprotected by failing to block off the employees' ordinary 
remedies. I cannot say what the legislation would have to contain, 
but I think it would be a short Bill. 

I have copied this to all members of E(PSP) and Sir Robert 
-

- Armstrong. 

(Pt-rpl"O~ 1,!:1 \1.R l11f.a-w-~ ~ ,l 

~ s ~M 1M klS c.. !..~ta ) 
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01·233 3000 Mr ~~Connachie (IR) 

16 December 1980 
The Rt. Hon. Lord Soames CH PC GCMG GCVO CBE 
Lord President of the Council 

The points raised in our correspondence about performance
related pay have become less urgentas a result of your 
proposal to examine a scheme for Ass istant Se6retaries 
and Principals in 1982 rather than for under Secretaries 
in 1981. But in reply to your letter of 1st December I 
ought to make clear that I did not envisage reducing 
absolute levels of pay. Pay levels are reviewed each 
year and have been invariably increased. Increases could 
be given, ~t least in part, in the form of merit payments 
rather than by jacking up_ the whole scale: the level of 
basic pay in real terms would be reduced by inflation but 
the amount available for merit payments - which I am 
convinced need to be sUbstantial if the scheme is to be 
effective - would be increased. I apologise for not making 
myself clear on this point. 

I have also now seen Derek Rayner's letter of 1st December 
about his experience as Chairman of the Pay Research 
Unit. This raises some interesting points about comparisons 
between the Civil Service and the private sector which 
would be worth our discussing at some time; but again they 
are not of im~ediate application. 

GEOFFREY HOWE 
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cc Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
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Mr Middleton 
Mr Littler 
Mr Bridgeman 
Mr Dixon 
Mr Robson 
Mr Rayner 

This note by the Lord President discusses the cash limit treatment of the pay 

of Civil Servants whose pay is directly linked to specific outside rates ("SOA 

grades"). It recommends that the links should be maintained, but the additional 

cost contained within the appropriate cash limit. 

We recommend you to support the conclusions; but there are a number of points 

to be noted. 

Agricultural workers 

Paragraph 4 of the note is wrong in saying that you proposed that pay links 

should be broken. This is not so: what you proposed was in fact fully in line 
the note 

with what the Lord President is now recommending. More importantly,Ldoes not 

discuss in operational terms what is to be done about negotiations between the 

Forestry Commission and their agricultural workers. It seems to us that the 

note demonstrates not only the need both to resolve the issues discussed in 

it, but also to settle as soon as possible the pay factors for the Civil Service 

as a whole (E(psp)(8o)3 discusses this). 

Effect on other Civil Service settlements 

The most important point for the Treasury is that the Civil Service cash limits 

should be fixed in a way which is consistent with an increase of 6% (or whatever 

other figure Ministers may decide) in earnings per head, on the basis of the 
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staff numbers separately agreed by MinisteriS. No net additional cash should 

be provided to accommodate the cost of higher pay incre~ses for SOA grades. 

Any other attitude would be inconsistent both with the Government's general 

policy, and with what local authorities have been told in .the context of the 

RSG. 

It is a matter of less moment whether any savings needed to accommodate the 

cost of pay settlements for SOA grades come from additional staff savings, 

reductions in other expenditure, or a marginal reduction in the pay settlements 

for other grades. But we cannot accept the last sentence of paragraph 8 of 

the note if it means that the last of these courses is ruled out a priori: 

in the last resort , if staying within the cash limit can be achieved only by 

lower settlements for some grades, that must be accepted. 

Organisation and timetable 

The Lord President appears to envisage that the pay factor for each individual 

cash block should be the same. We support that line. But some Ministers may 

argue that they have cash blocks in which expenditure on the pay of SOA grades 

bulks so large that this is impossible. In theory, the point could be met by 

increasing some blocks, and making offsetting reductions in the pay element of 

others. It is in the first instance f~r the Lord President to consider whether 

such an approach would be feasible. But we greatly doubt the ability of the 

CSD and other departments to carry out such an exercise - certainly if more 

than a very small number of blocks were affected - on the timetable required 

for the Estimates. If the Lord President agrees to consider the possibility 

of increasing some cash limits in which the pay of SOA grades bulks large, 

officials should be instructed to consider whether this is feasible; Treasury 

officials must be closely associated with that consideration; and it must be 

conducted urgently. 

Recommendation 

You are advised: 

(a) to support the Lord President's recommendation. 

(b) To point out that the need to fix cash limits in conformity with 

whatever pay factor may be agreed is paramount; and that if additional 

increases for SOA grades can be accommodated only be reducing other Civil 

Service pay settlements, that must be accepted. 
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(c) To support the approach of having a single pay factor for all 

cash limits; if it is suggested that some limits should be increased 

(with offsetting reductions elsewhere) to accommodate settlements for 

SOA grades, officials, including Treasury officials, should be instructed 

urgently to consider the feasibility of such an approach.within the 

Estimates timetable. 

The general lines of this brief have been discussed with GE. 

M S BUCKLEY 

17 December 1980 
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Fina ncial Secretar 
Min is ter of State 
Mr. RyriEY 

........ Mr. D~n 
PS/lnland Revenue 
PS/Customs & Exc i s 
PS/D~S 

1. The Lord President's paper propo s es that the CSD should be 

given a remit to devise proposals for p e rformance-related pay 

covering Principal, Senior Principal an d As s istant Secretary gra de ::: 

and report back to col l eagues i n the s u rruner . 

2. These proposals cover the P9ints which the Chancellor has be e r 

making in co r respo n dence and subject to the general reservations i r 

the following paragraph, I advise the Chancellor and Chief Secreta _ 

to go along with the Lord President's proposals. 

3. The paper may prompt a wider discussion of merit pay and I of 1 

these general thoughts. Views among Permanent Secretaries about t : 

principle of merit pay are divided, as I suspect that they are amo r 

Civil Servants generally: there =is certainly some support for it. 

It is not- clear what attitude the unions will take in general: th e.'

will certainly pick at the details of any scheme and the 

negotiations will not be easy. It will be difficult to devise a 

scheme which is fair in practice, for example between individuals i 

different Departments; and this will cause contention. Whatever 

scheme emerges, it will impose a considerable extra burden on 

management in the Civil Service. The question is whether it will 

produce a commensurate improvement in motivation and efficiency. I 

doubt it,and if the ratio of administration to benefit is not likel: 

to be particularly favourable , it is a serious question for Ministe 

\-\-nether it is wise to tackle this issue now, espec ially when it wil 

come on top of all else the Governrrent a re doing about the terms an t 

conditions of the Civil Service. 

LINE TO TAKE 

4. Subject to the view which the Chancellor and the Chief Secreta r 

take on the desirability of pursuing the question of merit pay at 

the p resent time, I suggest that they should support the Lord .~ 

/2 - , -' 



Pre sident's proposal s. The following ;}rc de tailed point s whi ch a 
they might make:-

(i) The Lord President's paper doe s n ot say, but it is an 

important point, that the sche me mus t not le ~ d to i nflation 

of the Civil Service pay bill. 

(ii) However well the scheme is devised, there will be lessons 

to be learnt after it goes in to ope ra t ion : it ma y be wis e to 

run ita s a pilot scheme for a :yea r or two in 0!10, 0 r two se1(; · 

Departments before extending it to the Civil Service 

generally. 

(iii) The paper is right to say that the differentials will h .l ' 

to be significant if it is to be effective. It may be easi e i 

to achieve this, and be less invidious, if an element of 

discretion is introduced into the award of annual incremen ts 

rather than by differentiating the Civil Service pay award. 

But a solution would have to be found to any legal 

difficulties about interfering with rights to increments. 

(iv) The timetable of reporting back in time for a discussion 

in the summer must not be=allowed to slip. Ministers need a 

good look at the details of the scheme before negotiations 

have to be opened with the Civil Service Unions. It is on 

the details which a scheme of this sort can founder. 

FER BUTLER 
14 JANUARY 1981 
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CONTROL OF CIVIL SERVICE PAY AND NUMBERS 

You asked me this morning to set down some thoughts on this subject 

in preparation for this afternoon's meeting with the Lord President. 

In the time available, it has not been possible to consult other 

diviSbns or senior officials; and the Chancellor will wish to 

canvass thetr ideas in this minute, if at all, on a completely 

non-committal basis. 

2. There are a number of points it may be helpful to make first. 

a. Civil Service (C8) pay and numbers are both CSD responsib

ilities: any problems do not result from the split between 

central departments. 

b. The problems are increased by having published targets 

for CS staff numbers. However, there is a good case for having 

such targets since, because CS pay rates are settled nationally, 

there is relatively little pressure on, or scope for, 

departmental managers to make trade-offs between pay and 

numbers. In any event , it seems politically very di1"ficul. t to 

appear to abandon publication 01' tne targets. 

c. The differences between the CS and local authorities 

should not be overstated. The RSG settlement, in particular, 

assumed a substantial reduction in the number of local authority 

- 1 -



staff . But the authorities do have l oopholes - notably 

their ability to raise rate income - not open to ~ government 
departments. 

3. The approach to pay determination described in the paper 

submitted with Mr Ryrie's minute of 19 December should. help to 

ensure that pay increases are determined in the light of all relevant 

factors (including staff numbers and costs) and that staff numbers 
(t f.Jord e..ct and costs reflect what can be Q~QV9Q. However, this does not 

solve the problem that if the Government is committed to a (fairly 

demanding) target on numbers and announces a pay factor for cash 

limits, calculated on the basis of the numbers target, it has very 

little flexibility. 

4. Two possible approaches might alleviate this problem. 

5. First, the numbers target might be calculated on the basis 

of approved levels and standards of service and some assumption 

of improved efficiency, but not such a stringent assumption as to 

make improvement on it virtually unattainable. The CS unions could 

then be offered additional pay increases in exchange for improvements 
I.". ~. cl ( 

in efficiency ~'8y' · ... ·,tAIl the basic a~sumption but subject, of course, 

to maintaining approved standards of service). 

6. Secondly, more attention might be focused on staff costs and 

less on staff numbers. The intention would be to provide more 

stimulus to reducing the average grade level at which work takeS 

place than is provided by concentrating on numbers. This approach 

can be considered as a special case of that described in paragraph 

~: lowering the level at which work is done is one way of increasing 

efficiency. 

7. But the essential point remains. If numbers and pay are both 

rigidly determined, there can be, as a matter of arithmetic, nQ 
.~ . ---'--

flexibility. To introduce flexibility requires the introduction 

of some i~eway into one or both factors. At first sight, the most 

promising approach seems to be to try to make the assumption on 
. ---~------~ 

staff numbers - fes-s . stringent. 

~v, '\ () 
\ '1.. • .) • t:. 

11 BUCKLEY 
19 January 1981 
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Hinister of State (L) 
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Mr Ryrie 
Mr Bailey 
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Mr Bridgema.n 
Mr Dixon 
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Mr Gulvin 
Mr Norris 
Mr Robson 
Mr Ridley 
Mr Cardona 

BRIEF ON E(psp)(81)3: SINGLE OUTSIDE ANALOGUE G&LDES: SPECIAL CAS~S 

E(psp)(8o)1st meeting agreed that the outside ?ay links of single outside 

analogue grades in the Civil Service s49uld b ~ m~int?ined, the : ~.c1di tional c ost 

met v.Ji thin cash limits, and any special cases ','Ji'..ere this could not be done 

identified and brought to Hinisters. This ::2.'.Jer represents the r esults of a 

-:ra\vl round \'fhi tehall. 

In our view, the startin~-point for approac tin~ t hese cases must be the 

Government's underlying philosophy_ This is thp~t :)2Y settlements have to fit 

t he cash available to finance them, not vic e vers"l. TIii;s-cnrr-be -~c~J.ieved- e-i ther 
-------.------ - ~ -- - - - --

by trimming the direct cost of the settle~en~ ~tself, or by reducin~ staff number ~ 

Cn this approach, a case would have to be exce~ti~n::ll indeed to jl1stify all 

increase in the cash ~imit solely to finance i:. 

This ra.ises c,n importa.nt issue on the meanin:s 0 :' tho decision taken ?t E(PSP) (80 ) 

1 st meeting. It has been generally interprete r,! :iy afficials as me!}.ning that the 

outside -::;ay lin.l{s of single outside analogue >~ des should be m2.int3.ined under 

a ll circumstances. 1de doubt whether this ',:as ', : ~ :':;. t Hinisters intended. Inste3.d, 

CONFIDENr:L~L 
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'de sus:;ect that the sense of the decision mRy tt:::.ve been that links snould be 

mainta ined vJhere t hey car: be financ ed wi thin t he c as~ limit: but \<lhere they 

cannot, the possibility of breaking the link sho~ld certainly not be excluded. 

J::his would be more consistent '.vi th the underlying ~Jhilosophy indic ,":'. teri above, 

a.nd needsto be got clear at the outset. Some links ':.;ill be legally binding, 

~~d in practice very difficult, if not impossibl e, to break. But other links 

are not of this nature, and are not sufficiently firm to justify contemplating 
-----.. 

an increase in cash limits to finance them. 

---------------------------------
On the individual cases, we recommend you to r esist any increase in the Forestry 

Commissions cash limit. The Forestry Commission (or at least the Forestry 

Enterprise part) is a trading service: the net cash figure for t he Enterprise 

for 1981-82 (after taking account of t~, ~ r.eee4ts) is just Erer £46 _mil~ On a 

budget of this size, we believe it ought to be possible before the financial 

year starts to make plans to -~ the £0.9 million to fund the excess cost on 

Forestry workers' wages from wi thin it. We vlould not regard the Forestry policy 

statement (which Forestry Ministers may well "Jray in aid) as a ree.son for allm·I2. 1'1 

the Forestry Commission to escape from the const~a.ints of cash limits: though 

it must be recognised that such a further squeeze probably does mean that we wou: 

be at the end of the road in making suggestions about finding savings within the 

cash limit if we are faced with the same proble~ in 1981-82 as we were in 198o-8~ 

arising out of the short-fall in harvesting and marketing receipts. 

In any event, as suggested above, we do not think that it can be ~ssumed that 

the Forestry workers should necessarily follo w t he agricultural workers. It may 

be that the Forestry Commission can mount a CGlP,e fo r 'tlantin8 to raintain broad 

parifty: there may also be legal problems in brea~i~g the link. 3ut these are 

matters for the Forestry Commission. Accordin~ly , we recommend that the cash 

limit should stand, and it should be for the Forestry Commission to decide how 

to remain within it. 

The Northern Ireland police are a different problem. You will wish to note that 

what is in dispute is not the 1980 settlement, but the 1981 settlement, which is 

not due until September. Also important i s t he :: u8stion of whether ?olice 

expenditure in ijreat Brita.in should be cash limited, and this is cu~rently under 

consideration. If GB police expenditure rem2ins non-cash-limited, and police 

pay remains index-linked, then we have consi der nble sympathy with increasing t he 

Northern Ireland cash limit, providing the excess cannot be met fr0m savings 

elsewhere, vlhich seems unlikely. But in vieH of the uncertainties , i t seems :,~best 
~---

m leave the question open until the Autumn. 
----------- - ._-------

CONFIDENTIAL 
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Finally, there are a whole series of other poss~J l e cases where t he departments 

might well wish .to seek cash limit increases. ':! p. s uggest that these are best 

dealt with on the basis that cash limits are in~ e~ded to constrain pay increases. 

Although no Minister can be prevented from re- orening the debate about his cash 

limi t at any time, the presumption mus'c genel ully ue against any increase. 

Certainly, there would be no question of any incre9.f:e unless 2,11 possible 

alternatives had been explored - and this includes abandoning the li~~ with the 

outside analogue as well as making savings elsevihere. 

Incidentally, you may wish to note the particular case of NHS electricians 

(paragraph 6 of Annex C - see 'also the monitorin; report). Although this case 

is not formally covered by the E(PSP) decision, it is a very similar case and 

should be viewed along similar lines. 

This brief has been agreed with GEP2. 

flO 

K"y' 
? M RAYNER 

2 February 1981 

CONFIDENrI;;,L 
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Copies attached for: Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Minister of State (C) 
Minister of State (L) 
Sir Douglas Wass 
Sir Anthony Rawlinson 
Mr Littler 
Mr Middleton 

cc Mr Unwin 
Mr Bridgeman 
Mr Robson 
Mr Rayner 
Mr Ridley 

LONGER TERM POLICY ON PUBLIC SERVICE PAY: THE NON-INDUSTRIAL CIVIL SERVICE 

BRIEF ON E(81)16 

This memorandum by the Lord President discusses the future of Civil Service pay 

determination. It is relevant to Y9ur own paper (E(81)12) and to the current 

Civil Service pay negotiations, in which we understand that the trade unions 

have expressed considerable interest in the Government's future approach to pay 

bargaining. 

The Lord President's memorandum raises ~ree main questions. 

(1) Should there be an agreed system for bargaining on Civil Service pay? -_ .... -------._. __ ._ - - -------,. 

(2) Should this be backed by arbitration? 

(3) Should there be an outside review to advise on the future system? 

An agreed system 

The Lord President apppears somewhat to have misunderstood your paper. That 

does not argue for having no settled arrangements. Onfue contrary, it expressly 
~_I --•• ~__ ___ ~ •• 

prefers "constrained bargaining" - that is, bargaining within accepted ground 

rules. What your paper objects to is the establishment of a system purporting 

to generate precise results, independent of general economic policies and ability 

to pay, and prima facia~~:nd~ng .. on the Government. 

The real issue, no doubt, is that the Lord President and his officials wish to 

j get back to something which, in essence, is Pay Research, even if reformed Pay 
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Research. This is not acceptable. 

(a) Pay Research commands little public co~fidence. 

(b) It enshrines comparability. 

(c) It elevates the results of the comparison process above ability to 

pay. 

(d) For this and other reasons, it has had repeatedly to be overriden in 

the past. There is no reason to think that it ':JOuld fare better in future. 

In sho~~~y __ ~~l m~ans let there ?e ground rules and orderly procedures - but -- -- . . --.-.-----.~---- --" . 

on the lines set out in your own paper. 
------

Arbitration 
...... ... , ... 

There is no objection to arbitration arrangements, on two conditions. 

(i) There should be no unilateral access to arbitration, but only access 

by agreement between the two partie~. 

(ii) The results of arbitration must not automatically take precedence 

over cash limits. No doubt the Government might, in appropriate circumstance ~ 

decide to increase a cash limit if necessary to accommodate an arbitration 

award; but it should not be obliged invariably to do so. 

These conditions are consistent with previous discussion in E Committee. 

Advice from an autside review 

As put forward, the Lord President's proposal to establish an outside review 

is tantamount to bringing a new Priestly Commissio n into being; it implies that 

the Government is content to let an outside body decide (or at least play a 

large part in deciding) the arrangements for bargai~ing on pay between itself 

and its employees. ~~~gE~P~ __ ~ _~' in particular, of the Lord President t s memora!1dum 

seems to put ~Jlto _ ~()!1'!!Ilission the finding of answers to all manner of fundamental 

questions..-- -
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In our view, the Goverr~ent should decide the mai r. outlines of its policy in 

this area. It is possible that it might then decide to look for outside advice 

on detail aspects or methods of implementation. But it is clear, for example, 

that the Governmi~ nt would be bound to reject 3.ny r €:-Jrnmendation from an outside 

body whiCfi subordinated ability to pay to comi;arabili ty; and i t would" ~be-~erous 

a~ dishonest to pretend otherwise. It is no answer to say that the Government 

would not be bound in advance to accept the outcome of the review. In practice, 

it \'JQuld be very difficult to reject the Review Body's recommendations. 

The Lord President should therefore be asked to give further consideration to 

the future of Civil Service pay bargaining in the light of the Committees 

discussion of your own paper; to bring forward proposals on the essential outlines 

of an appropriate new system; and to recommend how the outline could be developed. 

But it is only when the outline is clear that it '."ould be right to bring in 

outside advice. 

Conclusion 

You can therefore go along with the recommendations in paragraphs 15(b) (i) and (i : 
~ ... .-~.-.- ' ...... 

of the Lord President's memorandum (no return to pay research in 1982, but a ---- .. -.- -----
~~clared intenti.9lJ.~r..e.t.llrn-.t.a an ordered system backed J?1:~rbi~!.~!.~_~n). But 

the Government need~ to develop its own thinking about the future of Civil Service 

pay determination on the lines recommended in your paper E(81)12, and to decide 

on the broad outlines of an acceptable system. It should not seek outside advice 

until it has done this. 

k. t . 

M S BUCKLEY 

10 February 1981 
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cc Chief Secretary 
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Minister of State (C) 
Minister of State (L) 
Sir Dou glas Wass 
Sir Anth ony Rawlinson 
Mr Littl e r 
Mr Middle to n 
Mr Bridgeman 
Mr Dixon 
Mr Unwin 
Mr Bucke ly 
Mr Robson 
Mr P Rayner 
Mr Ridle y 

1"1 

FUTURE ARRANGEMENTS FOR PUBLIC SERVICE PAY - E COMMI TTE E ON 12TH FE BF 

I submit briefs by Mr Buckley and Mr Dixon on the papers. 

Mr Buckley's brief on E(81)16 will give you some usef ul material to 

speak from. 

2. Lord Soames has presented a coherent counter-proposal which wi l 

no doubt command a good deal of support. In speakin~ on it, I sugg e , 

you might concentrate on the following points:-

a. Lord Soames goes far (further than before ) in r ecognisin g 

how unsatisfactory the present system is. The reasons why it h 

not worked well are fundamental (set out in yo u r pap er). But 

Lord Soames seems to be recommendin g a repair jJb. Will this 

reall y make it work? If, on the other hand, he intends the re v ~ 

he proposes to consider the whole problem in i ts widest sense, 

this not simply saying that because it is diffi =u lt we should 

throw it to a Committee and ask them to find the answer: The 

issues can and should be faced now. 

b. The issues are central to Gover nment polic y - not Royal 
----. '--~'-'-

Commission material. Pay is at the heart of the appalling prob l 

we now face on controlling publi c exp enditure and the PSBR, an 

important c a use of our t r 0 Li b 1 e s this yea r " ;-'-' '8 0 t h the Priestley 

approach (fairness) and the -appro ach during most of the 1960s an 

1970s (treating pay as simply as an adju stable "~rice" in public 

expenditure) are out of date. 

1 
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CIVIL SERVICE PAY 

cc Sir Anthony Rawlinson 
l1r Ryrie 
r1r Middleton ' --~- -'--
r1r Bridgeman 
Mr Robson 
Mr Buckley 
r1r P Rayner 

The Policy Unit suggests that civil service pay may have 
lagged behind the analogues in the last decade. This may 

seem inconsistent with our assertions that the pay of 
government employee;has improved in relation to that of 
the private sector. We have not yet been able to check 
the figures for the civil service and analogues; but the 
two statements are not necessarily inconsistent. Civil servic e 
analogues may have done better than the private sector 

generally. Also it could depend on the treatment of fringe 
benefits. 

P V Dixon 
11 February 1981 
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c. Lord Soames' paper does not recognise the difficulty of 

giving the Civil Service an orderly system, with a Government 

commitment to implement, but not doing so for the rest of the 

public services where cash limits must preva~l unless control of 

public expenditure is to be seriously weakened . . 

d. Arbitration. See Mr Buckley's points. Lord Soames is 

arguing against the line that E Committee has previously tak8n. 

3. I hav8 no helpful comment to off8r on Mr Hoskyns' note which 

raises a gr8at many questions but off8rs virtually no answers . 

W S RYRIE 

11th February 1981 
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On Monday morning I met representatives of the Civil Service non-
' industrial unions. They confirmed their rejection of the offer 
of 6% made to them by officials last week. I undertook to consider 
their representations. But I held out no hope that we would move 
from our tabled offer. 

The unions made it clear that they also attach great importance to 
what can be said to them now about the future arrangements for 
settling Civil Service pay. That is dealt with in the two E papers 
which we have circulated to our colleagues and which will be 

- discussed at Thursday's meeting. J suggest we also reconsider at 
that meeting the level of pay increase which we are prepared to go 
to for the Civil Service. 

My judgement is that some industrial action in the Civil Service is 
pretty well certain; but that a step up from 6% to 7% coupled with 
a statement on the lines I suggest in E(81)16 would bring about a 
qualititative change in the intensity of that action in that it 
would strengthen the hand of the moderates. This outturn would still 
I believe be widely seen in national terms as a considerable 
achievement. 

So I ask for authority to go to 7% with the unions together with a 
formul~ on the future, as and when in my judgement this would be 
helpful. I would not necessarily use them both together. 

I have seen Patrick Jenkin ' s letter about the NHS pay negotiations . 
I believe we have to look at the two groups together and deal with the 
pay factor on the same basis for both. Clearly if Patrick Jenkin is 
able to negotiate a settlement in the NHS at 7% this would greatly 
strengthen my hand in persuading the Civil Service to accept similar 
treatment. 

I am copying this letter to the Prime Minister, other members of the 
Cabinet and to Sir Robert Armstrong. 

~~ 
SOAlVlES CONFIDENTIAL --
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The Rt Hon William Whitelaw, CH, MC, MP 
Secretary of State for the Home Department 
50 Queen Anne ' s Gate 
LONDON SW1H 9AT ~a,~\ 
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I explained to colleagu~in E ~ommittee why I thought it 
necessary to offer 7% to the Civil Service unions and I was 
authorised so to do . I intend to put this to them next week . 

The authorisation was on the understanding that the additional 
costs would have to be found within the existing cash limit 
factors of 6% and 11% and this iB to warn colleagues that they 
will therefore need to contain expenditure on staff and staff
related matters within the cash limi~now set . 

Copies of this letter go to the Prime Minister, all Ministers 
in charge of Departments and Sir Robert Armstrong . 

SOAMES 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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I was dismayed. at the reportS',-" in this mo'I'Iiing' so-Times , . Financial 
Times and Guardian, which the outside world will see as resulting 

from some kind of official guidance, about the Government's 
proposals for dealing with NHS and Civil Service pay_ The 
decisions -reached at yesterday's meeting of E Committee left ~o 

with some difficult handling problems; but the press reports make 
- them immeasurably worse. 

My provisional intention had been to inform both Sides of the 
Ancillary Staffs and Ambulancemen's Whitley Councils that the 
Government had now decided to announcs ~ cash limit for the liaS 

based on a pay factor of 6 per cent. At the same time, I should 
have eA~lained privately to the Managereent Sides that the limited 
flexibility presented by a prices factor of 11 per cent gave some 
scope for a settlement slightly in e~~ess of ,6 per cent, and that, 
if satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that it would be impossible 

I _ 

to secure settlements at 6, per cent, they would be justified in 
moving somewhat above that figure. But.I should have pressed them 

to aim for the lowest possible increase Cie something as near to 
6 per cent as possible); and I should have kept in close touch with 
the progress ~eing made. Had there been any signs of something 

in ex~ess .of 7 per cent being contemplated - a highly un\velcome 

development which I should have done ~. utmost to avoid - I should 
at once have reported back to colleagues. 

These tactics have now become unrealistic. The Staff Sides will 

see them as no more than a charade, because they will assume that 

a ? per cent increase is there for the asking, and 7~ per cent if 

improbable that negotiations could be reopened on the basis of a 
straight 6 per cent offer; and even if the Management Sides were 
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willing to try to do this - and I should not blame them if they 
were not - they would almost inevitably quickly be pushed to 
7 per cent, and strongly pressed to go further. The prospects 
of securing pay settlements on terms which do not involve an 
unintended and politically damaging squeeze on health services 
are thus substantially worse than colleagues supposed them to be 
at the time of the meeting of E Committee. 

I should greatly welcome an early opportunity of discussion with 
you and other Ministerial colleagues how we can best deal with 
these embarrassing developments. I am sending copies of this 
letter to Geoffrey Howe, Christopher Soames, Jim Prior 
George Younger, Nicholas Edwards, Leon Brittain and to 
Sir Robert Armstrong. 

- • OSZIE 

CONFIDEnTIAL 

(Dictated by the Secretary 
of State anu signed in his 
absence) 



CIVIL SERVICE PAY: FUTURE ARRANGEMENTS 

Civil Service Departmen~;~4. 
Whitehall London SW1 A 2AZ --- r~ 

01-2734400 

16 February 1981 

Last Thursday E Committee agreed that the Lord President should 
make a statement of the Government's intentionson a new long-term 
framework for pay settlements, during the course of the present 
negotiations. The wording was to be agreed with the Prime Minister, 
Chancellor and the Secretary of State for Employment. 

The Lord President would like to use the following words: 

"The Government intend that_arrangements for determining 
the pay of the non-industrial Civil Service be reviewed 
with the object of establishing as soon as practica~le an 
ordered and agreed system which takes account of all 
factors which experience has shown to be relevant." 

Would you let me know, please, if the Chancellor has any comments? 

I am copying this, for their views, to Tim Lankester at No.10, 
Richard Dykes in Employment and David Wright in Sir Robert Armstrong' 
Office. 

J BUCKLEY 

C ONF I DENr IAL 
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CHIEF SECRETARY 

NHS AND CIVIL SERVIC PAY 

C()P~(H C\i) ( 
= c P~'incipal Private Secretary 

PS/Fi ~ancial Secretary 
PS/Hinister of State (C) 
PS/Hinister of State (L) 
Sir Douglas Wass 
HI' Ryrie 
Sir Antho~y Rawlinson 
Mr Bailey 

-----3 Hr Middleton 
Hr Littler 
Mr Dixon 
Hr Kemp 
JIll' Bridgeman 
Hr Unwin 
Hr Robson 
Hr Rayner 
Hr Honaghan 

I understand that the minute of 13 February fror:i fir Jenkin to the Prime Hinis te : 

is to be discussed tomorrov,'; the letter of 13 February from the Lord President 

to the Home Secretary is also relevant. 

I1r Jenkin's minute looks alarmingly like the :first move in a campaign to have 

the NHS cash limit reopened. It is vital to prev ent this. There are t~~ 

points that should be made. 

First, so far as we have been able to discover, the press reports to which 

Mr Jenkin refers were not in any way based on official guidar-ce. I ndeed, the 

No 10 press people thif1.k that the most likely s ource is the public service 

unions themselves! In any event, it is pretty exaggerated to suggest that the 

negotiating tactics of NHS management should be greatly influenced by mere 

press speCUlation. Once it has been announced that the NHS cash limit will be 

based on a 6% pay factor, a 6~G offer v/ill certainly be taken seriously. 

Secondly, and more importantly, none of this .:=;l.tcrs Vll' Jenkin's responsibility 

to keep within his cash limit for 1981-82 on the basis of the factors dec~~ed 

by Cabinet. T:'1.roughout the discussion, 1-:1' JCLY.. i:-; has shown a te :;de Il Cy:Ztt~"r). argue 

in terms that would be appropriate only if t~c GcverL .... ~ent intended to establish 

a pay norm for the NBS, and to put proposals to hi s colleagues about the appropr 

level of pay settlements. Tne level of indivi dual NHS pay settlements, however, 
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is his business provided that he keeps wi thi r. his cash li;nit. It would be 

disastrous for the GovernI;]ents policy to 21;",~n d the NfIS cash limit for 1981-82 

now; and there is no alternative to Mr Jenkin '.·.'orking on the basis of \'Jhat 

Cabinet has decided and obtaining (or imposi r~g) settlements that will allow 

him to stay within his cash limit. 

As for the Lord President's letter, someVlhat similar considerations apply, 

though there is no indication that Lord So~~es is trying to reopen existing 

decisions. If he can secure further manpo',..:e r savings from departments suffici e ~ 

to finance a 7% pay offer to the civil service , there is no Treasury objection . 

We would say only that there must be genuine prospects of finding the savings: 

it would not, for example, be satisfactory to rely on a vague hope that in 

the event expenditure will be below budget because it usually has been in the 

Fast (some CSD officials have indicated that such an argument has been put 

forHard in some quarters). 

In short, Cabinet has no',,: taken its decisio :1s; arid it is up to the Hinisters 

concerned to put those decisions into effect, ::ithout b e i ~g deflected by press 

rumours. 

M S BUCKLEY 

16 February 1981 
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cc Mr Bu~kley--
Mr ~Robson 

CIVIL SERVICE PAY: INFORMATION FOR MR DU CANN ETC 

I am worrying about who is dealing with XI of the attached. The 
new 'Table 7 of CSH is relevant inso far as it will show the 

~ 

Estimates provision for new settlements separate from the p~ bill 
in 1981-82 from other causes. But no one has offered me any text. 
Is another vehicle intended? 

" . 
PATRICIA BROWN 

16 February 1981 
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Thank you :for your letter of 24 Novemb~r about the ~ 
way in "/hich Civil Service pay is to be controlled in ' 7f 
fu ture • "z, ..,I. \ 

Let me say at once that the Committee warmly welcomed 
the way in which you have gone a long way to implement the 
recommendatuons made in their Fifth Report. We had noted 
the Treasury's observations on the Fifth Report with some 

·concern and we had intended to publish a further report 

1\ 
which would have been criticial of/these observations. 
This will not now ge necessary, and the Committee is glad 
that it is not. However, the. Committee-wished to make 
certain observations which we hope _will be helpful to you. 

r 
The Committee read your letter as meaning that a full 
explanation will be given at the·relevant time explaining 

V . )' any difference there may be between the actual percentage 
f\ increase between 1980/81 and 1981/82 in the provision for 

pay and the announced provision for increases in earnings 
from due settlement dates. As you point out there could 
be a number of reasons for any such differences and the 
Committee are convinced that it would be most helpful for 
a proper understanding of Government policy if the reasons 
for these differences were spelt out in full. 

\ 

The Committee particularly welcomed your assurance 
that the Government will, in future, avoid the staging of 
awards which has given rise to confusion in the past and 
made control of total spending the more difficult. They 
are also glad to see that where a staged award is made by 
a public services employer, the Government, when setting 
the relevant cash limit for the subsequent year, would not 
allow for that part of the award which had been fitted into 
the previous year's cash limit by delaying or 'staging. 

.~ 

,\ 
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i 

\ 

Last Thursday E Committee agreed that the Lord President should 
make a statement of the Government's intentionson a new long-term 
framework for pay settlements, during the course of the present 
negotiations. The wording was to be agreed with the Prime Minister, 
Chancellor and the Secretary of state for Employment. 

The Lord President would like to use the following words: 

"The Government intend tha~arrangements for determining 
the pay of the non-industri-al Civil Service be reviewed 
with the object of establishing as soon as practica~le an 
ordered and agreed system which takes account of all 
factors which experience has shown to be relevant." 

Would you let me know, please, if the Chancellor has any comments? 

I am copying this, for their views, to Tim Lc~ester at No.10, 
Richard Dykes in Employment and David Wright in Sir Robert Ar~strong ' 
Office. 

J BUCKLEY 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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DRAFT LETTER TO: THE PRIVJ..TE SECrlETJ..RY TO THE LORD PRESIDENT 

CIVIL SERVICE PAY: FUTURE ARP..A NGE.M.ENTS 

Thank you for your letter of 16 February. 

The Chancellor has asked me to ma~e t~o comments on the draft 

statement to the unions. 

I! 
\ 

First, he suggests that it would be better to say "The Governme;: -_ 

intend to review the arrangements ••• ". E Committee specifically 

decided to hold open the question of whether there should be 

an outside review. The use of the passive voice in the draft 

strongly implies that the Govern~ent will ask someone else to 

do the job, and so prejudices the eventual decision, whereas 

the active leaves the question ~ore open, since it does not 

preclude the Government from later asking for outside advice. 

Secondly, he suggests that there should be added at the end of 

the statement "and which will commaud the widest possible accept 2 

Tnis reflects a point explicitly ~ade in the Prime Minister's 

s~~~ing up at E Committee. 

I am sending a copy of this letter to Tim Lar~ester, Richard 

~Jkes, and David wright. 



PRINCIPAL PRIVATE SECRETARY 

CIVIL SERVICE PAY: FUTURE ARRANGEMENTS 

FS/Chief Secretary 
FS/Financial Secretary 
Sir Douglas Wass 
Er Ryrie 
!-ir ~.iddleton 

¥u Dixon 
}llT Unwin 
Mr Rayner 
Mr Ridley 
Hr Cardona 

---*'::k ~ C~ 

I attach a self-explanatory draft reply to the letter of 16 February from 

the Lord President's Private Secretary . There is one additional point that 

I should make. 

\ " 
. \ 

The E Co~~ittee conclusions, while emphasisi ng the desirability of securing 

agreement from the unions on a new system, explici tly leave open the possibili t :: 

that such agreerr.ent may not be obtained. Tn~r e is t~erefore a case for inserti : 

"if possible" before "agreedtl in the fourth l i:Je of the draft. However, this 

would be fairly provocative; and since the thi~d li~e says that the review ~il: 

be tlwith the object" of establishing a new syst eLJ, it leaves open the possibi l i , 

that the object will not be achieved._ I therefore reco~~end leaving the draft 

as it is in this respect. 

I , .-' . 
. ' L ~ I..,. . 

M S BUCKLEY 

17 February 1981 
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I noted from my copy 0 f yo ur Ie t te r -to hT ill i e Wh i t o 1 a\v on 
13 February that you were expecting to offe r 7% to the Civil 
Service 1.L1l.ions in the course of this 'l,'c::ek; 2nd I understand 
through our Private Offices that this is likely to be on 
Friday or perhaps even next Monday. As you probably know 
negotiations begin this coming Wednesday on teachers' pay 
in the Burnham Conu-ni ttee and both sides there will be vlatching 
closely developments in the Civil Service and the NHS. Thus 
your timing and Patrick Jenkin's are of considerable interest 
to me and my representatives in Burnham and I should be 
grateful if you and he could kee~ us closely in the picture if 
there is any thought of bringing for~ard the offer to your 
unions or his or if there is any risk of i Jcs becoming- public 
before Friday in advance of any formal rneet ing. 

Copies of this letter go to the Prime Ministe r, all members of 
E Committee, Francis Pym, Patrick Jenkin and Sir Robert Armstrong. 
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17 February 1981 

The Pr~me Minister held a meeting this morning to 
discuss further the National Health Service and Civil 
Service cash limits and pay negotiations. In addition 
to your Secretary of State, the following were present: 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer, the Lord President, the 
Secretaries of State for Employment, Scotland, Wales, the 
Chief Secretary and Sir Robert Armstrong. They had before 
them Mi. Jenkin's minute of 13 February. 

Mr. Jenkin said that he had been dismayed at the 
reports in last Friday's newspapers about the Government's 
proposals for dealing with NHS and Civil Service pay. These 
reports had cut the ground from under the NHS negotiators. 
In reaching their decision on the six per cent pay factor, 
Ministers had assumed that if a settlement was reached at 
seven per cent, the volume of spending would be protected to 
some extent by savings on account of the 11 per cent price 
factor. But in fact, volume was unlikely to be unaffected 
unless the pay settlement could be held to six and one-third 
per cent. NHS management were taking the view that once they 
began to offer money from the non-pay cash limit towards the 
settlement, it would be very hard to avoid further concessions. 
They did not wish to see volume cut, and accordingly they 
seemed prepared to stick at a six per cent pay offer even 
though this would almost certainly result in industrial action. 
If they did decide to move to 7%, the consequent volume squeeze 
would cause considerable political difficulties for the Govern
men"t. For it would fly in the face of the pre-election commi t
ment to maintain the growth of volume spending. He would be 
seeing the TUC Health Services Committee later that day at one 
of his regular meetings with them. He would put to them all th E 
arguments about the need for restraint on pay if volume spendin[ 
was not to be affected. But he thought it most unlikely that 
they would listen to these arguments. Because of the link 
with the local authority manuals, it seemed improbable that 
the unions would accept an offer of less than 7!%. 

Lord Soames said that there was bound to be industrial 
trouble on a major scale if the Government tried to stick 
to 6% in either the NHS or the Civil Service negotiations. 
By offering 7%, there was some prospect of avoiding this. 

jln view 
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In view of the reports in last Friday's press, it was 
necessary for the management side~to put the 7% figure on the 
table rightaway. Given the fact that it had been decided 
to set the pay factor at 6%, it ought in his view to be 
possible to finance 7% settlements by a slight manpower 
squeeze (though in the case of the Civil Service this would 
be on top of the reductions already agreed) and possibly 
by some transfer of funds ~rom non-pay expendi~ure. 

In discussion the following points were made: 
; ~I 

I Given that manpower in the NHS had risen by 
some 25,000 since the election, the squeeze 
consequent on a 7% settlement should not cause 
too much difficulty. Wh~n other programmes 
were being cut back, many people would be 
surprised to know that the health service 
was still expanding. Moreover; the recent 
report by the Controller and Auditor General 
seemed to indicate that there was scope for 
manpower savings. 

II On the other hand, it was pointed out that the 
pre-election commitment had been quite clear, 

I and hitherto Ministers had taken it fully into 
account in their public expenditure deliberations. 
The 25,000 manpower increase was an automatic 
consequence of allowing the volume of spending 
to increase, and most of the additional posts 
were medical staff . rather than ancillaries or 
administrators. The increase in spending was 
itself justified by=the UK's ageing population 
and the resultant increase in the number of 
patients that the NHS had to cater for. As regards 
the C&AGJs report, DHSS officials were confident 
that most of its criticisms could be effectively 
rebutted: for example, the report failed to 
distinguish the staffing requirements of teaching 
hospitals from the staffing requirements of 
ordinary hospitals. 

III Whatever the difficulties, the Government could not 
afford to increase the pay factor above 6%. If the 
unions insisted on taking out more than 6% in pay, 
they should be made to take the responsibility for 
any consequent volume squeeze. The argument should 
be turned against them to make it clear that they -
and not the Government - were cutting volume and 
causing unemployment. 

IV - If the pay factor was to be held at 6%, · the sooner 
it and the 11% prices factor were announced the 
better. 

Summing up, the Prime Minister said that there could be 
no going back on the decision to set the pay factor for cash 

/limits 
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limits at 6% and the prices factor at 11%. Pay settlements 
for the illIS and Civil Service would have to be negotiated 
within the cash limits thus set. In both cases, it seemed 
likely that the management sides would have to offer 7%; 
and if so, there would have to be some minor volume savings. 
The cash limit factors should be announced by Written Answer 
by the Chancellor of the Exchequer tomorrow (Wednesday). 

I am sending copies of this letter to John Wiggins 
(HM Tre~sury), Jim Buckley (Lord President's Office), 
Richard Dykes (Department of Employment), Godfrey Robson 
(Scottish Office), John Craig (Welsh Office), Terry Mathews 
(Chief Secretary's Office) and David Wright (Cabinet Office). 

I would be grateful if you and copy recipients could 
ensure that this letter has the same limited circulation 
within departments as the relevant minute of last Thursday's 
E Committee meeting. 

Don Brereton, Esq., 
Department of Health and Social Security. 
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CIVIL SERVICE PAY: FUTURE ARRANGEMENTS 

cc PS/Chief Secretary 
PS/Financial Secretary 
Sir Douglas Wass 
Mr Ryrie 
Mr Middleton 
Mr Dixon 
Mr Unwin. 
Mr Rayner 
Mr Ridley 
Mr Cardona 

I attach a self-explanatory draft reply to the letter of 16 February from 

the Lord President's Private Secretary. There is one additional point that 

I should make. 

The E Committee conclusions, while emphasising the desirability of securing 

agreement from the unions on a new system, explicitly leave open the possibility 

that such agreement may not be obtained. There is therefore a case for insertin. 

!tif possible" before "agreed" in the fourth line of the draft. However, this 

would be fairly provocative; and since the third line says that the review will 

be "with the object" of establishing a new system, it leaves open the possibilit : 
-

that the object will not be achieved. -I therefore recommend leaving the draft 

as it is in this respect. 

M S BUCKLEY 

17 February 1981 
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DRAFT LETTER TO: THE PRIVATE SECRETARY TO THE LORD PRESIDENT 

CIVIL SERVICE PAY: FUTURE ARRANGEMENTS 

Thank you for your letter of 16 February. 

The Chancellor has asked me to make two comments on the draft 

statement to the unions. 

First, he suggests that it would be better to say "The Government 

intend to review the arrangements ••• ". E Committee specifically 

decided to hold open the question of whether there should be 

an outside review. The use of the passive voice in the draft 

strongly implies that the Government will ask someone else to 

do the job, and so pr~udices the eventual decision, whereas 

the active leaves the question more open, since it does not 

preclude the Government from later asking for outside advice. 

,:,J..d ,'-/ 
Secondly, he suggests \fist tsore should ee added at the end of 

~ ..,.)1fV~S 

the statement~'and which will command the widest possible accepta 

This reflects a point explicitly made in the Prime Minister's 

summing up at E Committee. 

I am sending a co~ of this letter to Tim Lankester, Richard 

Dykes, and David Wright. 
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f Treasury Charnbers, Parliament Street, SWIP 3AG 
01-233 3000 

Mr Ridley' 
Mr Cardona 
Mr Buckle y 

(8 February 1981 

J. Buckley Esq. 
Private Secretary to the 
Lord President of the Council 

Duv-v J i f'V\ , 

CIVIL SERVICE PAY: FUTURE ARRANG~NTS 
Thank you for your letter of 16 February. 

1he Chancellor has asked me to make two comments on the draft 
statement to the unions. 

First, he suggests that it would be better to say "The 
Government intend to review the arrangements ... ". E 
Committee specifically decided to hold open the question of 
whether there should be an 6utside review. The use of the 
passive voice in the draft strongly implies that the Governmen t 
will ask someone else to do the job, and so prejudices the 
eventual decision, whereas trn active leaves the question 
more open, since it does not preclude the Government from 
later asking for outside advice. 

Secondly, he suggests adding at the end of the statement the 
words "and which will command the widest possible acceptance". 
This reflects a point explicitly made in the Prime Minister's 
summing up at E Committee. 

I am sending a copy of this letter to Tim Lankester, Richard 
Dykes, and David Wright. 

jot. .. ~~~\ 

A.J. WIGGINS 
Private Secretary 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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From the Private Secretary 

Peter Shaw 
Private Secretary to the Secretary of State 

for Education and Science 
Elizabeth House 
York Road 
LONDON SE1 7PH 
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This is just to confirm what I told you on the phone earlier 
today in response to your Secretary of State's letter of 
17 February. 

~~~ 

We mustikeep in touch about the progress of our respective 
negotiations. The Lord President is now due to meet the Civil 
Service Unions next Monday afternoon and there is no intention 
of moving beyond our existing offer of 6% before then. I 
understand that our officials are in close touch and will be 
keeping each other informed of any developments. 

Copies of this letter go to the Private Secretaries of Ministers 
who received your letter. 

J BUCKLEY 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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CIVIL SERVICE PAY: FUTURE ARRANGEMENT S 

Thank you for sending Richard Dykes a copy of 
your letter of 16 February to John Wiggins. 

The Secretary of State is content with the 
wording of a statement on the ~overnment's 
intentions as proposed in your letter. I am 
copying this to Tim Lankester, John Wiggins, 
and David Wright. 

, 
db ~ ~~~."LLt";~~~ ~ 

J ANDERSON 
Private Secretary 
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01-233 3000 

I~ February 1981 

J. Buckley Esq. 
Private Secretary to the 
Lord President of the Council 

DUVv J I tvl , 

CIVIL SERVICE PAY: FUTURE ARRANGEMENTS 

Thank you for your letter of 16 February. 

PS/CST 
PS/FST ,. 
Sir D Wa ss 
Mr Ryrie 
Mr Middlet c' 
Mr Di xon 
Mr Unwin 
Mr Rayner 
Mr Ridley· 
Mr Car~a 
Mr B~ley . 

~he Chancellor has asked me to make two comments on the draft 
statement to the unions. 

First, he suggests that it WOULD De be~~er to say "The 
Government intend to review the arrangements ... ". E 
Committee specifically decided to hold open the question of 
whether there should be an outside review. The use of the 
passive voice in the draft strongly implies that the Governmen t 
will ask someone else to do the job, and so prejudices the 
eventual decision, whereas tm active leaves the question 
more open, since it does not preclude the Government from 
later asking for outside advice. 

Secondly, he suggests adding at the e nd of the statement the 
words "and which will command the widest possible acceptance". 
This reflects a point explicitly made in the Prime Minister's 
summing up at E Committee. 

I am sending a copy of this letter to Tim Lankester, Richard 
Dykes, and David Wright. 

Jot.'" ~~~\ 
A.J. WIGGINS 
Private Secretary 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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CiVil Service Pay: ' Future Arrangements ~ {l,.~ 
~ ~~~ 

The Prime Minister has now considered the Lord President~s 
proposed form of words which he would like to use in the pay 
negotiations on Monday concerning the future arrangements for 
Civil Service pay. (Jim Buckley wrote to John Wiggins about 
this on 16 February.) She has seen the Chancellor of the Exchequer 1 
comments as contained in John Wiggins' letter of 18 February. 

As I told you on the telephone, the Prime Minister would 
like the phrase - "which experience has shown to be relevant" -
to be deleted, since she believes this could be misinterpreted to 
mean that the new arrangements will exclude factors for determining 
pay which have not hitherto been made use of. Thus, taking in the 
Chancellor's suggestions, the statement would read as follows:-

"The Government intend to review the arrangements for 
determining the pay of the non-industrial civil servants 
with the object of establishing as soon as practicable 
an ordered and agreed system which takes account of all 
relevant factors and which will command the widest possible 
acceptance. " 

I am sending copies of this letter to Richard Dykes (Department 
of Employment), John Wiggins (HM Treasury) and David Wright (Cabinet 
Office) . 

Miss Vivien Life, 
.. Lord Presiden t' s Office. 
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NIl RECRUITMENT 

I have seen a copy of David Howell's letter to you of 13 February 
about the need for steps to'be taken to make it possible for the 
NIl to attract additional recruits of suitable calibre to bring it f 
complement up to strength. 

As I indicated in my letter of 7 Au~~st on ~nlS subject (copied to 
Paul Channon) , ~~ the need for confidence in the effectiveness of 
nuclear safety arrangements to be sustained justifies our seeking 
to take exceptional measures to ensure that the Inspectorate is, 
and continues to be, - adequately staffed. The need for action to be 
taken was highlighted last week 15y the Select Committee on Energy 
which expressed alarm about the current shoI.'tfall in the strengtt1 
of tne NIl and recommcndec that the position should be revlewed as 
a matter of extreme urgency with particular attention being given, 
among other considerations, to the sala~ies pa.id to the Inspectorat t 
In these circumstances I st~ongly support David Howell's proposals 
that a comparison of functions and salary levels of Nuclear 
Inspectors with those of comparable stsif i~ the nuclear industry 
should be undertaken and that v;e should be. T"e8.dy to find the mone:\l 
to finance increased NIl pay rates if the comparison should show til:' 
to be necessary. I also agree that relocation expenses should be 
examined at the same time. 

I am sending copies of this letter to the Prine 11inister, David BOI.'IE 

Geoffrey Howe, Jim Prior, Hichael Hesel tLl.e, John Nott and 
Sir Robert Armstrong. 
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VIe are now entering a critical phase as we approach the one-day 
strike called by the Civil Service unions for 9 March as a 
precursor to further action. 

;-11'\. 1e. 1 ' _ 

We have made it clear to the unions and the public that we stand ! 

absolutely firm on the 6% cash limit and that a 7% pay settlement 
is the most that can be squeezed out of that . Here we must now 
stand . 

On the other hand, I am anxious to do what we can to prevent 
industrial action gaining a momentum of its own and becoming harde~ 
to stop . So we must seek to build on our formula for the future. 
The unions have welcomed what we have said about the establishment 
of an ordered and agreed system but have said that this will not 
influence their plans unless we can say something about a number 0= 

specific matters. 

I would like to respond constructively, though we must not of cour ~ 
in advance of our review commit ourselves to the detailed system vIE 
might want to introduce for the f~ture; but that should not prevent 
us putting some flesh on the bones_ of our formula if it would help 
us limit serious industrial action in the period ahead. 

I am enclosing a copy of the letter I sent today to Mr Kendall . I 
expect his response tomorrow and he may ask for the meeting within 
a day or two. If so I would then like to say something on the 
following lines: 

a. We have already said that an ordered and agreed system 
would take account of all relevant factors . ~or i nst~n€e, 

it~.S ot the Gover~ntts intention that the p~y fits ~ 
emp yees ShOul~P rmanently fal~ behind the appr. priate 
m et rates, so e new arrang~ents would nee to have 
regard to the of staff engaged on similar work outside ; 

b . Providing we can arrive at a satisfactory and ordered 
system, arbitration would have a part to play in normal times ; 

c . A new system would be establish ed as soon as practicable 
but whether all or some-- of it could be used for the 1982 pay 
settlement would depend on the progress of the review and 
the circumstances prevailing at the time . 

I am sending a copy of this minute to the Chancellor of the Excheque 
the Secretary of State for Employment and Sir Robert Armstrong . 



W L Kendall Esq 
Council of Civil Service Unions 
19 R'oches1;er Row 
LONDON SW1P 1LP 

Civil Service Dcpartrncnt 
V\'hitehall London S,/\'1 A 2AZ 

01-273 4400 

I\~arch 1981 

Y01J.r letters av,.'ai ted me on my return from Brussels on' ftiday 
evenlng. \ 
I must tell you that the Government deeply deplores the decision 
by your COlJncil to call for industrial action by your members. 
On the basis of the proposals which we bave put to you we 
consider such action would be quite unjustified. 

I am surprised and disappointed by=your reaction to the meeting 
which took place at your request with my officials on 24 February 
on the future pay arrangements for the Civil Service. I find it 
hard to understand how on the strength of only one meeting you 
can dismiss the discussions as abortive. It was surely quite 
unreasonable to expect snap answers to some of the questions you 
raised. After all, we are only at the begi~ning of the work on 
new arrangements for Civil Service pay. 

I am anxious that there should be no mislmderstanding of the 
Government's positive intention to establish an ordered and agreed 
pay system." You may think therefore that it would be wise for 
your negotiating committee to have an early meeting with the 
Minister of state. 

SOAMES 

'li~~#" ' 

' • ., ;, !I J., 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

Mr Middleton Mr Buckley 
Mr Unwin Mr Rayner 
Mr Ridley 
Mr Cardona 

Principal Private Secretary 

CIVIL SERVICE INDUSTRIAL ACTION 

Sub-paragraph a of Lord Soames's draft statement, .even as 
amended by the Prime Minister, goes too far from our point 
of view in establishing comparability, but by referring 

to "normally" would not go far enough for the unions. We 
would suggest replacing it with the following:-

2. 

"Like any employer the Government must always take 
account of economic circumstances and the ability 

to pay. The ordered and agreed system at which we 
are aiming would take account of all relevant factors, 
including the relative attractiveness of all the terms 
and conditions of service of those in employment 

elsewhere" 

We have no comments on b and c. 

~. 
P V Dixon 
3 March 1981 



10 DO\VNING STREET 

From the Private Secretary 3 March, -1981 

The Lord President minuted the Prime Minister last night 
on the above s~bject, and they had a word about it this morning. 

The Lord President explained that Mr Kendall had now asked 
for a meeting; he had not yet decided whether he or Mr Heyhoe would 
take the meeting. While he had no intention whatsoever of concedin g 
anything on the 7% pay figure, he wanted to be able to give the 
unions some sort of a lifeline in terms of the future arrangements 
for pay determination. The latter had already been discussed by 
Ministers collectively; he now wanted the Prime Minister's agreemen t 
to the form of words suggested in_ his minute which might be used at 
the forthcoming meeting. 

The Prime Minister said that, in her view, the suggested 
form of words in paragraph 5a of the minute gave too much emphasis 
to the idea that Civil Service pay should not fall behind pay outsi d ~ 
The emphasis ought to be on pay and conditions of service. She also 
~oped that it was implicit that, amongst the relevant factors to be 
L: aken inTo account in the "ordered and agreed system", would be suppl j 
~nd demand conditions. 

The Lord President agreed that supply and demand 
c onsiderations -were indeed implicit. To meet the Prime Minister's 
point about pay and conditions, they agreed that the form of words 
in paragraph 5a should be amended as follows:-

"We have already said that an ordered and 
agreed system would take account of all 
relevant factors. In introducing such a 
system, it would be the Government's 
intention t~at the terms and conditions 
of service of its employees should not 
normally fall behind the terms and 
conditions of those employed outside." 

/1 am 
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I am sending copies of this letter to John Wiggins 
(HM Treasury), Richard Dykes (Department of Employment) and 
David Wright (Cabinet Office). 

J Buckley, Esq 
Lord President's Office 
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!-Io~v(E 0 Fi~ICE 
QCEEN A~~E'S G.\ TE 

LO~DOX S"-IH 9AT 

L~th ifarch' 1981 

Thank you for sendir:g De a copy of =/ O'c;~~ letter of 20th Fe"br'uary to 
Gordon Durrett about the setting up of 1 ·~I2C SLl-. 

I appreciate your ~.Iish to lir:li t t::..e c~:c~ulation ~)f :?2.~ers c.S far as 
possible, but ';.:h~~·e cO'.lld be s or.:e s!J8ci.81 :,rcblerls over lJl"'iso~ services 
staff, li·Jlle~ ... 's tlle ~~ osi -::.O!!. is }Jarti~~ ... llc\J:'-'~ ~, ~ ~:=::s:. ti"\(Te. ".fe E}:O:llc. theref'ol'-'2 
be grateful. if you ' . .'ould arrxlge for cc~)ies of I-IISC 54 :::a:pers to be se~t to 
Jolm Chilcot in our c:Lson DePCU'~Ele~lt c::.t 3ccleston Sq~.l3.re. 

gay I add tl:.at I c--3:'8e \d. th the poi!lts ItJhich Ed\vard Si:-t:pson raised i::--~ 

his letter of 2 L.rt}1 Fe-brucL"[? \\/e shm.lld Dot assume too r e3..Qily t!lc~ t t..!hc,te7e: ' 
is rir;ht for ~he Civil Service can be 2.P:91::'ec. to the oth€r public ser'/ices. 
This is c ertainly ~ot the case for sor:1e 0: the Home Office services, especi C:. 
the police. 

I am co:?yin;s this :c the othel"' r.1ember3 0= FSP(O). 

P. 1e Che:-::i~&r!. t, 
Cabinet Office, 
70 Hhitehall, 
LONOON 
S\.'lA 2AS 

CB, 

CONFIDENTIAl 
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P Le Cheminant Esq 
Cabinet Office 
\tlhi tehall 
LO I'TDO:N S \·ll 

\ 

!~~-~ 
CIVIL SERvl-CE PAY ARH.A.NGEl'1ENTS 

SCOTTIS }I 

\'1 HIT E HAL L, LON DON S . \V. 1 

01 233 3569 

4 l"larch 1981 

In your letter of 20 :B'et)ruary you informed the members of 
PSP( 0) of the s8tting up of a nevl committee - l'IISC 54 -
membership of which will not extend to the Scottish Office. 

You asked, however, about receipt of papers. Given especially 
Scottish Office responsibility for the IJE.8 in Scotland which 
falls within the proposed term§ of reference (as well as the 
wider public service pay questions such as teachers' salaries 
to which Edlvard Simpson dr8w attention in his lette:r. of 
24 February) I should liko to put in a firm bid to receive 
papers on a regular and continuing basis. It would be helpful 
if two copies could be sent on the same basis as PSp(O) 
papers but both addressed to me at this office. 

I am copying this reply to the other members of PSp(O). 

A H BISHOP 
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The Civil Service unions yesterday came to see Barney Hayh u 
at their request. As you know I had offered them a meeting when 
I wrote to Mr. Kendall on 2nd March. 

Barney Hayhoe made it quite clear that there was no prosp e c 
of increasing the 7% figure. 

As to the future arrangements, he emphasised that it would 
take time to work out the changes and it was therefore impossibl e 
to give assurances now about the new system. Since it was clear 
that yesterday's meeting was not going to lead to th e m calling c • .:;_

the industrial action, he did not go so far as giving them a 
particular form of words, but speaking g e nerally said that he \'.'C) ~ _: 

expect matters such a s independent fact-finding, compC1.risons \\'i tr--. 
outside rates and arbitration to be included in the review. He 
gave no assurances about What would happen in 1982. 

The unions are evidently committed to industrial action. 
I believe that they now accept= that there can be no increase on 
7% and they appreciate that it is to more progress on the futur e 
1982 and beyond - that they must- look for further movement. 

I see advantage in taking every opportunity to get our 
m~ssage across, and I would like to make a statement on the lines 
of the attached in the Lords tomQrrow. Barney Hayhoe would rep ca 
it in the Commons. 

I am sendlng copies of this minute to Cabinet colleagues 
and Sir Robert Armstrong. 

SOA~1ES 

4th March, 1981 

RESTRICTED 



DRAFT STATEMENT BY THE LORD PRESIDENT 

My Lords, I want to take this opportunity to explain to the 

House and to the country the present situation regarding the 

threatened Civil '0ervice strike on Monday. The Government have 

offered to non-industrial civil servants an increase of 7% from 

1 "April together with a clear statement of our desire and 

intention to establish for the future a new, ordered and agreed 

system for determining Civil Service pay • . 

For 1981-82 all the public services are operating within pay 

factors of 6% for their cash limits. For the Civil Service, 

where the Government is the direct paymaster, it will be possible 

albeit with considerable difficulty to squeeze a pay increase of 

7% from the resources available within the cash limit. That is 

simply as far as we can go. Other groups like the local 

authority manual workers and the teachers in England and Wales 

and in Scotland are settling at about the same level within the 

constraints imposed by the cash limit. It is evident from this 

that there is no question of discrimination against the Civil 

Service. 

There are many people in private industry, and in the public 

sector too, who would feel that such an offer at this time could 

be classed as a good one, given the general economic climate and 

civil servants'relative job security. 

I know that civil servants are concerned as much about future 

arrangements for determining Civil Service pay as they are about 

1 • 



this year's cash offer. In August last year I explained to the 

union leaders that, given the overriding need in the broad 

national interest for increases in pay to be very restricted, 

the emphasis in 1981 would have to be on cash limits, reflecting 

what the Government felt the nation could afford. It was not 

therefore possible for the Government to operate the existing 

pay research arrangements in the normal way and in October I 

suspended them. 

A further cause for concern is the pay research system itself 

which is now more than 25 years old. Over the years it has 

become top heavy and cumbersome in its operations. It no longer 

commands general confidence. What is now needed is a thorough 

overhaul - and this is something I believe to be recognised by 

the unions as well as by ourselves. 

I recognise that civil servants fear that the imposition of 

increases based on cash limits this year coupled with the 

suspension of the present arrangements could mean that the 

Government intends that Civil Servi~e pay should be imposed 

by fiat each year. But this is not the case. I told the union 

leaders on 23 February: 

"The Government intends to review the arrangements for 

determining the pay of non-industrial civil servants 

with the object of establishing as soon as practicable 

an ordered and agreed system which takes account of 

all relevant factors and which will command the widest 

possible acceptance". 

2. 



Evidently that review has to take place before we can see 

clearly how the new system will be shaped. We have made every 

effort to clarify the Government's position and, so far as 

possible at this st8~e, tn explain our intentions to the union 

leaders. Recognising their concern about such matters as 

independent fact-finding, comparisons' with outside rates and 

arbitration, we have made clear to them that these and other 

relevant factors would be covered in the review. We will 

welcome further discussions as the review proceeds. 

The Government therefore finds it hard to understand how in 

these circumstances the union leaders justify their recourse 

to the extreme step of recommending industrial action to their 

members. Surely it would be in the best interests of the 

Civil Service if the union leaders concentrated on making 

their contribution to the thinking on the new system rather 

than calling for industrial action from which no-one can gain 

and from which the country is bound to suffer. 

3. 
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J Buckley Esq. 
Private Secretary 
Lord President's Office 

CIVIL SERVICE INDUSTRIAL ACTION 

5 t h r1El rc h 19 B 1 

For the ·record. the preferred form of wo rffi which John \-.1i ggi ns 
read over to you over the telephone read as follows: 

hLike any employer the Government must always take account 
, ' of economic circumstances ~nd the ability to pay. The 
:. -. 01; d ere dan d a g I' e e d s y s t e mat VJ hie h we a I' e aim i n g \'J 0 u 1 d 
' take account of all relevant factors, including the 

, _ \ relative attractiveness of all the terms and conditions 
.~f service of those in employment elsewhere". 

J not"efrom your letter of today that the negotiations did not 
rea c h the poi n t w her e a form 0 f w 0 I' C s nee d [) d t 0 b e put f 0 r\1j a rd. 

I am ~ copying this to Tim Lankester. 

y~s ~ 
. p~ 

P.S. JENKINS 
Private Secretary 

It 

,t 
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c c PS/C hief Secret3ry 
PS/F inancia l Sscre tary 
PS /Mi nister of s tate (C) 
PS/M inister o f s ta te (L) 
Sir D Wass 
S ir A Rawlins o n 
r1r Ry rie 
Mr Littler 
Mr Middleton 
Mr Bailey 
Mr Bridgeman 
Mr Dixon 
Mr Unwin 
Mr Robson 
Miss Noble 
f"lr P Rayner 
Mr Ridley 

CIVIL SERVICE PAY 

As you may have heard, the Lord Presid ent ' draft stateme nt was 

discussed in Cabinet this morning. Changes were agree d t o the 

last t wo paragraphs. These were as foll ows :-

i . 

i i . 

penultimate line, penultimate pa ragraph. Amen d to read 

"recognising their concern about such matters 3 S 

independent fact findin~, comparisons with outside 

terms and conditions of serv i ce and arbitrati o n , we 

have made clear to them that these as well as 8t her 

relevant factors like job security would be co v e red in 

the review. 

last paragraph, last sentenc e . Ame nd to rea d " I hope 

that the union leaders will think it in the best interes ts 

of the Civil Service to concen t rate on makin g th eir 

contribution to the thinkin g on the new syst em rather 

than calling f o r industrial action f rom whic h ~he 

country is bound to suffer". 

2. The amendment which you proposed ln yo ur minute of 5 March 

to the second paragraph has been acc epte d by th e Lord P~8side nt 

a nd will appear in the statement. 

P S JENKINS 

5 March 1981 
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CIVIL SERVICE PAY 

PS/Financial Secretary 
PS/Hinister of State (C) 
PS/Minister of state (L) 
Sir Douglas Wass 
Sir Anthony Rawlinson 
Mr Ryrie 
Mr Littler 
Mr Middleton 
Mr Bailey 
Mr Bridgeman 
Mr Dixon 
Mr Unwin 
Mr Robson 
Miss Noble 
Mr P Rayner 
Mr Ridley 

The draft statement attached to the Lord President's minute of 4 March to 

the Prime Minister seems unexceptionable. It mentions such difficult matters 

as "independent· fact-finding, comparisons with.outside rates and arbitration", 

but says only that they will be covered in the current review of Civil Service 

pay arrangements, without committing the Government to a particular outcome. 

2. There is, however, one drafting point which it would be worth making to 

the Lord President's office. The first sentence of paragraph 2 of the draft 

encourages the misguided notion that there is a 6% pay norm, and that there 

is some special allocation for pay within overall cash limits. It would be 

better to say: 

"For 1981-82 all the public services are operating within cash limits set 

on the basis of factors of 6% for pay and 11% for prices". 

3. If the Chancellor agrees, a telephone call should suffice. 

M S BUCKLEY 

5 March 1981 
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PS/CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER cc 

FUTURE OF CIVIL SERVICE PAY NEGOTIATING ARRANGEMENTS 

PS/Chief Secretary 
PS/Financial Secretary 
PS/Minister of State (C) 
PS/Minister of State (L) 
Mr Ridley 
Mr C=--:>pper 
Mr Cardona 

I understand that at "morning prayers" the Chancellor asked about progress on 

the study of future Civil Service pay arrangements. 

2. MISC 54, the official committee under CSD chairmanship, has met once, and 

will have its next meeting on Wednesday 11 March. The Chairman has indicated 

that his aim is to complete the exercise no later than the end of April. The 

CSD will be producing papers for the meeting on 11 March covering both the list 

of factors to be taken into account (this includes all those suggested by the 

CPRS in their paper to E Committee, plus a few others) and on mechanics (this 

covers such important questions as arbitration, outside fact-finding, and regional 

variation in pay rates). 

3. The CSD see little prospect that the work of MISC 54 will lead to results 

which can avert industrial action by Civil Servants in the immediate future. 

As the Chancellor will be ~ware, it is necessary to be very cautious in offering 

assurances on future systems: anything said before considered decisions have 

been taken is all too likely to prove embarassing. But, as I have said, it 

is the intention to press ahead as quickly as the complexity of the subject 

allows. 

M S BUCKLEY 

6 March 1981 
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Sir Anthony ·Rawlinson 
Mr Ryrie 
Mr Middleton 
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Mr FER Butler 
Mr Bridgeman 
Mr Rayner 

We understand that the Lord President intends to raise orally at Cabinet 

tomorrow the question of the current Civil Service pay dispute. CSD officials 

have no indication of what he is likely to say (they are meeting him at 

6.00 pm this evening). 

2. On the pay front, as you know, there are two issues. 

(1) The current offer of 7%; and 

the future system of pay determination. 

The unions say that both matters are crucial; and that the Government's position 

on both is unacceptable. It follows, of course, that the Government should 

not make offers on either until it is confident that doing so will settle the 

dispute. 

3.' There is little to be said about the 7% offer. It is possible that an 

increase to 7~ (coupled with a satisfactory understanding on the future pay 

system) might have some significance; and the Lord President might be asked 

to investigate the feasibility of such an offer within existing cash limits. 

But such an investigation should not be undertaken at this stage unless the Lord 

President is confident that news of it would not leak: otherwise, it would be 

taken as evidence of a weakening of the Government's resolve. 

4. As for the future system, the official committee which is studying the 

matter (MISC 54) is well aware of the importance of making as rapid progress as 
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possible. Ministers should, however, beware of trying to move too quickly. 

5. 

(a) Nothing could be worse than to rush into undertakings which could 

not in the event be honoured. 

(b) There is likely to L~ a ~~~ ga~ . between what the Government and 

the unions would regard as acceptable. In particular, the unions will 

tend to put the main weight on comparability and having an automatic system: 

the Government will not. This need not mean that there is no prospect 

of negotiating satisfactory heads of agreement on a new system; but the 

negotiations will certainly need very careful handling. 

In short, we would advise against any immediate action on the pay front. 

Events will have to take their course for a while so that, for example, Ministers 

can judge the strength of feeling among the staff and therefore the chances 

of success of the various possible actions that might be taken. 

M S BUCKLEY 

11 March 1981 
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We are to meet tomorrow. 
discussion. 

' - I 
This note sets out a framework 

L.J (. 'l';lt.,/v, 
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Industrial Action ~ r ILpr1..J M 

In the one-day strike on 9 March an estimate d 275,000 non-industrial 
civil servants took part (52% of the Civil Service). The unions 
are now taking selective and disruptive a ction and some 1, 300 are 
on strike. So far, there is no sign of their weakening and 
selective and disruptive action will probably be extended next v:eck. 
If - but it is an if - their money-rais ing is as successful 2S tl-ley 
say, the unions can keep up this level of s e lective action for some 
time and a ppear ready to do so. 

Departments are dealing with industrial ~ ction firmly but a re using 
only the management r esponse s Wilich are ~~!'!0 \'!n 2nd und e r stood by t}-le 
un ion s • 1'1 ear e not seek in g toe s c al ate 2 t t }-Ji s st age, ;:; n d , pro viC. 2 d 
serious damage is not being done, some ti;je C2n go by b e fore 'de n eed 
to decide whether or not to escalate. 

Review of Fay System 

The r eview which you CO lIlITI issioned 1:ast T::>c>nth is going abead (MISe 5/-+) 
'under CSD Chairmansllip as quickly as po.s::3ible. I'lany inputs from 
a number of sources need to be considered a n d evaluated. The Chai rE:' , ~- ' 
has told me that he hopes to complete his wo rk by mid-April but it 
~\;ould not be sensible to bring this for ',·:;:"rd End to ru §'h it through. 
\;rh~ ....... ' e 2re se=eRtrrg-here'-- rs~Fi e possio le t 8 s is for a lon g- te rm o ro erc '::' 
2.nd agreed system of Civil Service pay G2t c-: rmination. It is importcTr~ 
to get tr-.lat right. Once the v/ork of I ·~I SC 54 is cl e ared, with or 
without alter2tions, by Ministers we C2.n op en di s cussions with the 
unions. 

End ing the Dispute 

We must therefore consider v,,rhat is likely t o lead the unions to bring 
the present disput~ to an end. We must be clear about timing 2nd 
about content. I believe that it would be a mistake to make a ny move 
tOi;,'ards the unions too soon. We need to l e t a ._h it Qf time go ,9.Y: 
movement on our side which mignt be productiv e in a couple of weeks 
time might today simply' inflame matters. .. .. Then the time does come I 
suspect we will need to look t,o telling the unions that for 1982, if 
we cannot negotiate a settlement,we will 2 s ree to a reference to the 
Civil Service Arbitrati'on Tribunal. 

I am copying this to Geoffrey Howe, Jim Prior and Sir Robert Armstrong . 

SOAMES 
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.JHANCElJ..()R OF THE EXCHEQUER cc Minister of State (C) 
.sir Douglas 'Nass 
Mr T Burns 
Sir Anthony Rawlinson 
Mr Ryrie 
Mr Middleton 
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Mr Monck 
Mr Collinson 
Mr Turnbull 
Mr Ward 
Mr Denham 
Mr Shields 
Mr Adam Ridley 

WEEKLY MONITORING OF CENTRAL GOVERNMENT TRANSACTIONS 

1. I attach the report on central government transactions for the week ending 

Friday 13 March. 

2. The outturn for the week was £40 million better than the forecast. Any 

effects of Monday's one day strike seem to have worked themselves out within the 

week. 

.-

3. The shortfall of £140 million in receipts from Inland Revenue was largely 

due to problems in attributing the forecast for the month to particular weeks. 

We would not expect the strike at the Inland Revenue offices at Shipley and Cumbernal 

to have a significant effect on the figures until this Friday and the first fev 

days of next week, when the monthly PAYE receipts are due to come in. 

4. Customs and Excis~ receipts were £60 million hig her than forecast last 

week. This vas largely due to VAT received by direct transfer on Monday. We 

have no firm information on the effect of the continuing strike at Customs and 

Excise. We think we may currently be losing anything up to £3<) million of VAT 

a day, but this should improve when we start to receive money through the 

special arrangements which are being set up. 

5. There is still no real upsurge in lending to local authorities and public 

corporations. Lending to local authorities was fairly low, and very much as 

forecast. Lending to public corporations was about £70 million higher than 

forecast, but this is just a timing effect. 

G M NOBLE 
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Inland Net Lending 

Revenue CustomB 
(i) LAs 

-
Financial year to 1~ March 1981 - outturn +31 ,t69 (!~1 :~~g) :~~) Financial year to 1 March 1980 - outturn (+26, 91) ( -

% increase on a year ago(3) 18.3 24.7 
(4) 

+33,400 Latest forecast for 1980-81 +22,135 -1,15.5 
Outturn 1979-80 (+28,153) (+18,032) (- 817) 

% increase on a year ago 18.6 22.8 

1)&)FSBR forecast for 1980-81 +32,86() +24,000 - 900 

% increase on a year ago 16.7 33.1 
--

Week or period ending 13 March1981 - outturn + 63 + 319 41 

- difference from forecast 
in ·the 1981 FSBR 

I - 137 + 59 3 
II 

Calendar month to 13 March1981 - out turn + 1,789 + 748 45 

- difference from forecaet 

~-~~M:~--~t: ~:: :~hF;~~·_· =-·-~utt:;:· ·'--+- : 3.:~- : 1.:~--~ 

Banking -

- difference from forecast 
Binets 2 Hkl'ch 

to - outturn 

- difference from forecast 
since 

111 + 108 56 

(ii) PCe 

( :5:1~) 

-2,270(5) 
( -3,152) 

-2,762 

68 

68 

86 

152 

159 

152 

t, million -, j 

Other CGBR\2) 

. --=--
-~gt01~ (- ,3lt ) -11, 476 

(- 8, 20) 

24.1 

-64,870(5) -12,760 
(-.50,443) ( -8,22'7> 

28.6 

-62,511 -9,313 

23.9 

- 1,126 - 853 

I + 189 + 40 

- 1,983 + 423 

1 + 227 -i + 16 
---,_____ ' ___ .. .........w_ ... .. _ . ~ ... _........-

- If ,307 + 104' 

I + 227 -+: 16 

______ • • _ _ _ • __ ~ __ ..... _ .. #.~ ___ .. _._._~~._ --'---_. _ ___ • _....L _________ .1 _~ .. ~ ...... _ ..... __ ~ .. ~~-------' 

(1) + indicates a receipt, net receipt or difference which reduces COBR . 
- indicates a payment, net payment or 'difference which increases CGBR 

(2) The CGBR is only aS8esBed in full at the end I)f banking and calendar months; at intervening pointe 
the figures shown are based solely on the cash transactions directly monitored by the Accounts Division 

(3) The compa.riBon is not fully bet i.!een like and like due to calendar variatiollB between the t~.'o years 

(4) The latest forec ast ia t}\ .!1 t i mp1icit in the 1981 FSBR 
I . 

t~ ...... '"rYi';· 

'- .~~ i:") OJ 
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Minister of State (C) 
Minister' of Stat (L) 
Sir Douglas Wass 
Sir Ant~ony Rawlinson 
Mr Ryrie 
Mr Middleton 
Mr. Dixon 
Mr FER Butler 
Mr Bridgeman 
Mr Rayner 

CIVIL SERVICE PAY DISPUTE 

There is little specific briefing that we can offeriYou on the note which the 

Lord President has circulated as preparation for this afternoons meeting. In 

general, we agree with his view that, for the time being, there is not much to 

be done except "sit tight". It is, for example, too soon to judge whether the 

unions will get continuing support from their members, or whether their action 

is likely to have significant adverse effects on the working of the Government 

machine. 

2. There are two points which you will wish to bear in mind. 

(a) It would be a mistake to be too hast!y in offering formulae based 
~ 

on the review of the pay system - particularly from the Treasury standpoint. 

The unions will want something which puts the maximum weight on comparability 

and offers them the maximum commitment to implementing the results. Your 

preference will be for the opposite. But the more anxious the Government 

is for a quick settlement, the more concessions it will have to make to 

the unions' position. 

(b) It would be wrong to accept at this stage that there must be a - - -
promise of access to arbitration in 1982. To take only the most obvious 

point, on what baSls- wo"uld -the arbitration proceed: the existing Pay 

Agreement (already suspended this year, and regarded by Ministers collectivelJ 

as unsatisfactory for the long term)? Or some future agreement, of a nature 

which at this stage is quite unpredictable? It does not seem possible to 

offer arbitration at least until Ministers have been able to consider the 

results of the review of the pay system. 

M S BUCKLEY 

13 March 1981 
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The Prime Minister held a meeting this afternoon with the 
Chancellor, the Lord President and Mr. Hayhoe , to discuss future 
arrangements for Civil Service pay in the light of the current 
Civil Service pay dispute. Sir Robert Armstrong and Douglas Smith 
were also present. 

The Lord President reported that the Civil Service unions 
were successfully executing a programme of selective and disruptive 
industrial action, designed to cause considerable inconvenience 
to the machinery of government in an unpredictable way. How 
long they could continue would depend on their success in raising 
funds from their membership; but it was probable that they could 
carryon for several weeks since they were raising some £2-£3 million 
a week by contributions of £2 per head, and were spendi~i 6ni~-'" 
£250,000 a week in strike pay. Therefore, although this decision 
was not immediate, the time would probably shortly come when the 
Government would have to decide whether to try to settle the 
dispute, or to escalate it. Possible means of escalation were 
outlined in his note to the Prime Minister circulated before the 
meeting, and were not further discussed during the meeting . In 
the Lord President's view, the way to a settlement would be through 
the agreement with the unions on longer-term arrangements for pay 
determination, and specifically on arrangements for the 1982 settle
ment. He foresaw that the most likely outcome would be that the 
Government would tell the unions that the y intended to negotiate 
freely for next year's settlement, that both sides could introduce 
what elements they wished into the negotiations, and that if a 
negotiated settlement could not be reached, the Government would 
guarantee access to the Civil Service Arbitration Tribunal, the 
decisions of which were binding but were not generally as unaccep
table to the Government as other arbitration decisions. If, on 
t he other hand, it was the Government's intention to go into the 
1982 pay round with a fixed cash limit a nd to allow no negotiations, 
then he foresaw no prospect of settling t he current dispute. 

The Prime Minister said that there was no way to avoid the 
fact that the Government had to decide on the total sum it could 

/ afford 

",I; 
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afford for the Civil Service pay bill, so that the negotiations had 
to concentrate on who should get more, who should get less, and how 
the manpower numbers should be adjusted . 

The Chancellor confir~ed t~~t the Government had to retain an 
effective cash constraint. The problem was that the unions wanted 
a bargaining procedure referable to measured market rates; but the 
Government had to set the cash constraint before bargaining began. 
The Government could not subcontract pay determination to an 
arbitration procedure, but some arbitral arrangement was needed. 

Further discussion concentrated on the following issues. 

(1) How to achieve a settlement of the current dispute. 
It was suggested that the work currently being undertaken by the 
Official Group (MISC 54) on elements for a new pay determination 
system could not possibly be completed early enough for its 
conclusions to help in the resolution of the current dispute and 
those conclusions might not in any case be welcomed by the unions. 
Therefore, there would be advantage in preparing interim conclusions, 
in the form of a broad outline of any new arrangement, which could 
be presented at an early date to the unions. On the other hand, 
there was a clear danger that such a procedure would result in 
expensive concessions being made over future arrangements, and 
which could even lead to the worst possible outcome, namely the 
Government having to suspend the new procedure in its first year 
of operation. 

(2) The relationship between pay and manpower. 
The Prime Minister made it clear t~at in her view it was necessary 
to negotiate with the unions simultaneously on pay and manpower. 
But it was recognised that the Government had already set, and 
announced, its target of 630,000 civil servants by 1984. Possible 
techniques for relating the two needed further investigation. 

(3) Reconciliation of any new system with cash limits. 
It was suggested that the difficulty in reconciling a new system, 
which contained an element of negotiation with the unions, with 
the Government's overriding responsibility to set cash limits for 
pay in the public service, resulted from the way in which cash 
limits were set at an early stage, and either announced or leaked. 
The Chancellor confirmed that he was ready to consider whether 
the procedure for the timing and announcement of cash limit 
decisions might be changed so as to enable negotiations to take 
place with unions before they were aware of the Government's upper 
limit. But he was surprised to learn that MISC 54 had not been 
invi ted to consider the reconciliation of the new elements wi th 
cash limits, and asked that this should be looked at again. 

(4) The timing of MISC 54's work. 
It was felt that these issues were so urgent as to justify MISC 54's 
work being undertaken even more quickly than at present planned; 
the Lord President, however, made it clear that if the present 
deadline of mid-April were brought forward, there would be a 

/ considerable 
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considerable risk of the Group having to put forward proposals which 
were not adequately thought through. 

The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said that 
Ministers were agreed that :n,o imrnpdiate action should be taken to 
resolve the Civil Service industrial dispute; that work on the 
new Civil Service pay determination system should not be jeopardised 
by haste; and that Sir Robert Armstrong should consult Sir Ian 
Bancroft and Sir Douglas Wass on the machinery for 

(i) " considering the possibility of including manpower as 
an element in pay negotiation; 

(ii) reconciling cash limits with new elements in the 
system; and 

(iii) establishing a possible interim formula should its 
use become necessary. 

I am copying this letter to Jim Buckley (Lord President's Office ) 
Richard Dykes (Department of Employment) and to Sir Douglas Wass, 
Sir Ian Bancroft and Sir Robert Armstrong. 

A.J. Wiggins, Esq., 
HM Treasury. 
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~ (I have seen Sir Michael Haver's minute to you of 16 March 

about the Cabinet conclusions on civil service pay (item 4). 

I did not intend to suggest that lay-offs without pay of staff 

whose work had dried up because of strike action by others 

could be achieved without a change in the law. I was aware 

of the Law Officers' advice on this questionJ the point I 

wished to make was that we may soon face a situation where it 

becomes desirable to take and exercise the powers in the 

draft contingency legislation th~t has been prepared. 

2. I am copying this to all members of Cabinet, Michael Jop1i r 

the Lord Advocate and Sir Ro5ertArmstrong. 

GEOFFREY HOWE 
16 March 1981 

.... .. 
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R'OYAL COURTS OF JUSTICE 

LONDON, WC2A 2LL 

01-405 7641 Extn 

THE PRIME NINISTER 

CIVIL SERVICE PAY 

I have just seen the conclusions of the Cabinet meeting on 12 

March and refer to the last paragraph (item 4 on Civil Service 

pay) • 

2. I am troubled by the statement, in connection with tii thdrawc 

of data processors from '\¥"ork in the VAT computer at Southend, 

that those not now on strike will "have to be sent home without 

pay" when they reach the stage of having no useful \.;ork to do a E' 

a result of industrial action by others. 

3. Such a step would be an extension of the procedure known as 

"TRD" (temporary relief from duty) which is discussed in the 

legal Opinion of the Law Officers and Treasury Counsel (sent to 

colleagues on 1 October 1979). The broad conclusion then reach ~ 

was that TRD would not stand up in the courts unless the staff 

to whom it was applied were in breach of contract by reason of 

failing to perform their normal duties. This advice has, I 

believe, been consistently followed to date and I have no reaSO I 

to modify it. 

4. I do not have the precise details of what has been happenint 

at Southend, but I understand that the non-striking staff, to 

whom the Chancellor suggests that this procedure might be appli r 

are not .in breach of contract. Sending them home \yithout pay 

\yould probably be held by the courts to be unla\;ful and I advis e 

most strongly against it. 

5. The only safe way of achieving lay-off without pay in 

circumstances like these would be to take and exercise the power 

which are found in the draft contingency legislation recently 

prepared on the instructions of E(CS). 

6. I am copying this to all members of Cabinet, ~lichael Jopling 

the Lord Advocate and Sir Robert Armstrong. 

16 March 1981 
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1. '!'he pt'f1i tion at close of buainesa yesterday was as follows: 

Inland Revenue. Receipts from Inland Revenue (including National Insurance 

contributions) are, cUlllUlatively, £700 million below forecast due to the 

strike. !his updates the estimate of £737 million which Inland Revenue gave 

yesterday, and has been agreed with them. !he figure is the difference between 

the actual &mOunts banked by Inland Revenue since the strike began on 16 March 

and the forecast of about £2,400 million for the relevant period agreed with 

them at the time the Financial Statement and Budget report was put together. 

This means that, since the strike began, ::Inland Revenue have now banked about 

70 per Ce.oA~ of tht1 money we would have otherwise expected; and Mney is still comins; 

in. The forecast for March as a whole, which we had agreed vi th ID.ur-_ 2evenue. 

was £5·097 million of which £1,397 million related to petroleum revenue tax. 

Custome and Excise. Since the strike began, Customs and Excise have banked a 

total of just under £900 million, including £225 million of VAT. Some l200 

mill,ion thought to be "locked in the system" in cheques which have been received 

but which cannot be banked because of the strike. It is difficult to tell how 

much IIOne,. has simply not been paid, but Cwstoms estimate that the amount outstand

ing is unlikely to exceed £100 million. This means that since the strike began, 

Customs have racei ved and banked at least 40 per cent, perhaps 50 per cent, of 

the VAT money due to them. If ve take into account the fact that VAT repayments 

are not being made t w. would put the net effect of the strike at about 1..200 

million. 'fhis meana that CustOIll8 are almost certainly banking over 60 . per cent 

of the VAT money we would have expected to receive from them. The forecast for 

all Customs receipts for March as a whole, which we agreed with them at the time 

of the Budget, was just over £1POO million. 

1 
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The total strike effect to date ia therefore put at about £900 lllillion or about 

one third of the revenue affected. 

10 

2. Our forecast for the CGBR in March vu £560 llillion, vhich W&IS consistent with 

the eatimate of £12,760 million for the year as Ii whole published in the 

Financial Statement and Budget Report. The CGBR is now cumulatively some £500 

million above forecast. This updates the estimate of £600 million given 

yesterday, and is much le8s than the £900 million because of offsetting effects 

quite unrelated to the strike. 

G M NOBIE 

16 March 1981 
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The Chancellor is reported in the minutes of last Thursday's 
Cabinet (11th conclusions, item 4) as having mentioned the 
possibility that some staff at Southend might shortly have to be 
sent home without pay because there was no work for them to do. 
We spoke about this on Friday. 

You will of · course recall earlier Ministerial discussions. But 
for the guidance of colleagues I should record that in the case 
of non-industrial staff there are legal difficulties which mean 
that such a course of action is not a.readily-available option. 

I am sending copies of this letter to the Private Secretaries to 
the Prime Minister, members of the Cabinet and Sir Robert 
Armstrong. -

J BUCKLEY 

~t.e.\.~ .J 

~ ... ~c.R JZ...-L ~ - ~L' 
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E.17 

CHANCELLOR 

PUBLIC SECTOR PAY 

I have been trying to work out my ideas on this given the 

obvious urgency of the issue. The attached very hurried 

notes set out the first fruit of my musings, which were 

stimulated by dinner last night with Barney Hayhoe. I'm 

also sending him a copy on a purely personal basis. You 

may find it all incoherent, incomprehensible and more of 

a hindrance than a help. But I trust that, nonetheless, 

it helps clarify one or two issues usefully. 

I t 

ADAM RIDLEY 

16 March 1981 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

NOTES ON CIVIL SERVICE PAY 

We have spoken recently about the urgent need to think more 

about how Civil Service pay is be settled henceforward. I 

remain convinced that it would be at the very least prudent 

to carry forwar~ thin~ing on all this as fast as possible. 

It could be that the current dispute will end with the 
J 

• I . 

unlons :dlsmayed, and slinking back to work. But even if 

that i$ possible, it may not be the most desirable outcome, 

since !here may be a heavy price to pay in permanently 

worsen ct labour relations in years to come; and the best 

outcom might nonetheless be to aim ·for a negotiated 

settlekent . However it is equally probable that the dispute 

will rumble on fairly inconclusively, with neither side 

giving up. In these circumstances, the atmosphere will 
! 

surelr worsen and the scope for an acceptable outcome 

diminished greatly until it perhaps recedes to nothing. 

Accordingly I have been thinking about the kinds of way a 

new system might operate, in advance of the report from 

officials which is, I gather, only going to be available 

at the end of April, by which time it may be too late. In 

so doing I have been provoked by reports of the Chancellor's 

recent conversation with Lord Soames; and a neighbourly 

discussion with Barney Hayhoe at dinner over the weekend. 

,2. I think our starting point is as well defined as it 

could be by Jim Prior's press release of 14 August 1978, of 

which a copy is attached. Building out from that a number 

of key points emerge: 

It is inconceivable, as has already been recognised, 

that a pay settlement system can be re-established which 

does not rest substantially on q fact-finding process relating 

to pay levels, terms and conditions of employment inside 

the Civil Service and in the private sector. Without such a 

point of reference, the Civil Service unions will feel 

hopelessly insecure and adrift; and will most certainly have 

recourse to increasingly bogus comparis on s which will make 

the Government's task progres~ively more difficult and, 

perhaps swiftly, quite impossible. 
,. 
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- The present system of pay research will have to be 
. ryou may recollect.. . . . 

radlcally ~Itered. /a selectlve Ilst of crltlclsms and 

indications of possible lines for improvement 

which I sent you last summer. ] It needs to be 

made simpler; more open; more acceptable to the outside 

world; and it needs tG have the blessing, explicitly, of 

organised industry, the unions and probably the TCSC. 

Reconciliation with cash limits is only possible if 

the cash limits constrain but do not threaten to consistently 

override. This is not, on the face of it, all we might ask 

for. But it should deliver what we in practice look for. 

Provided that the levels of pay 'established hereafter are 

at fairer and lower levels, provided that they do not move 
. not 

unduly swiftly, and provlded that the system is/so formal 

and rigid that it never can be changed, such a degree of 

influence is all that one need ask for; and certainly all 

that one can hope to achieve if one does not want the new 

arrangements to swiftly to lose acceptability in the eyes 

of the unions. For if that happens, there is a very real 

risk that one will end up with a Civil Service so militant 

that no stable scheme can be established at all. 

It is vital to introduce a wider range of factors 

additional to supply and demand: these are dealt with later 

in this note, but need not be rehearsed at this point. 

The Civil Service unions will insist on some kind of 

formal framework for the agreement; and one is advised that 

arbitration will remain an essential part of the system. 

For the time being, at least, this should not be a threatening 

factor, provided it is on the right terms; and provided the 

present arbitrators remain alive and in office. It has 

done the Civil Service management side a whole series of 

good turns in the past, and does not have the same objectional 

features as the Burnham system. 

Before one can get acceptance of any new system it 

will be imperative to clarify a number of important types of 

fact, to do not only with such matters as relative earning .. 
CONFIDENTIAL 
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levels~ but also job security and the rest. A start has 

been made on this, principally under Treasury inspiration, but 

more needs to be done; it needs to enlist the active support 

and co-operation of the CSD and the Department of Employment; 

and the results need to be well-publicised and soon. 

The system must provide for an element of negotiation. 

Otherwise the unions will become impossible. But the room 

for negotiation needs to be properly constrained. What one 

wants, ideally, is a system where there is a clearly accepted 

and unquestioned upper bound for levels which pay can reach; 

and where argument and negotiation are restricted to a 
whlch are all deductlons 

limited range of factors/;and the outcome of such dealings are 

contained, as a safety net, by the arbitration system. 

The agreed system will need to be less rigid and 

formal than the old; it must not be allowed to become as 

bureaucratic and tradition-laden as the present one; it must 

be open to sUbstantial modification with changing circumstances, 

and be subject to regular review. 

Starting from where we are now, one can envisage a two

stage process. First, following outline agreement with the 

unions during the spring and summer, and SUbstantial outside 

consultations, a rough and ready exercise in the autumn which 

will deliver very substantially lower pay costs for the pay 

year 1982/83; act as a trial run for the future; and paper 

the way to smooth negotiations for 1983/84, when for obvious 

reasons one wants to be sure that there is no controversy 

about the pay negotiation and a minimum of ill-will in the 

Service. 

A POSSIBLE SYSTEM 

3. The foundation of the negotiations, statistically at 

any rate, would be a series of simple benchmark comparisons 

between the main Civil Service grades and the appropriate 

points on various deciles of the NES. The NES figures would 

be generated not by taking a single year such as 1980, but, 

more probably, the average for the full decade 1970-80 . 
• t 
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These figures would undoubtedly be too high in themselves, 

but this will not matter. For there will be several sUbstantial 

deductions from those upper bound figures. It would have to 

be accepted at the start under what circumstances the basic 

anchorage points or benchmarks might be renegotiated. The 

two obvious reasons ' for so doing would be grade restructuring 

such as might be expected to emerge if the Under Secretary 

grade is abolished completely; and adjustments to parts 

of the whole system reflecting changing patterns of supply 

and demand. Otherwise these figures would remain inviolate. 

4. Annual negotiations would fpcus on the appropriate 

deductions*from these benchmark figures. Though there would 

be some deductions which would not be subject to negotiation 

at all, of which the most obvious would be the pensions 

contribution, which is determined irrevocably and independently 

by the GAD as things are. Recourse to arbitration would be 

admissible in most, but not all cases. There would be six 

classes of deduction: 

(a) Supply and demand A radically new methodology would 

be needed to deal with this. Certain tentative suggestions 

can be made as to how the issue should be treated, but it 

would be inappropriate to go into them here. 

(b) Regional and skill allowances At present London 

Weighting is an important element in Civil Service pay, and 

is subject to special negotiation. Arguably there should 

be a wide range of regional variation introduced, in which 

case scope for negotiation on this matter would increase. 

There are, also, a number of specialties and skills where 

supply and demand or other considerations lead to the 

introduction of special allowances. The prin~ipal case 

with which I am familiar is computer operators. There is a 

need for such allowances independent of the broad-brush treatment 

of supply and demand, since it is sometimes necessary to 

make fine distinctions within particular grades (such as 

the old executives in the case of the computer operators) 

in order to reflect the untidy nature of the world, and its 

mismatch with Civil .• Service gradlng. 

*Analagous to the "x" factors 
in Armed Forces Pay Research 
in $ome respects. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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(c) Job security Here, too, one will be in unknown 

territory. Employers can only reach ad hoc jUdgements on 

such matters, and arguably this should not be a matter for 

recourse to arbitration. The proper answer to an insufficient 

allowance for job security is to allow people to vote with 

t::eir ~2et! 

Cd) A 'cost adjustmen~'reflecting cash limits I have not 

yet corne across any obvious way of dealing with this most 

vexed issue. However once one has a well-accepted system 

in operation at reasonable levels of salary, it should not 

be terribly contentious, and would not lead to large yearly 

adjustment to indicated pay levels one way or the other. 

It is only necessary to seek to constrain public sector 

pay massively when there is no proper system determining it, 

the system determining it has gone mad, or there has been 

a breakdown whether imposed by incomes policy or something 

else. This is an extremely important point. That said, one 

suspects that there are two approaches to the question of 

the pay cost which it would be appropriate to expect the 

public sector to shoulder. One would be a broad economic 

one~?relating movements in per ~apita public sector pay 

to past and anticipated movements in real national disposable 

income, real personal disposable income (defined on some 

normalised division of total GDP into profits and wages, 

which secures a reasonable level of profitability), or 

something of that ilk. The second alternative would be one 

more closely derived from the public expenditure arithmetic 

itself - which would have to have some normative content, 

too, hence would lead one back to much the same issues as 

the broad economic criteria. At least one of the union 

leaders accepts that there is need for such a constraining 

device. I am totally convinced that it would be essential 

to invite the unions to make their own suggestions as to how 

to bring the influence of cash limits and the need for cost 

constraint to bear on the system of pay determination. 

(e) Pensions deduction I assume that we will, in practice, 

retain qualified index-linking in the future, with some kind 

of cut-off provision for inflation exceeding certain annual ,. 
CONFIDENTIAL 
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rates of increase. Even if we do so, we shall be able to 

argue for a massive increase in the deduction, very much as 

the Scott Commi ttee has suggested. Once that move to a more 

realistic deduction has been suggested, one imagines that 

it should be possible to hand the issue of determining it 

back to the GAD, subject to a three or four year review of 

an independent kind such as Scott has recently undertaken. 

This would be, incidentally, a fairly vital safeguard of 

the credibility of the system, and might act as a useful 

stimulus to the Actuary himself! It would, obviously, not 

be an arbitrable issue. 

(f) For reasons which will become apparent later on, there 

would also have to be some kind of uprating factor to adjust 

the earnings benchmarks derived from the latest NES forward 

to an appropriate level for the coming wage year. It is 

absolutely vital to create a system in which one does one's 

best to fix Civil Service pay at an up to date level. If 

one does not do so, it creates disgruntlement in the Service 

at periods of expanding wages, when-Civil Service pay falls 

behind; and disgruntlement in the private sector when pay 

there is de-escalating, and Ci~l Service is still over

shooting because it is catching up. Once the system has 

been established, this uprating factor would, of course, 

be modified to correct for overshoot or shortfall which had 

emerged in the previous year's calculations and allowances. 

PROCEDURE 

5. We come next to the issue of how such a system might 
This year 

be made to operate in practice. /the first stage would be 

to ensure that the basic NES results needed would be prepared 

as quickly as possible after the survey date of June. They 

would be made available some time in the autumn, on this 

occasion just in time to come to hand and to be analysed 

and adjusted alongside the determination of other pay cash 

limits for 1981/82 in the October/November period. Unless 

something goes wrong, it should be possible to secure that 

the "pay figure" which emerges from such a procedure should 

be low enough to fi,t int.o next year's c'ash figures wi thout 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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. already 
any great difficulty, should some have been computed/by then 

as part of the move to the new expenditure control system . 

6. In future years, of course, the new expenditure survey 

system will create obvious problems. There can be no sure 

guarantee that the "year 2" estimates would be totally 

compatible with the outcome of such a sequence of events -

hence I think it is inevitable that one must allow for limited 

supplementary estimates on some occasions. 

7. Turning back to the sequence of operations, once the 

NES figures are to hand, one is then left with the inevitable 

dilemma, to which there is no neat answer. One approach 

would be to negotiate within the existing year 2 cash 

limits, which would be deemed to be firm and binding l and 
the perhaps potentlally emQarrasslng 

which would generate/supplementary estimates Just referred 

to in cases of excess. The other approach would be to let 

it be recognised, from the start, that there was a certain 

degree of provisionality about the central Government wage 

and salary element in the year 2 cash limit, and to recognise 

that modest supplementary estimates arising from the conclusion 

of pay bargaining would be acceptable. To tighten the 

discipline involved in this, it might be important to 

establish from the start that such claims would have to be 

funded either from the contingency reserve, or by some 

other special procedure. 

8. Other things being equal, one would assume that in 

setting the more provisional kind of year 2 pay block cash 

limits, one would carry forward automatically last year's ex 

factors, and a standard earnings uprating factor, of the 

kind that might be being applied for the local authorities 

as well. 

IMPLEMENTATION 

9. If one were to move from where we are to getting such 

a system in operation by the end of the year, one could 

envisage the five-stage process: 

,. 
(a) Outline agreement with the Civil Service unions to end 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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strike within a few weeks. Heads of agreement cover such 

matters as reform of PRU, retention of suitably restricted 

degree of outside comparisons, recourse to arbitration, 

introduction of new factors such as supply and demand and 

job security. Broad agreement on the kind of procedure to 

be adopted in the autumn. 

(b) Government issues brief White Paper in, say, May setting 

out the principles on which Civil Service pay is now to be 

settled. 

(c) Consultations in the months to end July, involving 

amongst other~ the TCSC, the CBI, the TUC, the Council of 

Civil Service Unions and anybody who wants to air his opinion. 

(d) Government decides more precisely what to do, negotiates 

a future system with the unions during August/September/ 

October. 

(e) NES information processed and discussed with the unions 

during autumn, after new cash limits have been decided. 

10. In undertaking such a programme, it will clearly be 

necessary to put together some kind of rather special task 

force to analyse the issues further, and to help process 

the representations from outside. One suggestion would be 

a formal review not totally unlike the Scott Committee. 

Another might be to set up some kind of hybrid body involving 

a few key Ministers and officials, all acting rather informally. 

11. It would also be of great importance at the same time 

to ensure the publication at a reasonably early stage of as 

much basic factual information as could be rounded up about 

relative pay levels and movement in recent years; job 

security; and the problems of assessing supply and demand 

One would also be keeping 'a very careful eye on the very 

closely related development of policy towards public sector 

pensions, following up the Scott Report itself . 

• t 
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Statement by The Rt Hon Jame~~ :~, (Lowestoft) the Opposition Spokesman on 
Employment, on the Conservat~ ~T~de to Civil Service p~ Research. 

I !Jm often asked what will be the next Conservative 
i I 

Government's attitude to Civil Service Pay Res~arch. Since 

there serms to be a serious misunderstanding about our position 

insome !Fuarters, it may be helpful if I put the following . 

points on the record. ,. . , ' 

! 
The Conservative Party has always supported the use of 

, / 
Pay Research in determining Civil Service Pay. We have been 

, ; 

well aware of the widespread concern amongst civil servants provoke 
I 

by the ,suspension of pa)- research during earlier phases of the 

Government's incomes ' policy, and by their fear that they 

have been subject to more severe restraint than private 

industry. So we publicly welcomed the Government's decision 

to reactivate the Pay Research. Unit in the autumn of 1977, and 

also the element of independent assessment which was introduced 
-

into it by the Prime Minister's proposals. We now want to see 

how these new arrangements will function. Naturally, we cannot 

give blanket approval in advance to the way~the new Pay 

Research Unit is 'working, nor an unqualified promise to 

implement its future recommendations. No responsible 

Government or Opposition can make commitments of that kind. 

A second issue is the relationship between the new 

system of cash limits and the results of Pay Research. Let me 

make it clear that cash limits are here to stay. After the 

problems of controllir~g public spending we have experienced 

in recent years, it w~uld ,be unthinkable that cash limits 

should be abandoned~ But this does not mean that a future 

Government - Labour or Tory - will use cash limits as a pretext 

for riding roughshod over the results of Pay Reviews. With 

co-operation and goodwill it s.hould be possible to establish 

a satisfactory way of taking Pay Research into account in framing 

these limits. And ~f co~rse we intend to discuss with the 

Unions how best to do 60. 

blued by Publlclty Deputmenc. Conservative Central amel. 32 Smith Square, Lonc1on SWl 01-2229000 
, - -
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onductcdin the knowledge thnt there are definite limits to 

the pay increases employers can grant without going out of 

business, so one must ask for the same degree of realism in the 

public sector. And let us not deceive ourselves - any 

Government which did not do this wQuld soon find itself in 

the deepest · trou~le. The more widely this reality is 

appreciated, the ;better for all concerned with the public 

service. 
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Civil Service Department 
Whitehall London SW1 A 2AZ 

hn Wiggins 
ivate Secretary to 
Chancellor of the 
Treasury 

rliament Street 
NOON SW1 P 3AG 

~ J~, 

. . ~ (/. ~1-273 4400 

/'jr I 71 ~ 
fit v Su~ 

';- 0,9 i/V~« 
the 
Exchequer ~'VW ~~ 

r. J' ,,' 

vvW ttl( B,,~, ,11k O;)(PY1 
17 March 1981 

e Chancellor is reported in the minutes of last Thursday's 
,binet (11th conclusions, item 4) as having mentioned the 
ssibility that some staff at Southend might shortly have to be 
nt home without pay because there was no work for them to do. 

spoke about this on Friday. 

u will of course recall earlier Ministerial discussions. But 
r the guidance of colleagues I should record that in the case 
. non-industrial staff there are legal difficulties which mean 
.at such a course of action is not a readily-available option. 

am sending copies of this letter to the Private Secretaries to 
~e Prime Minister, members of the Cabinet and Sir Robert 
'ms:.trong. -

~(JZ..\.~ ) 
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P.0445 

CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER 

CURRENT DISPUTES IN THE PUBLIC SERVICES 

To be raised orally 

BACKGROUND 

1. We put this item on the agenda so that Ministers could, if they 

wished, take stock of current pay disputes in the public services, 

principally those involving the water manual workers and the 

non-industrial Civil Service. 

2. You will have seen the reports in the press that the water manual 

workers have accepted the present 12.3% offer. The deal is to 

3. 

be formally signed on Thursday. But the voting was close, and 

DOE do not rule out continuing unofficial action in some areas. 

As regards the Civil Service, youdUad a copy of Lord Soames' 

minute of 12 March to the Prime Minister. As you know, the 

Prime Minister agreed with the broad approach set out in that 

minute. But you will want to ask Lord Soames for an assessment 

of the impact of the present industrial action and of the prospects 

for an early settlement. 

HANDLING 

~. I suggest that you invite Mr Heseltine to comment first on the 

water workers' dispute and then Lord Soames on the Civil Service. 

1 
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CONCLUSIONS 

5. The sub-Committee will probably wish simply to note these reports; 

but you might also like to invite Lord Soames to keep the 

sub-Committee informed of developments on the Civil Service 

dispute. 

Cabinet Office 

17 March 1981 
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CIVIL SERVICE PAY 

There is a small poirit in your letter of 13 March which could 
cause confusion. In the second paragraph you report what the 
Lord President said about the funds available to the unions. In 
fact, the situation is that the unions bope to have available to 
them £2 to £3 million in total for their fighting fund: £250,000 
is the weekly 82TlOunt raised by contributions from members. I 
don't think that we have at the moment a figure for how much the 
unions are spending. -

I am copying this to John Wiggins (TreasU2:"'Y), Richard Dykes 
(Employment) and to the Offices of Sir Ian Bancroft, Sir Douglas 
Wass and Sir Robert Armstrong. 

J BUCKLEY 
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c c: Chancellor 
Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Sir Douglas Wass 
Sir Anthony Rawlinson 
Mr Middleton .......... " 
Mr ' Monck 

Sir Anthony Rawlinson told me that at this morning's Permanent 

Secretaries' meeting~ Sir Douglas Lovelock reported that there were 

rumours that the bank unions had approached bank managements to ask 

them to co-operate in "blacking" revenue payments and that the respons ~ 

of the bank managements had not been wholly negative. This seems 

highly implausible~ but I asked if you would consult with HF and 

arrange that someone should speak to the Bank of England. The purpos e 

would be to ask the Bank if they have any knowledge of efforts to 

"black" such payments and whether they could broach some of the 

clearing banks discreetly to make enquiries about it - not, of course, 

referring in any way to the alleged rumours. 

2. Since dictating the above I h~ve spoken to Sir Douglas Lovelock 

who confirmed that this was merely a rumour which he had received 

through union sources and which he himself was not at all inclined to 

believe. He was merely suggesting that we make enquiries. 

WDLr:
\(17 , 

W S RYRIE 

18 March 1981 
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CIVIL SERVICE INDUSTRIAL ACTION: ACCOUNTABILITY 

_~ ~- ,;-=;r;.. 

You will shortly be receiving a letter from the PGO drawing 

attention to the article on the back page of the Financial Times 

on 17 March which quoted verbatim from one of the confidential 

letters issued by the PGO. This means that the insecurity of 

the Government payment system is now public knowledge. In 1979, 

and hopefully on this occasion, it was confined to Civil Servants. 

'.: 

2. You will wish to consider whether Ministers, Treasury AccountiL 

Officers and other senior officials should be warned that there is 

scope for fraud. On the last occasion Ministers were in£ormed at 

a fairly early stage in the dispute, and you may wish to refer to 

your minute of 26' March 1979. 

3. I attach a draft submission you may care to use. Comments by 

y~ Collinson would be welcome. 

.... 

R J ALLWOOD 
18 r-larch 1981 



~illNAGEMENT IN CONFITIENCE 

1 . SIR TIOUGLAS WASS 

2. PS/CHIEF SECRETARY 

copies attached for: 

PPSI-Cbapc~l.lor of thQ Excb e ql1 er 
PS/Financial Secretary 
PS/Minister of state (C) 
PS/Minister of state (L) 

cc Sir Kenneth Couzens 
Sir Anthony Rawlinson 
Mr Ryrie 
Mr Bailey 
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CIVIL SERVICE INDUSTRIAL ACTION: ACCOUNTABILITY 

"rhe computer at the Paymaster General t s Office has been 

out of action since Monday, 9 March . This removes one of 

the principal checks against fraud and is something of 

which we think Ministers should be aware. 

2. The vast majority (in numerical #ter!lls) of central 

Government payments are made by the issue of payable orders . 

These documents resemble cheques, all but a few are crossed, 
- -

must therefore be presented through a banko, who in turn 

presents them for payment to the PGO. At the same time 

as a Department issues a payab~e order it sends a schedule 

listing the orders issued direct to the PGO, who enter the 

information on their computer. When a batch of payable 

orders is presented by a bank. the total value of the batch 

is paid on sight I ~ the 130nlE by the PGO ~ then check each 

payable order by interrogating the computer to ensure the 

value agrees with the issued amount reported previously by 

Departments. If the values do not agree a comparison is 

undertaken, order by order, to establish the course of the 

discrepancy . Under standing arrangements with the banks, 

any orders found to be erroneous are returned to the banks 
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(within 3 working days) so that they may be returned to the 

person by whom they were first presented. 

3. Wh~n industrial action brought the opera-::"on J:~ the 

computer to an end payable orders presented by ,banks continued 

to be paid on sigh~ but the process of :comparison with the 

details recorded on ~ departmental schedules came to an 

end. This is a calculated risk which seems reasonabie to 

accept if the flow of Government financial business is not 

to be disrupted by industrial action. Similar arrangements 

were adopted in 1979 and it was found, when normal operation 

of the computer was reviewed and the ba~klog cleared, that 

fraud had been negligible. 

4. As soon as industrial action was imminent the Treasury 

asked each Accounting Officer to appoint someone in their 
-

Department to act as Liaison Officer with the PGO. This 

provides a restricted and confidential channel of communication 

between the PGO and Departments ., which has already been used 

for the issue of ~ letters of instructions. It was with 

some surprise that on Tuesday we found printed in the 

Financial Times (copy attached) verbatim extracts from one 

of these letters. We have always been conscious, as we were 

In 1979, that those best able to beat the system were those 

most likely to be taking industrial action, but were 

reassured by the fact that it was restricted to Civil 

Servants. But the knowledge that the system is vulnerable 
~ 

is now public kfiewled~e and the chance of fraudLincreased 

proportionately. It is impossible to estimate our vulnerability" 

and the extent of fraud, if any, will not be known until 

2 
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many months after normal working is resumed. 

5. We should welcome confirmation that Treasury T'1inisters 

- are content that we should continue to operate existing 
'i." 0. ~ 'f:.;..... 

payments arrangements for Government Departments notwithstandinE 

these difficulties. The only alternative is to suspend 

the PGO payment system ~this seems quite unrealistic. 

The system covers most Departments' payments other than 

payroll, and extends across the whole field of central 
L~, . \ 

Government expenditure. The fraud risklis, we believe, ~~"J ' 
to payable orders for amounts of less than 

i>~- Ilo .. -0-<0 ~?_! 
B\l;ti those eaR FUf.!: at a daily Falie ef 100 ;000, ,---' 

worth ~O~ million. a aayA.. ~ ~ ~~- b.; ?C; 0, 

6. There is a case for informing Parliament and giving 

the House a chance to express a view on the fact that we 

can no longer guarantee the regularity of Government 

payments. On the other hand the surest way to increase 

the risk of fraud is to advertise still further the 

insecurity of the system. We advise against any announcement 

to the House at this stage. 



Tuesday March 17 1981 

, 
, .... , ' 

Revenue in move to foil strik 
BY PHILiP BASSETT. LABOUR STAFf 

THE GOVERNMENT yt'ster. pay ~ore than £10,000 every 
day took Its first action in month to the two ~ompuler 
response to strikes in the " centres in Pay As You Earn 
Civil Servi~e over pay_ The and National Insurance con-
Inland Revenue asked 30.,000 trlhutions. 
large . organisations. ' which The letters said that "ow-
normally . pay taxes · due ing .·to operating difficulties." 
throUlh twe .. Reveuue, U)m~ . p.yments were Dot being pro
puters now hit , by strikes. to ~essed. and asked employers 
make ; payments '~ Instead . tomake:their payments by 
through the banks or the Post Giro credit, either through 
Office GJro system. National Giro or Bank Giro. 

The unions claimed that . No new Giro accounts ha\'e 
more than 90 per cent of staff been set up to recei\'e the 
in the two computer ~entres. taxes since it was thought 
at Cumbernauld in Scotland that this would be at once 
and Shipley IB Yorkshire, provocative and more easily 
were now on indefinite strike. open to · union blacking. 
It said, they were confident Instead. employers, .. are asked 
that the alternative , arrange- .• to use the method of payment 
ments proposed '. by : the ' : by ,. ~Glro . normally open to ' 

. Reve~ue would .not work: -~ ; ;: ' ',',:. them..c.....: ,,~~; ' .. \ .. ,;. : .' , . 
Regional controllers; in IS .. "! '~ The i, ietters " also . asked 

. areas sent Out letters·to 30,000 . eDl~1er. to ,'. complete an 
large , .' organlsatiODS: .asking · ':, advice , note ' each. time they 
them to make alternative pay- made~ ._ payment, In an effort 
ments •. All the organisatlons ' '. to try .. to ' maintaln some :-
involved, . indudlq -. " the ace.ounting of receipts. The 
Bationallsed . industries. ICI attempt to use Giro may run 

-and other large compan.i~ into difti~uIUes . with the 
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banking and Post Otlice 
unions. to whom the CJvll 
Service unions have appealed 
for support. 

A further indication of the 
effect of the Itrikes is given 
in a confidential note. to 
Whitehall liaison officers 
from the hanking services 
division of the Paymaster 
GeneraPs Offiee in Crawley, 
where 35 staff are 'on strike. I 
The PGO acts as the hanker 
for all Government depart- 1 
ments. It pays contractors 
hy payable orders through 
their banks. 

The · strike Ii '· Jeslgned to 
deprive the Government . of 

. financial Information. and the 
note , SVs:'.Departments' 
should' ~ote therefore until 
further notice, DaYabIe orders 
will ,-be . paid 7;., ~bllnd: and 
should recognise , the risks." 

The PGO add8,tbat it will 
not be possible to compare 
payments with original esti
mates, U or to prevent pay· 
ment of the Items which 

departments have insttuct( 
the PGO to revoke." It urg 
departments . to scale dov 
the size of their paymen ; 
and to consider alternati 
methods. 

Its only alternative, thou~ 
Is suggested by saying t h 
.. so long as clerical staff a 
prepared to co-operate, eff 0 r 
will be made to compa 
these large items (I.e .. 
£50,000 and over) with th l. 
schedules before payment 
finally made." Again, the n ', 
states that U at this stage " 

. new bank accounts sbi)uld 
opened for these payments 

Nick Garnett, Labour St. 
,writes: The Banking, ' In. 
. ance and Finance Union i 

already approached the E . 
1I1h dearing banks separat 
requesting them not to : 
union members to do w r: 
that would normally h e 
been done by civil sen : 
union members. 
Civil servants shift strik 

Page 13 
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CIVIL SERVICE INDUSTRIAL ACTION: EFFECT ON CENTRAL GOVERNMENT PAYMENT~ 
SYSTEM 

The computer at the Paymaster General's Office (PGO) has been out 

of action since Monday, 9 March. The PGO provides a current account 
banking service for all Goy~rnment Departments apart from Customs 

...t;t 

and Inland Revenue. It handles payments (via some 130,000 payable 
orders) in the region of £90 million daily. It was similarly affecte ~ 

by the strike two years ago but the situation has just taken an awkwa ~ 

new turn. I think Ministers would want to know of the problem, and 
to consider the right response to it. 

2. Loss of the . computer means that we are without our principal 
check against fraud ,4'in central Government payments. This is because 

-
it is no longer possible to reconcile the payments made to the banks 
on presentation of ~Government payable orders with Departments' schedu= 

of payable orders issued. 

3. For the time being - though there can be no guarantee that matte::' 

will not change for the . worse - it is still possible for most 
Departments to authorise payments and for th,e PGO to honour them. 
But the PGO is acting "blind". This is a calculated risk which seems 

reasonable to accept if the flow of Government financial business is 
not to be disrupted by industrial action. Similar arrangements were 
adopted in 1979 and it was found, when nQrmal operation of the 
computer was resumed and the backlog cleared, that fraud had been 

negligible. 

4. Following the 1979 precedent, when industrial action was imminent 
. ~ 

the Treasury asked each Accounting Officer to appoint someone in their 
Department to act as Liaison Officer with the PGO. The object was to 

1 
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~t up a restricted and confidential network of communication 
~etween the PGO and Departments. This has already been used 

for the issue of three letters of instructions. On Tuesday the 
Financial Times (copy attached) published verbatim extracts from 
one of these letters. We have always been conscious, as we were 
in 1979, that those best able to beat the system were those most 
likely to be taking industrial action. But the knowledge that the 
system is vulnerable is now ~ublic and this has increased the chance 
of fraud. It is impossible to estimate our vulnerability, and the 
extent of fraud will not be known (if ~ver) until many months after 
normal working is resumed. 

5. We should welcome confirmation (which the head of the PGO has 
now written to request) t~at Treasury Ministers are content that 
we should continue to operate existing payments arrangements for 
Government Departments notwithstanding these difficulties. The 
only alternative of suspending the PGO payment system hardly seems 
realistic. The system covers most Departments' payments other than 
payroll, and extends across the whole field oT central Government 
expenditure. 

6. There is a cas~ for informing Parliament and giving the House 
-

a chance to express a view on the fact that we can no longer 
guarantee the regu~arity of Government payments. On the other hand 
the surest way to increase the risk of fraud is to advertise still 
further the insecurity of the system. We advise agains~ volunteerinE 
any announcement to the House at this stage, though if asked it 
would be difficult to 4eny that the situation is inherently vulnerab l 

7. -Another possible option would be to alert the Chairman of the 
PAC in confidence. (Mr Joel Barnett as Chief Secretary was involved 
in a very similar dilemma two years ago.) This would put Mr Barnett 
in a slightly invidious position, but it might pre-empt a possible 
approach to him by the unions designed to cast doubt , on the propriety 
of continuing to authorise any payments by· central Government. I 
attach a possible draft letter. 

2 
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Formally, Ministerial responsibility for the PGO lies with ,~ 
~ Pym. But Treasury Ministers have a general responsibility for " " 

the propriety of Government payments arrangements, and a more specif i , 

interest because of possible effects on Exchequer financing . 

.. -. 

. .. -;'. 

,. ::::::> ~ .-& (Yl I ~ 

I( C J CAREY 
19 March 1981 
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CONFIDENTIAL' 

DRAFT LETTER FROM THE CHIEF SECRETARY TO MR JOEL BARNETT, rc 

PAYMENTS BY THE PAYMASTER GENERAL'S OFFICE DURING 
INDUSTRIAL ACTION 

You will know that the PGO computer has been affected by 

industrial action. This has deprived us of one of our 

main safeguards against fraud in central Government 

payments arrang~ents though payinents can still be made. 

2. Despite the risks I believe it is right that the 

flow of payment transactions by Government should continue . .. 
We do not want to give this situation any avoidable 

publicity, and I shall not be volunteering any statement .. 
to the House. But I th~ught you should be aware of the 

position. I need hardly say we are watching it closely, 

in conj"TIlction with the PGO. 

(LEON BRITTAN) 

. ' : " , ; ... .,.;.: 
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ECONOI1IC EF:B'£CTS ' OF INDUSTRIAL ACTUlli" 

1 In his note to you of 25 February, Geoffrey Howe suggests that 

we should have some machinery permanently available to assess 

the economic significance of particular ' industrial threats and 

also, if possible, to identify the pressure 'points to which any 
-

contingency action might be directed. 

2 As Geoffrey points out, the Civil Contingencies Unit (CCU) is 

concerned only with the essentials of life. Its remit does not 

extend to the ind~strial or economic consequences of industrial 

action and special ad hoc arrangements have had to be made to 

assess and monitor the effects ~f major disputes such as the 

steel strike. In the circumstances it would be useful to have 

some standing machinery available. 

3 Before any extra machinery is established, however, I think 

we should look closely at two points. First, the machinery must 

be capable of ensuring that effective action can be taken; there 

will be no advantage in creating a talking shop. Secondly, many 

small and local disputes have a potential for damage out of 

proportion to the factors underlying the dispute, for example 

major capital investments, such as blast furnaces, may be put at 

risk or a sizeable proportion of industrial production could be 

jeopardised by the interruption in the supply crmaterials like 

industrial gases. The machinery might be established so that it 

can look at such problems, even though it is not easy to identify 

/problems ••. 
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NOTE OF A MEETING HELD AT NO.ll, DOWNI NG STREET AT 3 P .~. ON 
THURSDAY, 19TH MARC~_ 1981 

Present: 

Chancellor of the Exchequer (in the chair) 
Minister of State (Lords) 
Sir Lawrence Airey 
Mr . J . Boyd 
Mr. D. B. Rogers 
Mr. M.C. Furey 

INDUSTRIAL ACTION AT INLAND REVENUE 

Sir Lawrence Airey s~id that he had asked for the meeting ;n 

"order to clarify the position following the Cabinet discussion of 

19 March. 

2. The Chancellor said that the discussion had b2en confined to 

whether or not Inland Revenue s~ould proceed to "stage 3" of their 

contingency plan, whereby local offices would be asked to process -

exceptionally - the smaller sums coming in through PAYEe There he 

been some doubt in the Cabinet about the legality of applying 

TRD in the circumstances of Stage 3; there appeared to be some 

question whether the work involved would be of the same kind as that 

usually done, and it might also appear that people were being aske d 

to do much more work than normal. Given that Inland Revenue were 

securing more than 80 per cent of their normal receipts through the 

operation of the previously agreed contingency plan, it was doubtfu 

whether major risks should now be taken to try to secure the 

remaining 17 per cent. The question had also been raised whether 

it was really necessary, for the sake of those who were co-operati n 

with the contingency plan, to proceed now to Stage 3. The Cabinet 

"had therefore not been ready to take the decision substuntia11y to 

increase the tension created by the dispute through an action which 

would be seen as deliberately putting exceptional bu rdens on union 

.. CONFIDENTIAL 
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3. Sir Lawrence Airey said there was no question of people in 

local offices being asked to do more work than usual; all that 

would be involved would be a change in the mix of their work -

the processing of PAVE payments already formed a regular part of 

the work of the collectors' offices . The case for proceeding to 

Stage 3 was that a substantial ~umber of people at various levels 

of management were currently working exceptionally at some risk to 

their future relationships with others in the department, and they 

could hardly be expected to go on doing so if the management showe c 

itself unwilling to impose its authority on those who were refusin r 

to do their normal work . The problems in this area were clearly 

illustrated by the reports which had come in during the course of 

the day of physical threats, damage to cars, etc. at various offi c 

outside London. However, it was doubtful whether the decision no· 

to go ahead with Stage 3 would make much difference to the eventua 

outcomeJ people allover the Gountry were already refusing to do 

their normal work, and the Revenue were anxious to have available 

the weapon of TRD to cover these cases also. Mr. Boyd noted tha t 

all work in the collectors' offices on PAVE had been blacked by 

IRSF; the Civil Service unions were making disruption of the 

accounts offices the spearhead of their attack on the Government, 

and had undertaken to advance £~ million a week if necessary to 

IRSF to finance suspension pay. Sir Lawrence Airey said that if 

large scale suspensions resulted without the Revenue having to tak t 

the "provocative" step of proceeding to Stage 3, perhaps this woul c 

put them in a somewhat better moral position - it seemed unlikely 

that much of the remaining 17. per cent of the revenue would be pai c 

in, whichever course of action were followed. 

4. The Chancellor suggested that a further re~son fu~ caution 

was that no formula was yet available to offer to the unions as a 

means of inducing them to call off the present dispute. He though t 

it important that every effort should be made to speed up the work 

of the group led ~y the CSD which was working on new arrangements f 
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determining Civil Service pay. Mr. Boyd s~id that the Group, of 

which he was a member, had already met three times; but that there 

remained the fundamental difficulty of reconciling some form of 

comparability with cash limits. If costs and economic circumstan c 

were to be seen as over-riding considerations, it was questionable 

what place could be given to the other elements which the Group 

had identified as desirable parts of a new Civil Service pay 

determination system . 

5. The Minister of State (Lords) drew attention to the need for 

frequent reports on the actual flow of revenue as compared with 

what would have been expected in normal circumstances. Mr. Boyd 

confirmed that such reports would be made, starting at the beginn i 

of next week. The Revenue would also keep Ministers closely in 

touch with the extent to which they. were having to suspend people . 

It wo~ld not be practicable to secur8 Ministerial authority in 

advance for every suspension; but they would consult the Ministe r 

of State (Lords) about each eliss of case. 

)vv 

-A.J. WIGGINS 

19 MtJrch 1981 
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CIVIL SERVICE ACTION, THE CGBR AND MONEY 

1. I attach a draft Private Secretary letter to No 10 in 
response to their request for a note about the effect of the 
CGBR on industrial action. The draft letter and the accompanying 
note, which are mainly the work of Mr Turnbull and Mr Smith, are 
self-explanatory. The action is taking place against the backgroun 
of what we think will De " a~-.rai~ly strong posi tion:'- subj ect to the 

_ doubt about bank lending. Indee~ it might help provide some welcomE 
relief in the money markets. We shall press ahead with the funding 
programme and unless things get a lot worse than we think, there 
should be no difficulty in riding through any temporary effects on 
the money supply. 

2. We will report to you regularly on the situation. 

mc 

P E MIDDLETON 
19 March 1981 
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DRAFT LETTER TO: Frincipal Frivate Secretary 
No. 10 Downing Street 

I enclose the report requested about the effects, of the 

civil service industrial action on the central government 

borrowing requireITent. 

You vlill see that the sums at risk are significant and that, 

if the efforts of the Revenu~o Departments to maintain the 

flow of receipts are only partly successful, the effect on 

the 1980-81 CE:st=:8: [overnment borrowing requirement will 

be to increase it by a large sum. 

Inevitably, a substantial proportion, though a good deal 

less than all of the loss of receipts,will be reflected in 

the monetary statistics. It is, however, necessary to put 

these developmentsin the context of the general monetary 

picture. In the absence of any disruptive action, we would 

have expected the rather moderate growth of £M3 seen in the 

last three months to have continued. 

Banking March, which ende4 on Wednesday, 18 March may show 

a seasonally adjusted deficit for the CGBR of around 

£900 million, some £t billion better than we had expected 

a month ago. This is despite a loss of receipts of around 

150 million from industrial action. In addition to 

a good performance of the CGBR, gilt sales and National 

Savings inflows have been very strong. These indicate 

the possibility of a low growth rate for £M3 in the month, 
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although there is some threat to this from bank lending, 

which could have been inflated by round-tripping , produced 

by high short term interest rates in the mqpey ID0rkets . 

In the absence of industrial action, we would have expected 

the April CGBR, seasonally adjusted, to have been small . 

At the same time substantial gilts sales (including the 

indexed gil t) ~ave already ._peen arranged and National 

Savings should continue to provide strong inflows . In addition 
the slower growth of bank lending seen in recent months would 
be expected to continue. 

As you may be aware, the combination in March of a good 

CGBR and strong debt sales produced conditions of exceptional 

tightness in the money markets . In response to this the 

reserve asset ratio was put down again to 8 per cent and 

the Bank had to provide a large amount of assistance, mainly 

through purchases of bills. Underlying conditions are 

likely to remain tight for most of April, making it difficult 

to unwind the assistance before the end of the month. It 

is an ironic side effect of the industrial action that the 

more successful it is, the more it would contribute to 

normalising money market conditions. 

Nevertheless, the action could produce a temporary resurgence 

in the recorded money supply and it will make it more 

difficult to interpret precisely what is happening in the 

monetary field, as we will never be entirely sure just 

how much revenue is being delayed ~ We have gone to considerab _ 
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lengths to stress the dangers in assessing the underlying 

growth of the money supply in relation to movements in 

£M3 over relatively short periods . We will keep the 

situation under very close review and we shall need to 

take great care in presenting the effects G~ thici industrial 

action on the monetary position. But at present there is 

no reason to expect that the mo~etary effects will be such 

as to cause difficulties ,in a policy sense or to disrupt 

markets . 

CONFIDENTIAL 



EFFECT OF THE CIVIL SERVICE INDUSTRIAL ACTION ON' THE CENTRAL 
GOVERNMENT BORROWING ImtUIREI1ENT 

1. In those Departments where there was a high response to 
the one day strike call on 9 March, processing of receipts and 
p~ents was delayed. However, apart from the col~ection offices 
of the Inland Revenue and Customs and Excise which have been 
selected for longer term action, the arrears have now been 

processed and there are no lasting effects. 

2. Inland Revenue. After 9 March, there was no significant 
effect on collection of Inland Revenue until Friday 13 I-larch. 
From that date, how~ver, select!ye strike action has been taken 
at the collection offices at Shipley and Cumbernauld, the main 

- -

centres for the processing of PAYE receipts and the associated 
national insurance contributions and surcharge receipts. In terms 
of receipts into the Exchequer, there was no effect until Tuesday 
of this week, when receipts were about £20 million less than we 
would normally have expected. 

3. FAYE etc deducted by employers in February is due to be paid 
to the Inland Revenue today, 19 March. We were expecting the two 
centres to have processed about £1 billion of receipts in the 

- . 

"
,\ 

period 18-31 March inclusive. However, some months ago, contingenc~ 

plans were made under which large payers were invited to remit 
FAYE etc via Inland Revenue, Bush House. These arrangements seem 
to be working despite the pressure of pickets at Bush House. The 
staff associations'have sought the cooperation of the banking staff 
associations in preventing these arrangements from working. The 
arrangements involve using an alternative method of payment but 
of a sort which already exists. They are therefore unlikely to 
be seen as provocative. So although the situation is delicate, 
the Bank of mgland are hopeful that the Bush House receipts wi-ll -: __ -. 

continue to be processed. And there are no signs of interruption 
from the clearing banks. Revenue is coming in tod~ from the 
contingency arrangements but it is too early to form a clear judgemel 
about how much we shall get. 

4. Customs and Excise. Strike action commenced at the VAT Centre 
at Southened on 9 March. lJe would normally expect to receive.' 
£400 million from here in the period 18-31 March, in Consolidated 

- 1 -



£und terms. From Thursday 12 March, daily receipts have been 
up to £30 million less than expected. Shortfalls in receipts 
are being offset by reducing weekly VAT repayments. And receip~s 
are also being kept up by contingency plans made by Customs and 

Excise on similar lines to those of Ir'land Revenue. 

5. Total Effects in 1980-81. up to and including yesterday, 
total receipts appear to be about £150 million short of the 
figures expected. In the rest of March receipts through the 
three centres affected by the selective action would have amounted 
to about £1,400 million. We really cannot make any firm assessment 
of the effectiveness of the contingency plans at this stage. With 
luck ~ about half the· expected receipts might be obtained. This 
would leave a cumulative shortfall of £800 million by the end of 
the month and the central government borrowing requirement for 

1980-81 would be higher by that sum. We should have better 
information and will report again, by the middle of next week 
when we can assess the effectiveness of the arrangements for 
getting in Inland Revenue receipts. 

6. 1981~82. If the'action continues into April, the VAT 
effects may be cons:iderablymore severe. Total VAT receipts in 
the first month of a quarter ar~normally about twice the total 
receipts in either the second or third month. April FAYE and 
related receipts are usually of the same order as March receipts, 
with similar peaking after the 19th of the month. 

7. Once the dispute is settled, any shortfall as at 31 }~ch 
will be recovered in 1981-82, reducing the CGBR for that year. 
The delay will, however, result in a minima~ly higher total for 
the two years taken together; because interest will have to be 
paid for the relevant period on any extra borrowings. 

19.3.81 
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consult Sir Ia.n Bancroft and Sir Douglas Wass on the macrDnery for: 

(i) considering L~e possibility of including rnanpoVv'er as an 

el e :nen t in pay ne gotia.ti on; 

(ii) reconciling cash limits with new elements in the system; 

and 

(iii) establishing a possible interim formula should its use 

become necessary. 

2, These remits are interconnected; and the last is, we think, more 

u r g f:' n t ttl an th e ii r s t tw' 0 . Vle ha've cs}~ed Sir John Herbecq to take char §;,~ 

small \,\;orking group v"hich Vvill consist primarily of representatives of th e 

Treasury and the Civil Service D~partment, with the Cabinet Office takin ~ 

Their first duty v.rill be to make proposals for a possible interim formula ; 

ha\-e been asked to report to the Lord President on this by the end of next " 

3. On the reconciliation of cash limits of pay bargaining) the Treasur y 

v,-ill produce the first input for the Vv'orking group. The v/or 1-.-:i. ng group sh e> 

therec. iter be able to produce suggestions which v..rill then need to be discu s ::-

more \\idely with at least a few Departments, before propos2..ls are submi t-:... 

to l\1inisters. 

4. The Civil Ser\ice Departrr}ent '\vill take the lead in considering the 

po:::si'oili ty of incl uding rnanpov..' er as a n eJement in pay ne go'C2..ti ons; this 

v:o ::-i-: \, ·ill co:rne in the Ii rst instance to the v.:orking group, but \vill probably 

to be discussed more \\,'idely with a viev.r to a report being made to Minister::: 

as soon as possible. 

= am sending coples of thiE rr:.inute to the Private Sec:r- eta ries to Lhe 

C:-.LcncelJor of the Excr:.equer, e:.e -Lo::-::': F:eEident and the Secretary of State 

lO T Err.p]oyrr:ent; end to S ir lc..n BCLDC:-oh end Sir Douglas V{ass. 

'\1'..f"tO~R~ ~',}V~~ i.l ;/.,J .. : 

2. 0 t:-. 1\1 arc h 1 9 8 1 (Robert Arrns:rong ') 
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CONFIDENTIAL & PERSONAL 

CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER 

cc Sir Douglas Wass 
r1r Ryrie 
r1r Middleton 
Hr Monck 
Mr Turnbull 
f1r Collinson 

Sir Lawrence Airey/IR 
Sir Douglas Lovelock/ 

Customs & Excise 

CIVIL SERVICE INDUSTRIAL ACTION - Hlli1"DLn~G OF REVEl''WES BY BANKS 

You may like to know that there have been contacts between 

us and the Bank of England in the last twenty-four hours (on 

the part both of Mr f10nck and myself) in order to discover 

whether any problems were arising from industrial action in 

the handling of the Government's accounts by the clearing bank~ 

2. So far as it goes, the response is reassuring. The Bank 

of England has no reason to suppose that payments are not beins~ 

handled normally. 

3. We have suggested to the Bank that they might wish to enq1;. 

with the clearers whether they were experiencing problems from 

industrial action against Government business. The Bank is, 

however, unwilling to do this and advises strongly against the 

Gover~~ent taking any initiative vis-a-vis the clearers or to 

suggest in any i,'lay that they might not be handling competently 

their clients' business. 

4. We had previously heard informally, from the Department of 

Employment, that the industrial relations managers of at least 

one of the banks might not be as resolute as we would like in 

dealing with industrial action relating to Government accounts 
Ik..,...,,;~ 

if it arose; ~ this was on WQd:Q:Qc~y.- xc ha: 0 C .Qot Aa:a furth c 

iatelligence of 'fjhio ki .. d.. 

5. We have passed on to the Bank of England the Department of 

Employment's advice that, in the present state of the law, any 

employees who failed to carry out their normal work could be 

subject to disciplinary action and, if necessary, dismissal. 

\ale have suggested to the Bank that there should be contact betwe . 

the banks and the Department of Employment if advice is required . 
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6. Subj ect to the above, the ve;:-:.T strong advice of the Bank 

of England (Mr George) is that we should leave alone unless the 

clearing banks themselves raise - tne · -Lssue. 

~. 
P V Dixon 
20 l1arch lCJal 

. ~ ' : ~ - '..' ... , .. 

-~?~h.:S;:-~ ~ J~:~::;"~i,> ,-: , > ' ;,~,c, : ,:(~ , :"-: ': 
- - -
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CONFIDENTIAL 

Covering SEC RET 

CHANCELLOR 

nmusTluAL ACTIon, IJJIE CGBR .AHTI r-l01T.L:Y 

7lE CIVIL SERVICE ACTION 

CGER 

cc Chief SecretcITY 
Financial Secret~J 
llinioter of State (L) 
Hinister of Gto.te (C) 
Sir Do"t.1.gln.s \In.DS 
Sir A RavIlins.)n 
I1r l"trrie 

~ 
HI' I-liddleton 

. Hiss ~ovm 
11r j8(lckley 
11r Pirie 
N.r Turnbull 
HI' Smith 
I-liss Hoble 

In her separate '\'ree}:ly note on the CGEl( Hiss Hoble repr)rts that the 

CGER for today is higher than forecast by about £300 million. Thi ~~ 

a higher excess than the daily figu:ces at the end of lo.st I.'reek, but 

some of this revenue shortfall may be recovered later this \'leek. i l,:!.' 

nOH on Accounts \V'ill be submitting a daily report. 

The Bank 

2. The Bank tell me that at· their end the processing of the cheQ~l). <: ' 

presented by the Inland Revenue via Bush House is soine.: e1lead on tl~ ~ 

basis that Bank staff are not being <lsked to do '!,"Jork that is tUlUsu(; . .. 

or normally done by someone else. The clearers are settling chegu~:... 

presented to them by the Bank. 

Girobank 

3. I have also been in touch VIi th the GirJbank tlanagenent. 

- 1 -
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L~. 1J.'.b.oir unions have prossed for D.c roem.c;pt t~lQ.t Girob~~ll: sh,)uld not 

help :w.ainto.in the f10\'[ of funds intj tho revenue depO.I't _.lcnts either 

by special arrLillc;euent s or by an~/ increo.~cd use 0 f exi :....;~inc LU'ranCOLlC

Girobo.ril:: have replied that they \'Jill c ·)ntinue t .) handle I)Cl.:'T1J.Cnts t,) 

their customers and to curry out their cust-oLlers' instructions in 

accordance l.rith contracts. (iliey have aSToed not to :w.al:e n01[ specio..l 

LlrranGements aJd to consult the unions if they detect Cl. surGe in the 

usc of e:dstins arrangewcnt:3. But i:'1 practice if Girob ~ Ul1: o.re sent 

cheques to the Revenue outside their nornell cLrreJlc;eflent:j by taxpo..;YCJ_'; 

u11) do not h2.ve 0. Gir0boJ.1~: account, '~~lle cb.e~ues ~l.ro citli.8I' ~jent f:")l ~ 

-!- ; ~ , ' -, - "1 ., 
V_ "'J _ _ '" , c_r:cl c~cedi ted to the l~evcnue o.CCOUl1t .. 

In this uo_y cheques that 1[:)uld n~)rr..1.:_11y be [3ent to 8hi~)ley ,)]7 

Cl.lubornauld should be Getti~lG tlp"'o 'LlC:1 , thouSh possib1:1 ~Iith Cl. de1L1..~l .. 

il;DUSTRIAL ACTIOn }JID CClill CT(-i~/WEl:D 

5. ~ne ]z.nk say that the selective :.lcti 'Jn arising fr:)Ll the clearer:.' 

i)Ul1 pay negotiations need n:)t cause concern so far. 'i: JI .".orr)u Llo~rd~~ 

clearing centre uill be o..ffected. This may de18~l their IIgeneral 

clearing" (nunerous 101'[ vo..lue transD.ctions) till Hednesda;/, but uill 

n ':Y'c affect "tol'm clearinG" uhich ho.ndles 9O~~) of transo..ctions by vo.ll~ '~. 

Indeed it is possible tho.t since the o.ction uill probabl~( be taken l r 

clerical rather than COI1puto~ staff, the general cleo.ring l[ill get C:L 

tODorrc)'u. 

6. On mursday the selective action ltill be against BL'..I'clays t acccrUl'l 

updc~ting centre. iJ2bis \'[ill not affect othor bDl1ks. 

7. ifh.e Bo.nlc do not tbinl: C' .. l1Y action is called for by the authori tio ~: 

But you El2..y like to be rCI;linded of the o.tto..ched not (not to 0.11) by 

I'b:'s Gilraore of 2 I·h~.~ lSlSU '-.rhich 8::-)~ ~~~~ns b)·~:·. _ t~ .:. C r) ·) tc:. · .;:~_ :: _l e;ffoct,r; 

duration. 

IT I l .ilTCI: 

23 Harch 1981 
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cc: fvlr ViddleLon 
~1r Collin~;on 

;'·1r· i(i ley 

CQ py i lL t(..lch(~d i'or: 

i-1r \'J ard 

l"Ir L300te 
iJir Culpin 

rir Drt1kp - j·.,.:J nk 

31'~;[( S'll"tIKE - CONTINGE1'; CY PLA.N 

::: attach a descr-iptive paper uhich has been prepared after discussions wit~ 

the 2ank of England. Effectively it identifies two types of contingency, 

~iliich call for different responses:-

i. a short st rikc - selective or r;eneral - which \·/ould call for lit t l 

if any direct Government action; 

ii. a prolonged stril{e which, hO\-lcver it began, ·would lead to cloGure 

of the clearing banks. 

( • Any :;ort of [)trike causes tltJQ distinct ~>orts of problem:-

;1) nrT;\!~I,:0.rncnt:; to kp.cp hiCh value, low vol wne :\ettler1c';,L~:; GoinC -

this; nvo::"ves the City, the Gover:-'Jiient ~lIJ.d ot:ter major int}i,itu:ions; 

-
b) hOH to Keep high volume 10'1/ value transactions going - t!:c:lt i5 

ty,ically payments by individuals to and f!'om shops and amor.g theffisel'.f e ~ 

3. It is our judonent, shared by the 3~n.~ of Enb1a.":d, that a selecti':e cr 

:"'; t ~[i('!'Lll :-'L()L~;a~e l;L<:;ti:lg a ·week or t'...o ' ... ,ill be rr:itieatcd by ad hoc arTrulc.~T.C : 

&I:ionc the major institutions, in the case of the hiGh value t-::onn.sactio!1...s, 2..:'.:: 

1_:~at the c1.lno:..~nt of ca:.;h in the economy could contir..ue to ~, ."""3.i~~ed t~roucr~ 

olh0.r ol~tleL~ ~:, ufficiently for personru. trarlBactions to Co on. 

~LriIH: .. l,'ar more ~cople 'i.oHId need to be ir.::olved to have a clear picture he 

a ::~f'ttlerr.ent !~yctem could be maintained. :'Joreover, the protlem for which '...;c 

C:1sure: that t~~ er0 is .::iome m,~diun of eXChE.Dfe available for ttose individuClls 

'",ho could suffer hardEhi :) if they \';cre u:,w,ble to set it. ':'he type of case 

' .. :::ich ~ie:r: t beC0:1C r:10.st i::1~~diately appa,Ter.t 1.:3 exer.;plified by t~e lien.slone!' 

- 1 -
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dw r.: L. E::: lC not be able tc exchange his 'v'!eekly I)en5ion entitlement for cash 

j. Lookinc at Lhe senercU:Lsed version of this problem, ie the problem of 

ca~-: h in the economy 8~3 a ,,;hole, there are three measures which can be taken:-

i. for the Bank of :[!;ngland to continue to push note? out into 

circulation for as long aL") it can - but such nction will depend on the 

extent of pickctin~ and the readiness of the Bank's and other 

institutions' staff to cross picket lin~G; 

ii. for the Government to give an irr.petus to local arrnngementG 

f:~ LhrouGh chnmberG of commerC0 - to en~;ure that canh i~; recycled locally 

as effectively as possible: for example retailers vall be wanting to get 

rid of the cash \-!hich accumulates vIi th them and local Postmasters and 

chombers of commerce might playa role; 

iii. if the strike is prolonged, and local cash shortages become acute 

the Government could encourage the temporary development and use of 

cash-substitutes. 

6. As the paper attached indicates, a good deal could be done under the 

third heading, for example negotiabl~ pension warrants, negotiable entitlemen t.. 

to NSB deposits and so on. Clearly developing such arrangements \.ould involve 

quite a lot of people and it is a qUt::~tion how far r4inisters \'Jill wish us to 

proceed along these lines. As to arrangements under (ii) c).be; e, the Civil 

Contineencies Unit might well be the right forum to co-ordinate plans. 

(i) .::.bovc depends simply on what arrangements the Bank can make as 

circu~strulces develop. 

? Latest ne\'lS of the di~)pute is that BIFU will consider on Tuesday 6 Hay 

a slieht1y revised offer made by the employers yesterday. It is believed 

Uwl. Lhoi.:; oIrer iti cast .00 that UIFU, ~..,bo would have to ballot mcmber~; for 

selective or general actio.:1., may perhaps be inclined to settle. If BIE'U do 

t3ettle it is likely that t ::1e Staff Associations would then follow suit. 

Thur; the nr000ect of industrial action seems at least to have receded. For 
4 • 

the moment then, for the reasons in paraeraph 22 of the paper, we recommend 

[.0 vlider discussion of contingency pla!lnine nor contingency action. Ho\·;ever 

remain in touch ",Ii. th .. the Dank of EnglEL'1d and will report further to 

2 -
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I . l' I IC j" ( 'dt'r'nLJuT! OJ' C I( ~;lt ' irlJ: [ ~ ;ltlld. n r ) : l ';m pl()'y(lr~ ; : H't~ n(~(;ot:iutin t'; wi th 

Lh (: u nion : ·, - rn&inly Lh e BunkinG In !.- ; Il!';}nc( ~ Yinance Union and ~ome ~l. a rf 

A:~: ; oc i(l t io n:: - on the current prly claim. 'l'hi c; pCl ?er cO~.'3 ider~3 the possible 

i.ndw;Lrial Ilction thaL miJ~hL r(~~ ; ult from the;;c Laik0 endiIl~ in an 

l rt: :)U:::;c , i. t : : likely erl'(!ct:.~ and contingC'ncy ;}ction that mich t ue taken to 

~~ j t. i. I'?.l tc Lhc~~{: effect;.;. 

'l'~:P C .L: of ;.::elcctivc action ,;,hich mi p:ht be undertaken 

2. It i~ frankly uncertain what strike action might be taken. Any initial 

"indw'jtrial" action seems likely to be selective , particularly in the light 

or the extent of the ui0ruption which the limited difipute with the bank 

:nessenf,er~ created tovJards the end of April. BIFU are perhaps more likely 

to ta~c strike action than the Staff Associations. The type of selective 

a ction undertaken is likely to reflect BIFU' s membership strength in the 

activi ty concerned on vlhich no firm information is available. The most 

likely areas to be hit by ~elective strike action ~~uld appear: 

i. 'fhe Clearing Hous e/Bank Clearing Departments. TtH? Clearing Hous e 

~mich is located in the City has= a small permanent staff, but Gtrike 

action by these staff need not be critical - it would close the 

Clearing Hou3e building; but the exchange of cheques could take place at 

other location:;. 'l'he clearing departments 1 vJhich each ban.l{ maintains in 

the City, receive che~les from allover the country for presentation 

through the clearine; s;y-stem and they are channelled, after processing 

by computer, to the br,3Ilche~ on which they are drawn. A strike by the 

staff in all thCl")C offices - or indeed by the messengers deli v.erinc the 

ch(!quc:; O ! ~ hnppcnc'd toward[·; the enn of April - ",;oulci brine: all or 

part of the clearinG !:;ystem Lo a halt. A st::.~ikc might be directed only 

at the head offices - ie those concerned 'di th the clerical to",m clearing 

(in the City). 

11 . 3ACS. As ·..Jell as the computers invol v~d in general clearing as 

de~cribed above, there is altio automated clearing (BACS). This 

con.·j L:;ts of the exch .:l r~08 of mag;netic tan(;~ \.,.here banks and institutions 

- 1 -
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!t; ! VC: J.:H ' C(~ : lurnlJt ~ r: ; or r' e t~Ll l ,qr payrnc:fl L (::.;Land .i n e.; ord.er~ , d ir'c cL d(~ biL ~:it 

[J : l 'yr'O 11 (·te) to mF..!.k e to other bank~ . '.2 herJ f:' tape ::.> are rroces:.~ cd at a 

~ pe ci al computer centrc and a ~:L r:i.ke by thc ~~taf r - or ~; ome of thc 

:;L :1rr - ,:J L Lhi : ~ centre couJd briIl~ th i.. ~; for 'm of fund trD.n:~ fcr to a 

hill L . II. .i; ~ noL thought, hOWf'veT', Cor' pn r'ti.cuJ;tr ['en:'Or1."i thnt the 

BACS r ,~ tafr "vill join any initial action . 

iii. The Computer Centres. Com~uLeI'~; are also ret3ponsible for thc 

keeping up-to-date of the baI"'..ks· CU.:3to:ncrs' accounts . Strike action 

by Gtaff at these computer centres would prevent this and the processing 

of any transactions on behalf of customers and v.JQuld tend quickly to 

bring all the bar..ks' operations to a halt . 

iv . Cash distribution. ffhis opcrate:.:; via t h e Bank of Englnnd a-l1.d it s 

branches from a :lumber of centres spread around the country v!hich the 

Glearert; have er;tabli;3hed. !:.jome ban'«s UGC Lhei. r own vans p...nd drivers 

(1:Jho are coanLed ;)lj banking .:-;tafr) to t ran:; port not e~:; and coin; othcr~ 

\1 : ;(' : ;('~ur'it:y <:;'HTi.(~ r':; .. ."ho~;(' rlriver~~ \'Jould not normally ~~ '~onf: to A 

bo..:1K i. nf.~ union. 

Effec t s of Eelecti '.Ie strike action 

-~. Key factors here are tbe coverage, type and dt:ration of the action. Any 

action is likely to apply d~rectly to all the five big clearers - Garclays, 

Lloyds, Midland, National \I/estminster and ';lilliams & Glyn ' s - who are membe!' ::: 

of the Federation of Clearing Banking Elnployers. The Bank of Eneland , the 

Trustee Savings Banks (TSBs), the Co-operative Bank, National Girobank, the 

Scottis~ Irish and other baJu{s are not directly involved in these negotiatio~ 

The effect of any action should therefore, at least initially, be limited to 

England. Its effect here wLll depend on not only the reaction of the 

clearing bar~1{s' staff to any action call ':Jut to hov! the staff in these other 

financia.L inGtitutions will react to aIly dispute. Some of these staff - suc :r~ 

a~ the mvjority of the TSB0' Gtafi' - arc t:-.cm3elvcb members of BIl"U; it 1.:3 

doubtful ':!hether these staff '.vill be prepared to t.ake on any additional work 

even tf they remain \·:orking nomally. The extent of BIFU picketing could 

have Bn important effect on the staff reaction in these other institutions 

in the messenger dispute to\.;arcL.~ t~e end of April, FO unions did not cross 

nicket lines. 

- 2 -
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()U;v or Lrarl : ~ (jclion:.:,; 'oj value and lC:: .;~j LLo.n J.::~ by volume Co throue;h to.,.,'11 

c1 (;(lr'i ilC. 'L'[~itl could bE: very disrupti ve both of Government financc0 and the 

acLiviLie:; of major economic entitie~; but it!,:) effect would be less immediatel :,· 

felt by the general public than if action was concentrated on the general 

(.:lr.ari:l[ ~-;ystem. Initially the effect of this ",ould depend on the \'Jillingnes ~~ 

of lhe h()[jk~ ; to allo',., cu:.-)to;nerc to pny in cheques and draw ca3hngain:3t them, 

c: v 0. nth 0 ~ :) 1 the chI; que ~ co ul d not bee 1 ear e d • Aft e l' a tim e , the rem i gh t be 

~ .l iTO't,i!l g r'clucLClDCC on the part of crr.di tor~'J to accept cheques because no 

dO~.lbt the number of potr-mtial bouncine: cheques would grow. If action were 

prolono"'d, the paymeat of 5alaries both in paper form and through BACS v;oul d 

be likely Lo b~ disrupted. 

LJ. The: ('ffeet of ;)ction at the accountD computer centres '..vould be i:nmediat E 

disruptiv~ a:i it would render it impoGsible for the banks to keep their aeco t 

up to date. The bankc - fearing large scale frauds - \~uld be likely 

r·( ~ .:.L:~orwl::d j :;oon to :~ t 0 fJ pro (.c:.::s inr; opern t ion::; on all their account~-:; (eg chec: 

If all t.:hc banke' cO!Tllluter operators came out, closure would be immediate. 

G. Action against cauh distribution i~ probably unlikely in isolation but 

it could be used to escalate either of the t'tJo measures discussed above. 

Its effect would partly depend on the willingness )f other workers to cross 
-

picket lines and on the ability to distribute cash through other channels 

(discussed below). The most immediate impact would probably be on the 

weekly payment of wages. 

7. D~I)~r1(.iing on the !:Selective action taken, the operatio110 of the banks 

vlould be affected quickly and they \-Jould bc obliGed to close. This .... :ould 

either arise from steps to escalate any action by BIFU, or from preverrtitive 

action from the banks to protect themselves against fraudulent loss. Cessat . 

of the banks' operations could also result from a general strike by BIFU. 

The section belo,;; examines the effects of a general shutdo~:m of tl:e ban..1{.s 

on the economy as a \·:hole and on other financial institutions. 

A. On the ~eneral puhlic/t ~Hnsmission of money 

;j. '='1'12 01'"11y reccr.t. cX;Jerience of a gC:1er=li bacl~ Eitril~e is that '{,hich took 

r)l ac0 in thp. I:-ish ~(epublic in 1970 which lasted for several months. During 

- 3 -
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the 0f':ec t of a closure of the five largect 

the ;j n don 0 t 11 (- r r i. n U!l cia l .i n:.~ l i l uti 0 n:. ~ 

Lhe- Lhi~ rniCLL lc'ad Lo th(~i.r beia~ forced 

to clo:~c U'; (·ir door~j co...rly (1[; a clcfenci\'e mca:>ur'C. If th e b{.L'1k~ could co~e 

'::ith th"'~ :1 1 sher' dem8nd for cash prior to closine, the 13af1J<. of r~!1F:land could 

cope V:it:l Cl !.:iCnii'ir::a.nl increace in demand from itc cxistinrj stocke. 

1.0. Once th0. !:';tri~/.c had started, a Y.. ~: ~' l)!'oblom ~;Jould be th(~ diE~tr'ibution o .:.~ 

\.o.:~h. .r:vcn if tl1e Bn!"~ of Enr;land could step up it~ provisioYl of notes 

('.,:hich m:i.[):L be doubtful), it \·,'Ould be difficult to distribute thc!:jc \vithout 

the outleL pro'tided by thc clearing bu.r.k.s t branchcs. 'rhc most obviou::; 

alterr:.F.ltiv !:: ',}QuId '00. the branchcs of banks not ·affected by thc strike - eg 

~tc 'l':)E~~, or the Co-o1Jcf'ativc Bank.. j~ven if these branches remained 

IJfI .. ~ .rl'(:(;l.(;(j, i L i.: ; rlOI':;1. ful vJhr:thC'r tho ~~t;}ff ,·,auld o.ccepL th (. handline 

of consider'ably lare;er quanti ties of cash. Another posDi bili ty ... :ould be the 

j>: );;L Officc;. Tlli:: hn::; rm annual ct): ; h turnover of around S:'?IJ billion of 'IJhi c}-. 

i: obtai:-.:~ arou!"'!d ~:Jt billion .fror.1 th(~ clearers, ~l billio!L dir8ct from the 

L..-;.r.k F.l.nc. th(~ ro::.:;t [rorn the recycling of notes obtained both over the Post 

Ol'ri(;r' cOlnd, I ' !': ; :tf!d via (jiT'oonn!'.' ; i :HT; Ic\ f~ ( ~mcnL :: fur' flnt(' cnLlr'ct:iorJ fr'om 

bi.b :3torf:~. It , .. .auld be difficult for the Post Cflice to play D. larger role 

in cn~h C:i.r> tribution: they lack ::.>ufficie:lt ~ecuye storace fo:' additional 

cn:::;~; : 0 drivers v:ould be likely to he reluctant to crosci eLY picket lines 

U~at coulcl ':Je expected v,QuId DfC- for' t:·~ (~ ro,st Office to keep certain priority 

be uD3.cle to re})lace :he clccIcrs' act i vi tic::: 

~o ~ ~y ~~f~i ficant e x~e nt. 
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lL. Once Lhc ::,jtrike had [.,tartcd, it I.-Jould therefore be difficult to increase 

tLc (luant i. ty of ca~h in circulation. 'ro some extent tr:e cash in circulation 

vlould be re-cycled; buL not necessarily to those in most need of it. 'llhere 

might be COr!1e hoar ding and Gome proportio:J. of cash 'v'JQuld be swallo\-1ed up by 

Lhe company ~:;ector and in particular by retailers. It \o.X)uld be necessary, 

i [. LLc' ::t.r·.i:-:v \·m.:.; :H'ol'on~(~ ci, for locnl :;y:;lomr; of cicculation of c3.uh to be 

dC"J(:lo}>('d, po: :rjibly bn:-;ed on the local po:-;t office~;. Local uodics, e~ chambe.:: 

of co~n~~(:I'c(:, might have a role to [,lay .in the devclofXTlent of cuch local 

arranGements. 

12. rl.'his key role of cash could be accentuated by the disappeara'1ce of other

exi3tine; media of exchange. There would be only a limited supply of bank 

cheques available; it is possible that given the risks of fraud, the banks 

might cease to honour their cheque guarantee cards which would hinder the 

circulation of -w-hat cheques there were available. Equally the bank.s :night 

nv:ithdravJil Lheir credit cardn or alternatively these mic;ht not be accepted 

by : ~hopk('~p('r:; eiv0n !'hat carly paym~Ilt by the bank~ would not be in ~:;ip;ht. 

A:: a re;;l .dL, ca:;h mir;hL l;Jf.!.ll ~ta['L circulatinc at n premium l'<:lative lo 

tbe other media of exchange. 

-

1). Inevitably, ho"./ever, other meaIl!] of paymenL W'Ould tend to sprin~ up at 

the local level to enable the continu3Dce of economic activity. Large firms 

faced ... Lith a cash shortage - might pay their employees with tokens or bits of 

paper which - depending on :.:he reputation 0 f the firm - would be passed on. 

Cheques dra~m by building societies could serve the same purpose. It might 

be necessary fer Government to issue similar negotiable wa~rants - eg for 

DHES payments or to meet demands on the N'?-tional Savings Bank. UK branches 

of overs€'as banks and burec.ux de change could also facilitate in this process 

of rrovidin~ alternative media of exchanGe - such as the wider circulation 

of other currency. i,'! hile these alternative means of payment[-; \-Jould involve 

economic costo - both in preparation and in possible fraud - they could 

serve to mitigate the effects of the strike. 

B. 8ffect on other Institutions 

1. The Goverr.r;,'?n~r~ ./~ccoun.ts a!1c. t:r1e P2.ymaster Genergl's Office 

lli. The vast bulk of Government revenue is obtained throu~h the clearing 

- 5 -
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:~'~li~) mone:,: ,tluul d r;ot be received. 'i.'he 'll rcClsury bill :i.:..; ~;ue could 
') , ." 

prohably be maintained on a limited bas i::; . 'l':-: e majority of payments by 

Govcr!J.mcnL departments It/ould alGa cease to bf: effected as thc~jc are throu ~h 

tr:o c1.(~;::H·cr:..;. Larf'~e payments abroad could probably be effected for a limited 

!H.'l·iorl. by Lhe bank 01 l'~nc;land dire('t. Gov ernment departments f each payments 

throU~l the Post Offices could be maintained provided the cash wau thore; 

it mie;ht ;'llso be pO::5sible for Government depaP~~ents with existing bankers' 

arrane;ernenL ;j wi th the Bank of Ene;land to draw cash direct from me Bank of 

; ';[J~l<:llL(J Lhuur.h Lhe need to dif~tribute lhi~ ca~-; h viol-It:! ~~ lill remain. 

Oil L 

I~. Through/the duration of the :~trike, t.here would be no money ~3upply fiGur e 

r~1casurement of monetary aggregates in such abnormal monetary condi tionG \vould 

in any case be meaninglcss. The PSBR v~uld increase for the reasons outlined 

above It/hich ",QuId be desirable in that it '..;QuId increase the media of exchanc 

available to economic agents. 

2. F'oreif~i1 Exchan ge/St~rlinr; 

lC. A continued utrikc could have ~ di...-;rupLiv(' effect on i. n~ :: J.~nnliorw.l 

tcun:.i<lctiOn.!"i in ;~terling. 1,'orcieners mi~ht be unwilling to accumulate any 

further ::3terling holdines vlhen their access to and abili ty to operate wi th 

their existing holdings was in some way restricted. 

3. National Savings Eank 

lr'J 
-'- I • The NSB is heavily dependent on the Post Office for cash. In the face 

or any j ndu~;trial action the primary concern ;.;ould be to meet urgent needs 

of customers for cash: if ~iufficient cash to meet withdralt/als wo..s unavailabl e 

it mie;ht be possi ble for the NSB to issue some form of negotiable warrant. 

r1.1~is could be in the form of SOme modificntion of their existinG payable 

o:-der to make it negotiable. 

4. Trustee Savi::gs Ba!lks 

18. "-!hile the majority of the TSBs' staff are members of BlfU, they are 

subject to separate pay negotiatior:s and t~eir reaction to the clearers' 

dispute ~~st be uncertain. If th2 TSBs stayed open, they could experience 

Q. run f:ro~ their account holders, \·klich ·.·!o'...:.ld cause a shortage of cash. 

!q:C1 Ln thi!3 ~i8ht be ~et by their issuinG GO:T!e form of !legotiable order. 

- 6 -
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Ji) . 'i" :~(' l)uildirli~ ::c;cioLiu_>, v,hilc .';ome have a~reE..menL0 with LHfU, would be 

wl Lik(,j ',' !' (J : d . rrc:r' to :.HI'} !'lolic0.i.ld(· d ( ~! ~rc(~ from di.:;rupLivC' Clction bj L11cir 

: ; I.;: r r: :. 

bc: fnc0.d "-.·i th heavy dernand:-3 for cash. The GocicLies could build up ~tocv£ 

of c(1~3h in advance to 00me extent, but tt~y v-JOl:2::j probably respond very 

c;uickly by hal t inG cash vii thdravlaL.-> under their own rules at leas t for 0. 

temporary period, as the societies a~e particularly vulnerable to a rUil f' ... :'om 

thc·ir depor~itore. 'ro the extent that their liquidity position permitted, 

the .::iocieties could issue bearer cheque~ or other negotiable in.struments 

\'Jhich could then be used as means of pay:nent by their depositors. It might 

al~o be pO:';!3iblc for them to develop Gome GyGtem of internal transfer bet wee r. 

account holders in the same society but probably not between societies. 

6. Uational Giroba.'1k 

:~O. Iiational Girobank staff \-/ould be unlikely to join in any action taken 

by the clearerr:i. Any demanjs for cash from account holders .. ·.Quld be subject. 

to tho Ga:n-e potential difficulticfj DS with the Po~;t Office outlined above. 

Cirobnnl':. cOllI d en;,;c Lhe di:-: .ruptioll Cflusr·d by the cloGu!"c of ballk~j clearing 

by their ovm clearing system v-:hich could operate unaffected betv.Jeen their 

o~'m ;..lCC01H1L hoJdcr:-; (vL prc!::cnt j~OO,OOO). Capncit:,r limitntionf; nnd n \.nch 

not to aGcrec.sively Lake advantae;e =-of a bank !3trikc (Girobank i~, at }Jre:.;ent 

negotiati!1g to join the banks' cleari.:lg system) ,""QuId preclude Girobank 

being able dramatically to expand their existing business. 

Action ,,·:hich might be ta1ce::1 to mitigate these effects 

21. Since a variety of options for selective 5trike action are open to 13IFU , 

it is very difficult to plan any contingent action agaip~t all the possible 

permutations that could be chosen. It would see~ more appropriate to react 

c;"iftly to these on an ad hoc bas~.s as they arise. 

effects of closure of the clearing bank.s could \'1ell be severe from 

an Co.! 1y ,'jtaGC:- - depcr.din[j on hOI,'; othc:.' finaacial ir.stitut iOllS 't!ere aJfectcd. 

li1he ar.alysis above of the likely effects of such a closure suggests several 

types of contingency action that might be valuable in mitigating the 

disruptive effects of such a strike. The timinG of any such contingency 

- 7 -
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" .. <) acti'.Jn \'lould need careful handlini:;. ~rer.w.ture action could be counter

productive in several respects. It could worsen relations with the 

clenring bank.,>, harden the neEiotintinG posi tion of the unionti and provoke 

Cl run on the banks. 'rhe timine; of u.ny contingency action and of any 

di:;cu: ,;sion of LhiG vJith the cleD.r(~r~~ 'would therefore need careful 

con:;idc~ralion with the Bank of Bngland ..,Jho are in cloGe touch with the 

rl0vAlopin~ situation. 

23. At an appropriate time there would ~e a neries of contingency measures 

that mie;ht be taken to reduce the disruptive effectr-; of a prolonGed strike 

as follows: 

i) 'l'he circulation of cash. 'l'he best solution \'JOuld be to try and 

ensure a continued and if possible increased circulation of Bank of 

I':nl~lnnd not(·:~. Di;.(':u:--;f;ionG with the barJcs not affect ed by the ntrike, 

and th(~ POGt Office to establitih distribution channel!:.i would be nece:.-;[~a: · 

~qually it might be useful to discuss with local bodies, eg chambers of 

commerc,=, e;uidelines on the recycling of cash \'Jhich could be fo110\'led 

in each locality in an attempt to reduce cach hoarding. 

ii) Alternative means of exchange. The Govern'l1ent \rJill 'V'!ish t.o 

maintain as many paymEnts as possible in order to keep economic 

activity going. Some payments - such as to pensioners - ~all be 

considered socially ec;sential: If cash is not available for such 

payments, an alternative means 0: payment such as some form of 

negotiable order or bearer cheque might be required. It would be 

uroeful to have discussions - perhapc, vrith the PGO and DHSS - on the 

form of such an ip~trument to make it aD fraud-proof as possible and 

to provide for its distribution: 'fhe NSB could be involved as such 

an inGtrument could provide a means of meeting demandu [or withdravJal:-s 

from its depositors. 

It might be useful to discuss the form of such negotiable orders vJi th 

other institutions which might be interested in issuing them such as 

nationalised industries, iarge companies and building societies. It 

might also be useful to offer guidelines both to companies and persons 

on the acceptance of corrunercial bills, negotiable 'tlarrants and other 

curr2ncies. In generpl, '::hile any e;uidelines \<iould need to be couched 

in cautious terms, it \·;ould be useful to encourage the wider acceptance 

on a temporary basis of such money nlternatives . as the availability of 

ca5h became ~educed. 
-:- 8 -
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!"'~eboti.s.b:e orders \,;ould give rise to ~3ecu.rity ~.:. roblems, ;Jarticularly 

tJ.L iocv,l 1103t CffiC(~E-; \~hich on Lhc ,,;hole: arc: not very t;ecurc. It 

Ili" ( 1) 1) i v i~; i on 
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PRINCIPAL PRIVATE SECRETARY cc PS/FST 
PS/MST (C) 
PS/MST (L) 
Sir Douglas Wass 
Sir Kenneth Couzens 
Sir Anthony Rawlinson 
Mr Ryrie 
Mr Bailey 
Mr Littler 
Mr Carey 
Mr Bridgeman 
Miss M P Brown 
Mr Collinson 
Mr P M Rayner c. / / 

CIVIL SERVICE INDUSTRIAL ACTION: EFFECT ON CENTRAL GOVE~~~ENT 

PAYMENTS SYSTEM 

The Chief Secretary has seen Mr Carey's minute of 19 March. The 

Chief Secretary can see no alternative, as Mr Carey recommends, 

to continuing to operate existing payments arrangements for 

Government Departments. The Chief Secretary proposes to write to 

Mr Joel Barnett on the lines of Mr Carey's draft but before doing 

so would be glad to know if his colleagues agree. 

r' \ J1. :~ '\ \. \ . , \ 

; I" . )~ \ \ ~ 
I J '---' i v0-

I , 
t ~ 

MISS oJ M SWIFT 

23 March 1981 
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CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER 

DAILY REroRl' ON THE EFFECT OJ' TIlE STRIKE ON mE amR 

cc Chief Secretarr 
Financial Secretary 
Minister of State(L) 
Minister of State (C) 
Sir Douglas Vue 
Sir A Ravl1neon 
Mr T Burne 
Mr Ryrie 
Mr Monck 
Mr Middleton 
Miss BPOw . 
Mr ¥ckle,. 
Mr Pirie 
Mr Turnbull 

1. This is the first of the daily reports on the effect which the 

strike is having on the OOBR. 

2. Inland Revenue and Customs and Excise receipts score in the 

arithmetic of the CGBB when th~ are paid into the Conaolidated Fund. 

We have daily information on the payments into the Consolidated lUnd 

as part of the normal accounting processes. This can be cOlllp&red 

with the ·daily forecasts made at the time when the Financial Statement 

and Budget Report was put together and I will report the difference. 

Most of the difference will be due to the strike; but some of it could 

be due to errore in the daily pattern assumed in its forecast and BOme 

of it could be a shortfall in receipts for reasons quite unrelated to 

the strike. I will try to distinguish out the various effe.cta 8.5 tar 

a8 possible. The figures m&7 differ from estimates from which Inland 

Revenue and Customs and Excise quote of the shortfall in money they 

have received by A particular day, because of the normal lag between 

the receipt of mone~, by the revenue Departments and its payment into 

the Consolidated Fund. 

3. As noted in yesterday's weekly report, we estimate that as a result 

of the strike, . something like !45Omdllion of receipts from Customs and 

Excise and Inland Revenue had been lost to the CollBolidated Fund, and 

therefore to the CGBR, by Friday 20 March. Other offsetting effects 

le ft the cumulative CGBR only £192mi.llion above forecast. 

, : 
-! ,:. \-



\ +. I can now confirm that receipts from Inland Revenue yesterday 

(including national insurance contributions) vere £280million below 

our forecast t and r~ceipts from Customs and Excise were £37ld.llion 

below forecast. Allowing for other offsetting effects, the cumulative 

CGBR was some £48Orni.llioJ" q,bove foreoast. 

5. Preliminary figures suggest that receipts fro. Inland Revanue 

and Customs and Exc~se today are more than £2OOadllion below forecast. 

Taking account of offeetting effects elsewhere, tlUe will bring the 
. to 

cumulati ve OOBR/about £600 million above forecast. However, I will 

confirm thi s tomorrow morning after the day' e tran.eactions have been 

checked with the Bank of England. Further reports will be made in the 

morning covering the previous day's bueine8s. 

G M N<ELE 
24 March 1981 



CON FIDE NTIA L 

cc : 

MR. MONCK 

THE CIVIL SERVICE ACT 

Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Minister of state (C) 
Minister of state (LJ 
Sir Douglas Wass 
Sir Anthony Rawlinson 
Mr . Ryri e 
Mr . Mid dIe t o. n 
Miss Brown 
Mr. Buckley 
Mr . Pirie 
Mr. Turnbull 
Mr. Smith 
Miss Noble 
PS/Inland Revenue 
PS/Customs & Excise 

The Chancellor was grateful for your minute of 23 March 

reporting not only the effect of the civil service action 

on Government revenues, but also on industrial action 

against the clearers arising from their own pay negotiations . 

He has noted the position . 

2. The Chancellor wishes to be in a position to give an 

up to date report on both questions to Cabinet this 

Thursday . I would be grateful therefore if you would 

let me have an up to date assessment by clos8 of play 

tomorrow, and if Customs and the Inland Revenue could do 

the same in respect of the industrial action affecting 

those departments . 

f~J 
(P . S . JENKINS) 

24 March 1981 
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CO NFID ENTI AL 
MANAGEME NT IN CONF I DENCE 

NOTE OF A MEETING HELD AT NO . ll DOWNI NG STREET ON TUE SDA Y 25 MARC ~ 

Present: 
Chancellor of the Exchequer 
Chief Secretary 
Minister of State (C) 
Mr . Ryrie 
Mr . Burns 
Mr . Middleton ___ 
Mr . Cropper 
Mr. Cardona 
Mr . Wiggins 

EFFECTS OF CIVIL SERVICE INDUSTRIAL ACTION 

The meeting considered the macro-economic effects of industrial 

act ion in t r. e C i viI S e rv ice. -

2 . Mr . Burns said he was concerned that the impressi on had got 

around that the delay in payments of Government revenue were havi ~ 

undesirable economic effects, and might even make necessary an 

increase in interest rates. In fact the macro-econo mi c effects 

of postponing revenue receipts were negligible, as by and large 

the money was held in bank accounts rather than spent as those 

concerned realise it would have to bR paid over soon e r or later. 

It was important to get the true situation across, since otherwise 

expectations could be affected. 

3 . In discussion it was pointed out that industrial action by th E 

Civil Service had been given as one reason for the i nc rease in 

interest rate in 1979, and this made it difficult now to correct 

the impression that the effecLs of the action were now of little 

economi c c c ns e qus nca . 

jUdgements to be made in relation t o t he industrial a ct ion itself, 

on the one hand if the Government played down the harmful effects O r 

the economy, the unions, instead of being discouraged, might feel 

- 1 -
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they had to step up their action. In addition senior staff who 

were at present , · d~ing . ' "Jrk not proper to them to keep the revenue 

flowing might decide their efforts were not worthwhile if they felt 

did not really matterwhether the revenue came in or not. On the 

other hand it was important to prevent the unions from having the 

impression that their action was causing such a damage that it wa ~ 

likely to force the Government to make concessions. On balance 

it was felt that this consideration was the more important. 

4. The Chancellor, summing up the discussion, said that on 

balance it was agreed that it was necessary to counteract any 

impression that industrial action in the Civil Service was causin f 

serious economic problems. A statement should be prepared by 

Mr. Middleton for use in Treasury Questions the following day. 

This should make clear that while the industrial action was 

affecting people's lives and causing disruption and inconvenienc e 

to them, the impact of the P9stponement of revenue flows on the 

Government's finances and on the economy should not give rise to 

undue concern. It was only a-delay in payment, and the money 

in question was likely to be held in bank accounts rather than 

spent, since it was realised that sooner or later it would have 

to be paid over. Serious economic consequences would only arise 

if the Government were to concede a higher pay increase than 7 pe T 

cent since the country could not afford it. The statement shoul c 

make clear that the Government was ready and willing at any time 

to talk further with the Civil Service unions about the future 

system of pay determination. 

f5j 
P.S. JENKINS 

25 March 1981 

Circulation: Those present 
Finahcial Secretary 
Sir Douglas Wass 
Sir Anthony R~wlinson 
Sir Lawrence Airey 

Sir Douglas Lovelock 
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Board Room 
H M Customs and Excise 
Kine's E3 r-2 m House 

j,,13 rK Lan e Lc~do n EC3R 7H E 

25 March 1981 

CHANCELLOR OF THE EXC~UER 

cc Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Minister of State (C) 
Minister of State (~) 
Sir D Wass 
Mr FER Butler 

Mr Boyd - IR 
Mrs Sloman - CSD 

THE CIVIL SERVICE ACTION 

1. You asked for an assessment of the effect of industrial 

action in Customs and Excise. 

2. Annexed is our assessmen~ of the effects since industrial 

action started. But I must draw attention to current action 

which was the subject of my minute earlier today to the 
Minister of State (Commons). This is directed at the 

collection of customs deferred duties. In brief, at the 

direction of their unions, certain staff are: 

a. refusing to secure the payment of customs duties 

due on 15 March through local Collectors' offices; 

b. refusing to process data captured on the computer 

at Southend which would enable us to determine the 
amo~~ts of customs duties payable on 15 April. 

3. In both cases, the staff are refusing to carry out part 

of their normal duties. L~ effect they are 'blacking' any 

work associated with the collection of customs deferred duties. 

The staff concerned have been directed orally by management to 
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do their normal jobs. They have refused. If we do not now 
react by following the well established procedure which could 
result in suspension without pay, the authority of local 
management, who have been in the front line of overcoming the 
effects 0: the industrial action would be undermined. 
Moreover, if the unions once successfully call management's 
bluff they will be encouraged to put us further to the test. 

Indeed, the 'blacking' of computer operations in the cust~ms 
deferred duty vias a Itretaliatory act" / some staff had ignored 
union directions not to do their normal jobs and allowed the 
process of the collection of customs deferred duties through 
Collectors' offices to go ahead. 

3. Our legal advice is that there is no doubt that suspension 
without pay for refusing to carry out normal jobs falls 
squarely within the law. 

4. The current situation in Customs is different both in 

principle and scale from the situation that would arise in 

Inland Revenue if they were to put into effect Stage 3 of their 
contingency plans. The action is not to do part of their 

........, oM 

normal jobs, as laid down in standing instructions. The number -involved ~s at most 100. 
r 

5. The Minister of State (Commons) has, subject to the views 
of CSD Mini:::;ters, authorised us to start the process of 
suspending the staff involved without pay. The Minister of 
State (CSD) regards the issue as one to be decided by Treasury 
Ministers but has suggested that you may wish to defer a decision 
until after Cabinet tomorrow. We strongly urge you to authorise 
suspension in this particular case, and, if the issue is raised 
at Cabinet mmorrow, seek to persuade your colleagues to support 
your decision. 

Internal Circulation: CPS 
Mr Godfrey 
Mr Bryars 

. \ 

~ . I · 

L D HAWKEN 

I1r Pitt 
I"lr Halliwell 
Mr Mechem 
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INDUSTRIAL ACTION: C0STO~~= AND EXCISE 

1 • Southend Computer Complex 

Industrial action has continued with some 250 staff (mainly 
data processors) remaining on strike. This action necessitated 
the introduction of our planned contingency arrangements £or the 
collection of as much VAT revenue as possible, with management 
staff concentrating their efforts on the largest payers (who 
account for about 75% of the net VAT,yield). Monies are being 
b~~ked daily, but because we have not yet reached the end of a 
month and the time when remittances from most large payers are 
expected \.;e cannot yet be sure that we shall achieve our target · 

of banking 755~ of the net yield. - ,. 

2. The Customs (freight) computer has been subject to selective 

industrial action by withdrawal of shifts (principally the night 

shift) on several occasions. _ Being a real time comput er, any 
delay in the essential night time 'clearing' operations produces 

a corresponding delay in the machine's availability for current 
operations at linked ports. The production of the trade statist : 
will be stopped as a result of this as well as by other action. 

3. South Coast Dorts and London Airports 

A work to rule operated mainly on freight movements up to the 
weekend of 21/22 March. There was some slight delay to inward 
passengers at Gatwick Airport on Saturday 21 ~arch, as at Heathrow 
the previous weekend (this is thought to have been occasioned 
more by Immigration Officers (Home Office responsibility) working 
to rule). Short selective strikes were called at Shoreham, 
Cardiff Airport and Portsmouth but these involved very few staff 
and fall-back arrangements worked satisfactorily. The Customs 
examination of returning service personnel from HMS Bulwark in 

Plymouth attracted wide and inaccurate publicity, any delays .... 
being attributable to bad weather rather than to industrial action 

"-= 
by(C~u~s~t~on,m~s~sFt~aTITI~.----------------------------------------------

------.. 
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4. East Coast 

The Unions have switched their attack to our Hull and East 

Anglia Collections wi0nin ~ne last 24 hours. Staff in one 
Hull dock area began strike action from about 1500 hrs on 

24 March and have been joined by some Grimsby staff today 

I ' I 

(25 March). Ipswich, Felixstowe and Harwich have also been 
affected by selective strike action today. (Overall about 140 

staff are on strike at East Coast ports.) In all areas fall
back arrangements have been invoked in order to minimise delays 

to passengers and freight movaments. 

5. Other revenue receipts 

The .collection of other duties is, so far, proceeding 

satisfactorily. 



Mf~. ~~. ~~ . 
. 7\ ·"'< 
\ \" 

~<IR 'dALLER 

:8 ROBSON 

~'TR ? DRISCOLL - IR 

I am thinking of advising the Chief Secretary on the two letters 

from lir Hayhoe of 17 i1arch (copies attached for those who have not 

seen them) on the following lines. 

'Thursday evening if possible. 
I ' 

Could I have any comments by 

2 I propose to submit them under cover of a covering note which 

tries to pull the threads together. 

pp C D 3UTLER 

25 i1arch 1981 



The Rt Hon Leon 
Chief Secretary 
HM Treasury 
Parliament Street 
LONDON SW1P 3AG 

<b\)' . 
-(L-

AnV ANCES OF LONDON 

Paul Channon'and John Biffen corresponded last year about 
of advances of London Weighting to enable staff to buy a r 

.1 season tickets. John finally suggested in his letter Qf 

. I d? September that a decision should be deferred until the 
~~~o~i981-82-when the scheme could be considered as part 0 ' 

. pay awards~- although our support has been based upon it : 
merit. 

The main argument for~the scheme is that it will be cos t · 
Although wastage has dropped in London as elsewhere, it 
running at an uncomfortably high level. Even at CO leve 
dealing with quite able and often well-qualified people 

L. 9'i of the working population as a whole) who can still find 
~~ in London if they wish. In Department of Employment anc 

in London, wastage at CO level continues to run at a ra t 
b ~ar. As Patrick Jenkin pointed out, this is a costly 

inefficient way to run any organisation. The estimated 
,(year in lost interest which the scheme involves should c 

? (/ reco~ by a reduction in our recruitment and trarn:rng- -' 
• J -ever- mayDe said about advances being a "perk" the fact 

.I a large number of firms in London give financial assist -~~: 
travel costs. Two-thirds of firms covered by a recent E: 

help with season tickets, many on more gere rous terms t L 
presumably because they I like we, belie ve it helps --: to re :~' 

I ~retain junior staff. 

t,r ( Although advances represent a loss of interest to Gover'r_ 
they will not affect departmental cash limits. The adva r 

~f'( made at the start of the financial year and be recovere~_ 
i We~jp~itleme.-Dt before its end. There wlII 5e no 
~ of unrecovered balances. . 

It would be helpful to have your agreement to the introdl: 

scheme in 1981/8~ .....-....--

1 e-) 
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cc Chancellor of the Excheauer 

CHIEF SECRETARY 

Financial Secretary -
Minister of State C 
Minister of State L 
Mr Bailey 
I1r Kemp - o . r . 
Mr Bridgems..:l 
r1r FER Butler 
Mr Buckley 
PS/Inland Revenue 
PS/Customs and Excise 
Mr McConnachie - Inland 

Revenue 

SS1 

CSD PROPOSALS ON LONDON WEIGHTING AND WEEKLY PAID STAFF 

I attach two separate submissions on letters from Mr Hayhoe, dated 

17 Harch, which, although presumably separate because they have 

separate historical beginnings, have strong common elements in that 

they relate to the pay and conditions of civil servants. 'I'hey also 

have a common feature in that they present some difficulties for 

the Treasury because they are being proposed by one central 

department (the CSD) to another (t4e Treasury) on behalf of other 

departments, who would support them. Indeed, the Chancellor is 

a departmental i1inister responsible for three very large employers 

of civil service labour, all of whom would stand to gain from the 

adoption of these proposals if they were introduced on the right 

terms and if they proved successful. 

2 The advice on these two letters comes to you from SS Division 

(and not IR as the coordinator ~f advice on management matters) 

because we are responsible for scrutinising the CSD estimate. Ihsofar 

as these proposals involve additional expenditure we therefore have 

a locus separate from the management question. Strictly spe~king 

the CSD, as central department, should be as capable of applying 

Government policies on the control of public expenditure as the 

Treasury. 1Nhere however the question of improvements in the terms 

and conditions of staff are involved, they are apt to assess 

priorities somewhat differently. 

1 



3 Another aspect, on which stri'ctly spea.1<ing the issue lS for 

G~ ~ST to decide without outside help, is the question of the 

Government's public posture in relation to the present pay dispute. 

Neither of the letters fr ou r-1r Hayhoe refers to the relevance of 

these issues to the current negotiations. :To doubt the monthly 

pay issue -is not relevant (we did at one time think that the 

"inducement" could be negotiated in the context of a pay settlement. 

There is apparently a legal impediment to this). But the question 

of London Weighting, if not part of the negotiations itself, has 

surely some relevance to the Government's approach to the issues. 

This thought is inserted in the submission on London Weighting. 

We think its of sufficient p,olitical importance for you to refer 

to it if you wish. 

4 Given the sensitivities of the relationship between Treasury 

and CSD (and the fact that CSD is acting as spokesman for other 

departments) ~e have not offered more forthright advice suggesting 

that you turn these two proposals down flat. In the case of the 

monthly to weekly pay proposal there is no need to do so. It is 

only the size of the possible Ifbribe lf that makes the proposition 

unattractive (it is welcome on other grounds). And there is no 

need for you to do more than utter a warning at this stage. On 

the London T,ieighting proposal the si ze of our strict interest (in 

the public expenditure cost) is small. But on merits the proposal 

appears singularly unattractive. 

C D BUTLER 

f1arch 1981 
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r1A1'TAGEa~~T - IN CONFIDENCE 

SIR ANTHONY ~4.T,JLINSON 

CHIEF SECRETARY 

cc Chancellor of the Exchequer 
Financial Secret~J 
Minister of State C 
!1inister of State L 
f1r Bailey 
r1r Kemp - o.r . 
r1r Bridgeman 
r1r FER Butler 
Mr Buckley 
PS/Inland Revenue 
PS/Customs and Excise 
fwTr f1cConnachie - Inland 

Revenue 

SS1 

ADVANCES OF LONDON WEIGHTING FOR THE PURCHASE OF SEASON TICKETS 

The Minister of State CSD's letter of 17 March asks for your agree

ment to starting a scheme involving advance payments of London 

;"leighting to civil servants to help them purchase season tickets. 

The aim of this would be to attract and retain staff, thus reducing 

the costs of recruitment and training. 

2 This is the second time round ~or this proposal. There was 

correspondence between Mr Channon and the Chancellor in August and 

September last year, with comments from the Secretaries of State 

for Defence and Social Services, in support of the proposal. I 

attach copies of the letters from Mr Channon of 11 September, my 

submission of 22 September and ~~ Biffen's letter of 25 September. 

3 Very briefly, the arguments against the proposal are: 

(i) Wastage in London is not getting worse, ri~ing unemploy

ment has seen to that; 

(ii) We doubted the cost-effectiveness. The total cost 

of wastage is put at £3 million a year, the accelerated 

borrowing to make payments of London Weighting must be 

about £1 million; 

(iii) 1Je suggested that an al ternati ve, more effective, approach 

might be to re-examine the Civil Service's recruitment and 

training procedures so as to employ a transient population~ 

~ost efficiently; 

1 
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) 

( iv) Proposed introduction in 1980-:'.: 1 might be possible for 

some departments, not for others; 

(v) 

(vi) 

(vii) 

Geographical differentiation of salary levels seemed the 

more appropri at e re sp ons e ; .-

The proposal was originally associated with the proposals 

on payment of salary by credit transfer, this r:las 

arguably inappropriate. 

The Chancellor had originally criticised this proposal 

from the "perks" angle. 

4 Some of these arguments have lost weight since last September, 

others have gained. In particular: 

(i) The employment situation has tightened further. 

(ii) 

Recruitment and retention cannot be difficulties; 

Given the present difficulties over Civil Service pay 

and the public attitude to civil servants at present, 

the announcement of this concession would seem to carry 

no advantage to the Governme~t. It would be interpreted 

widely as a "perk". 

(iii) [I'he argument that payments can be accommodated within 

departmental cash ILmits is irrelevant, the cost in terms 

of lost interest is one which the ;~reasury has to carry 

alone. 

(i v) l"Ir Hayhoe has not answered the suggestions in fIr i3iffen IS 

earlier letter that the Civil Service should adapt its 

recr~itment and training procedures so as to reduce the 

investm.ent cost. 

5 Against these arguments there are the following: 

(i) Departments, who are in the best position to assess the 

recruitment problem., and CSD, '.vho are responsible for 

identifying the best solution to the problem, are in 

favour of it. The ~'10D and DESS - 'tlho have large 

requir8ments for clerical and tJ~ing etc labour - have 

Dart icularl~r e21pr.asi s e d the ~ene.fi~ -.:t.Q._t~~~; 
~----------------



MANAGENENT - I N CONFIDENCE 

(ii) ~ adopting this proposal the Government would be doing 

no more than bringing employment practices into line with 

other firms in London. 

6 We think that the balance of argument still weighs against 

making this change if it can be avoided. Departments want it 

because their annual expenditure will be unaffected (apart from the 

possibility of bad debts) and they have the potential gain of lower 

recruitment and training costs. But there would be a net cost to 

the Treasury which, though small, is not likely to b~/~lfset by 

savings on recruitment and training (even supposing those could be 

identified). We think the more telling argument is the presenta

tional one that the Government should not expose itself to criticism 

by granting perks of this kind at this stage. This is 

perhaps not an argument which one central department should run 

against the other - the one which is responsible for the presentation 

of the Government's policy towards the management of the Civil 

Service. It is more perhaps a political point for you to make if 

you agree with it. The attached draft therefore reflects both 

these points but indicates your willingness to have the matter 

discussed collectively and indeed see the scheme introduced, if it 

could be introduced on an experimental basis and the results could 

be identified and monitored. That however is nota realistic 

prospect. Once granted, such perks must be very difficult to with

draw and the advantages of the scheme must "be very difficult to 

pin down. 

C D BUTLER 

March 1981 

, .. 
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JRAFT LZTTER TO: The ~linister of State, CSD 

ADVANCES OF LONDGN 1NEIGE'I'ING FOR THE P1JR8HASr: OF SEASOlT '~ICETS 

Thank you for your letter of 17 Harch. Like John Biffen I am 

doubtful about the value of this proposal. Like John I wonder 

if the present unemployment climate is quite the right moment to 

introduce schemes to attract and retain staff, though I note your 

concern about CO's in DE and D~SS offices. I also remain doubt-

ful about whether this is the right way to tackle the rrinvestmenttr 

costs of recruitment and training. You did not comment on his 

suggestions about adaptation of procedures so as to reduce those 

costs. Are they so unrealistic? 

2 I am concerned about the loss of interest to Government funds. 

I recognise that the sum is small in terms of total Government 

borrowing but I think the principle is significant. With respect, 

the imnact on denartmental cash limits lS irrelevant, thougn it 

explains why Departments are attracted by the proposal. i1'o them 

it will involve no increase in cost (though there may be losses 

arising from bad debts) with some potential gains on recruit~ent 

and training costs. But there will still be a net cost to the 

Zxchequer which the Treasury will have to carry in increased 

/~' interest payments. Although small I should not wish to add to 
! 

our financing burden lightly unless I was more convinced of the 

value of the scheme. 

"3 :"1y more serious reservation is about the advantage to the 

~::eseIlt tiEe. 



MfuTAGE~'1EXT - IN C01~IDE1~CE 

in difficult pay negotiations with'the Civil Service. The 

industrial action that has been taken so far does not appear to 

~ave added to the popularity of the Civil Service with the public 

at large. If were now to announce a change, which would be widely 

interprete-d as an added "perk", I wonder if that could do anything 

to the Government's reputation. You do not refer to its possible 

impact on the pay negotiations so I imagine you think there would 

be none . I wonder therefore why we should make such a concession 

now. 

4 That said however f would be prepared to have the matter 

discussed among colleagues. I would not expect to change my 

reservations about the proposal, but I would be more interested in 

considering it if there was some way of introducing it on an 

experimental basis for say three years, after which the results 

could be monitored. That of course must presuppose that the 

effects on recruitment and training could be identified more or less 

clearly and the scheme be wound up if it proved too have had no 

effect. Neither of these I imagine is a feasible option. 



Min/leu olSttlt~ 

t ~-~- -.-. . -., 
The Rt Hon Leon Brittan gc ~ 11P - , .. . - ~ .. . . 

C,,;ef Secretary 
HM Treasury 
Parliament Street 
LONDON SW1 

, ------- ---- - -- -- - - -

~ r"'I . • • . 

Ci vil Se rvi ce Departmen t 

Wh itehall London SW 1A 2AZ 

T eieiJhon e 0 1 -273 3000 

Paul Channon corresponded with John Biffen towards the end of 1980 
about our plans for switching civil servants who are paid weekly 
to monthly payment by bank credit transfer. The situation has 
changed somewhat since Paul's last letter dated 18 December . 

We remain convinced that the only practicable way of getting most 
of the existing weekly paid staff to accept monthly pay is by 
offering a once-for-all inducement payment, as some outside 
employers have done. John was unable to agree to a payment of 
3 weeks pay so we planned to start by making new recruits accept 
monthly pay by bank credit transfer from 1 April 1981 and to look 
at the position of existing staff later. 

Officials have , since had talks with the Trade Unions concerned and 
I gather that in the absence of any financial inducement they 
strongly oppose the change for ' recruits and, far from co-operating 
to persuade existing staff to accept monthly pay, will campaign 
against us if we insist on goirig ahead. They have, however, shown 
a readiness to discuss whether it would be possible to devise a 
package deal which would accept the change for recruits and provide 
inducements for existing staff. This needs to be explored further. 
I have therefore deferred the planned starting date for putting 
recruits on monthly pay until 1 October to allow urgent discussions 
about a possible comprehensive scheme on the basis of which the 
Unions would co-operate in a campaign to persuade all staff to 
change. The talks will be without commitment. 

As Paul explained, there is no way we can -force a change-and even a 
change for new recruits is , I am advised, arbitrable. Our prospects 
of achieving the manpower savings we need are obviously improved if 
we can go ahead with Union support rather than in the teeth of their 
opposition. Given that they are prepared to talk and havenot~ rejected 
the whole proposal out of hand I believe we should seek to establish 
the price of their co-operation - but matters will not be allowed to 
drag on and on. 

I will write to you again as soon as I can. 



MAlTAGEI1ENT - IN CONFIDENCE 

1 SIR A RAWLINSON 

2 CHIEF SECRETARY 

cc Chancellor of the Exchequer 
Financial Secretary 
Minister of State C 
Minister of State L 
Mr Bailey 
I1r Kemp - o. r. 
Mr Bridgeman 
Mr FER Butler 
Mr Buckley 
PS/Inland Revenue 
PS/Customs and Excise 
Mr McConnachie - Inland Revenu 

SS1 

SWITCHING WEEKLY PAID STAFF TO MONTHLY PAY 

The Minister of State at CEDIs letter of 17 March informs you of 

developments on this proposal which is aimed at securing staff 

savings by encouraging a switch in methods of payment from weekly 

wages to monthly salaries. 

2 The earlier correspondence, to which ,he refers, was a letter 

from his predecessor to yours of 2 ~ctober, to which Mr Biffen 

replied on 16 October (copies of correspondence and my submission 

of 14 October attached). Very briefly the then Chief Secretary's 

objections to an otherwise welcome proposal (there would be savings 

of up to 100 staff in Inland Revenue alone) was the cost of the 

inducement which T1r Channon thought he would have to concede -

a once for all lump sum payment of three weeks pay. This would 

cost £200 a head and total £24 million in a full year. This 

would achieve a relatively meagre contribution to the overall man

power savings (no more than 500 staff) and though there would be 

useful savings of about £8 million a year, the initial price would 

be high, particularly in 1981-82. It would be such as to make 

those departments who might otherwise welcome the potential staff 

savings jib at the price. 

be £5 million - a figure 

absorb. 

Inland Revenue share for example would 

which they would not expect to be able to 

3 Following Mr Biffen r s letter, the CSD explored the alternative ,. 

of introducing monthly pay by ban...k: credit transfer for all neT:! 

1 
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recruits. Given the high wastage rates in the grades affected, 

something like three-quarters of the savings should be achievable 

by this method within five years. 

4 Mr Hayhoe now says that the unions oppose the proposal to 

change for - new recruits. They have however indicated willingness 

to discuss the introduction of monthly pay 'for all staff, in a 

package which would include inducements for existing staff. 

Meanwhile he has postponed the planned starting date for introducing 

monthly pay for new recruits until 1 October, to give a chance for 

the discussions to bear fruit. 

5 There can be no objection to this from our point of view. 

The introduction of monthly pay will meet Treasury Ministers' 

objectives, not. least in helping the move towards the cashless 

society. But we do not want such moves at any price. The 

introduction for new recruits offers a relatively costless way of 

getting to the ultimate objective. Discussions with trade unions 

may offer risks, particularly in the present climate, in that it 

will raise expectations that inducements will be paid which may 

be difficult to withdraw from. Furthermore it would be undesirable 

to go too far doWn a course without bringing in departments, in 

whose interests these arrangements are being made, but who will 

have to foot the bill that is eventually struck. I think you 

might write to Mr Hayhoe, supporting his intentions, but uttering 

these warning notes. I attach a draft. 

C D BUTLER 

24 11arch 1981 



DRAFT LZTTER TO: The 11inister of State, CSD 

SWITCHING WEEKLY FA TU ST.A H1F TO HONTHLY FAY 

Thank you for your letter of 17 March indicating that you have put 

back the planned starting date for putting recruits on to monthly 

pay until 1 October, so as to allow time to discuss a package deal 

with ~he unions which would include inducements for existing staff. 

2 I agree that this is sensible. In order to gain the maximum 

acceptance of the switch, so as to secure the necessary staff 

savings, you clearly want to carry the unions with you if you can. 

But we do not want to buy the switch at any price. The implementa-

tion of monthly pay for new recruits seems to me desirable, with or 

without union backing. I hope therefore you will not go too far 

in discussions with the unions before we have identified the price 

of their support. At that stage too we shall want to be sure 

that those departments who will carry the eventual cost - and I 

think \'le are agreed that no additional provision can be made for 

this arrangement - are willing to implement the arrangements on 

the terms negotiated. 

.. 
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~i~is7er of 3~a~e ( ~ ) 
~iLister of S~a~e ( C ) 
S i=- D 'w'e.s s 
Sir A Rawlinson 
Ylr Ryrie 
Yn:- Burns 

--'~T Mii1.1eton 
Yl.:' Unwin 

\,Mis~ ~n 
~~~~ley 
h~ ::.:rle 
Y.;.r :r;urnbull 
j 'ir Smith 
I1iss Noble 
PS/Inlanc Revenue 
?SIr. ' & ~ . • vus~oms ~~~se 

This note should be read with the separate minutes commissioned 

from the Revenue Departments and r'n::- I":idc3.1eton and with :r1iss 

Noble's daily report. 

2. So far the CGBR is cumulatively nearly £600 million above 

forecast. This might have risen to about £1 million by the 

end 0 f YJ.arch. 

3. The effect on banking April)running from 18 March to 15 April, 

is of course extremely uncertain. Yithout the strike we were 

expecting a negligible increase in sterling M3. With the strike 

the increase might be in the order of l~ to 2%. 

4. The Bank of England say there has been no change since my 

report of 23 March. They are crediting larger sums than usual 

~ 

to the Inland Revenue account but this is not causing any problems 

with their staff. More staff at the Paymaster General's Office 

are now on strike and this is leading Departments to run up unauthor: 

overdrafts ".-;ith the Bank. But this is not causing any practical 

problems so far. 

5. There is a new problem at Giro BaIL~. A local union leader 

at BootIe plans to i~struct the staff not to send on cheques 

made out to the Inland Revenue, w~lich are running at an unusually 
·r.!~h "'.L~-~I"\l +0 ~!or+hl'"",~ 1"'1J.' ·_np";>p j , .. -.; +0 "\--'} e ~ T~ ?e~-_~nO"o be· tl:J er-n Giro ~ J.. 0 - ;::: \i c:; 'u W u .L-"-a • - - ~ ~ - - '-' l '-'- ~ ~ v " - '-' -
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sa1:ing any concessioas in the public sec"to:r w:nic~ 

clearers could quote against us. He points ou~ too that 

i~ is in Giro's own interest to get through this episode 

with a record of continued service to the'ir cus"tomers. 

~~e Cleare~s' DisDute -------
S& :i:ne ef~e~:: of t:-... e selective action at Izloyc.s Clearir:.g 

Cent::-e yeste!':::ay 'Was only to delay clearing until today. 

Tomor~ow!s seJ..ective action at Barclays Inte:rnal Accounting 

Cen~~e is not eAuected to have a serious effect. 

Conclusion 

7. Developmen"ts so far do not justify any ch~~ge of stance 

by the Goverr~ent in the Civil Service dispute. 

8. So far the clearers own dispute is not having much iffipact, 

they could become serious of course. 

N J MONCK 
25 Y.tarch 1981 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

JHANCELWR OF THE EXCHEQUER 

DAILY :REPORT ON THE EFFECT OF THE STRIKE 

! ,," " ('~~ 
~~. 

cc Chief SecretaI7 ~ 
Financial Secretary 
Minister of State(L) 
Minister of State(C) 
Sir Douglas Wass 
Sir A Rawlinson 

( '-~ T Burna 
Mr Ryrie 
Mr Middleton 
Mr Monck 
Miss Brown 
Mr Unwin
Mr ,,~kley 
Mr Pirie 
Mr Turnbull 

This is to confirm that receipts from Inland Revenue yesterday (including 

National Insurance contributions) 'Were £180 million below the forecast we 

made before the strike began. Receipts from Customs and Excise were £40 millio: 

below forecast. The position at close of business yesterday can therefore 

be summarised as follows. 

Receipts from Inland Revenue (including National Insurance 

contributions) are, cumulatively, about £700 miliion below 

forecast due to the strike. 

Receipts from Customs and Excise ar~ cumulatively about 

£280 million below forecast due to the strike • . 

The CGBR is cumulatively about £600 million above forecast. 

2. We do not expect such heavy losses today as in the past few days. In 
fact, we may have a surplus over the forecast. The forecast reflects the 

fact that we would have expected to have received the bulk of the monthly 

FAYE money by now; but the money is still coming in to us. Also, we would 

normally expect large repayments of VAT to be made today to traders 

entitled to them. This will not take place, saving something like £100 million. 

3. As yet, there is no evidence of transactions being affected by disruption 

at the clearing banks. 

G M NOBLE 
;>c; M.Ar~h 1q81 



SECRET 

1. 

2. CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER 
w-~ 

cc: Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Minister of State (C) 
Minister of State (L) 
Sir Douglas Wass 
Mr Ryrie 
Mr Middleton 
Mr Battishill 
Mr FER Butler 
Mr Dixon 
PS/Inland Revenue 
PS/Customs & Excise 

CIVIL SERVICE DISPUTE 

We understand that you may wish to raise this matter at Cabinet, particularly in 

the context of 'the further use of TRD by Inland Revenue and Customs. 

You will wish to consider this in the light of possible developments on the 

negotiating front. You will recall that, on the Prime Minister's instructions, 

a small group was set up under the chairmanship of Sir John Herbecq to consider 
-

a possible formula that might be offered to the Trade Unions. The report will be 

ready for the Lord President on his return from Zimbabwe on Friday. Having seen 

a draft of the report, we must confess to doubts as to whether Ministers will 
~-------------.... ~-.-- -.... -.-~.----- - - .. -.-. . __ .. - -

consider it offers an acceptable basis to put to the unions. But this will be 
--------------- ----

for Ministers to consider in the next few days, and if they consider that it 

does offer a way forward, then widespread use of TRD in the interim could scupper 

any chances. 

This suggest avoiding any drastic use of TRD in the next few days. If you agree, 

you may wish to argue at Cabinet: 

i. that the use of TRD as advocated in the Customs submission 
.... _~~~_ ... ~_~_. _ __ ' __ ' '' _ _ .''H .•• _ ... __ ~_ ..... _ ........ ___ ~ ___ , __ _ 

should be set in train immediately 
.-~~-.------. -.-.- -

ii. for colleagues' agreement that, if the Herbecq Report does 

not offer a way forward, you should be free to set TRD in 

train on the basis identified in the Inland Revenue submission 

when you consider it appropriate. 
ft.tR~ . 
P M RAYNER 

25 March 1981 
-~ - ' 'iJ?\ 
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INLAND REVENUE " tt1."1 rI-1.1"';!k.i:.+1, t. 

CHANCELLOR 

INDUSTRIAL ACTION: INLAND REVENUE 

l\1ANAGEi\1ENT DIVISION 
SOMERSET HOUSE 

25 r·:::. rch 1981 

You have agreed to see Lawrence Airey, Jim Boyd and myselt 

later today or tomorrow morning, prior to your going to 

Cabinet, to discuss the present position in the Revenue, 

in particular the management difficulties we are facing. 

Collection progr'ess 

You will want up to date figures on , the progress of 

collection; in the note to Lord Cockfield of the 24 March 

we reported bankings for the periods 9 - 23 February 

and 9 - 23 March. We are finding it very difficult to 

provide banking figures in m~d week and in addition the 

figures already reported were a comparison of the March 

with the February progress and looking at the difference. 

To the extent that receipts due in March will differ from 

those due in February such comparison may be somewhat 

misleading although we do not believe that the 2 months 

should be substantially different. 

cc Minister of State (Lords) 
Minister of State (Commons) 

1 

Chairman 
Mr Boyd 
Mr Vernon 

i~G~ 

.-~ -
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For present purposes it is much easier and certainly 

mure accurate to take the transfers into the Consolidated 

Fund and compare these with the March estimate. The 

March estimate was £5,097m but this included approx £1397m for 

PRT which was received on the 1 March. Excluding the 

PRT the estimate becomes £3700m. Up to today a shortfall 

of Consolidated Fund transfers for March amounts to 

£737m and there is some evidence to suggest that it will 

not be substantially more at the 31 March. 

For what it is worth we can say that our preliminary 

figures for bankings up to and including today show a 

shortfall similar to the Consolidated Fund shortfall. 

If you are content with taking the comparison of the 

Consolidated Fund transfers with Consolidated Fund 

estimates then we will be able to offer you daily figures 

of progress. 

You may be interested to know that so far we have banked 

£360m from Bush House. These are basically medium 

sized cheques between £3,500 and £10,000 which are being 

outsorted by staff from Cumbernauld and Shipley and sent 

down to Bush House. 

Effects of industrial act~on 

MIn our note of the 24 March to Lord Cockfield we explained 

" that cheques were being held unbanked in Collection 

and that most of these offices were following IRSF -
instructions not to process or bank cheques they receive ,... 

j
• or pass them on to Regional Offices or ~~~~~ inform the 

, Regional Office of the position, and insofar as we had 

I
~ l~ i~formation it was that ~8,060 cheques to the value ~f 

£~6.8m were held unbanked. I understand that Lord Cockfield 
• 

has commented that it was difficult to distinguish this 

2 
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situation from that which was considered by Cabinet. 

I think there is a distinction in that from the Autumn 

of 1980 there have been st~ndi~y instructions that all 

cheques over £5,000 received in a local Collection but 

proper to an Accounts Office should be banked locally. 

Certainly the 18,060 cheques referred to above do 

include many items over £5,000. Even so we still 

remain of the view that it is part of the normal ... 
duties of Collection staff to bank receipts, and -
certainly cash, whatever the amount may be. 

There are some offices where the Collector in Charge is 

willing to bank the cheques or pass them on to the 

Regional Office, but in some of these the staff have 

threatened to walk out if the cheques leave the office. 

n one Collection where the cheques were picked up 

;!y the Re-q±onarbffice yesterday ~-;;:t-Of5-S-staff 
are staging a sit-in. 

Several ~egiOnal Office;Jar~ b~ng picketed, some by staff 

who have no right to be on the picket line since they are 

not at or near their normal place of "work and there is a 

threat of a vast picket (several hundreds) around the 

Greater Manchester Regional Office tomorrow; the Regional 

Office is in stockport and the pickets will be coming 

from offices in Manchester. The purpose of the pickets, .., 
who are being controlled by local co-ordinating commIttees·, 

is to stop post getting in or out of those offices. In 
" -another such office the pickets are manned by people from 

1 
the office itself, spending half an hour at a time on the 

. line and being replaced by others, so that post cannot 

\

get in; the outcome is that a substantial part of the staff 

have no ~ork to do because of their own picketing activities. 

r 
The IRSF has also instructed their members not to handle 

any PAYE work connecfed with the Accounts Dffices. This 

3 
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is not simply handling PAYE cheques: it covers the much 

wide~ ~ield of enforcement and no work of this kind is 

being done in many offices: no calls either by telephone 

or in person are being made. In the last year one 

million telephone calls ana i3d,OGv personal calls were 

made and without this enforcement activity the reluctant 

payers will not pay. 

We will shortly come to the point where obedience to the 

IRSF instructions by so many staff will mean that many j -Collection offices will be doing no work at all. 

In these circumstances we feel that we are put in an 

impossible position if we are not to take counter measures 

which must mean recourse to the TRD process within a 

short time. 

1L --

D B Rogers 



Chancellor of the Exchequer 

- -

CIVIL SERVICE STOPPAGES 

cc Financial Secretary 
Chief Secretary 
I1inister of State (L) 
Minister of State (C) 
Sir Douglas 'Jass ,.... 
Sir Kenneth Couzens 
r1r Burns 
I'1r Ryrie 
r~ Unwin / 
Mr Monck 
Yuss Noble . 
Mr Dixon 
Sir Lawrence Airey IR 
Sir Douglas Lovelock C & 

~ ~ttach a short speaking note you asked for this morning on 
the financial and economic effects of the Civil Service strike. 

P E MIDDLETON 
25 March 1981 
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," ,. ... . 
./ 1 1. The main problems caused by ~he strike are 

, / 

inconvenience to the public ' and damage to the services 

which public servants are trusted to provide. 

2. There is no risk to economic management. The onl~ 

effect will be to make some of the monetary numbers 

difficult to interpret for a time. 

3. All the money owed to the Government will eventually 

be paid over. And there is obviously no risk to inflation 

if payments simply get delayed in the system. 

4. The Government's borrowing requirement will look 

nigher than it should for a while. But there will be no 

need for exceptional measures. We were already carrying 

out successfully an extensive funding programme - both by 

selling government stock in firm markets and by national 

savings. 

5. As the Chancellor said in the House, it is quite 

unnecessary for public servants to inflict damage on the 

Community and their fellow citizens when the Government has 

said that it is anxious to join the unions in seeking an 

agreed and orderly arrangement for their pay in the future. 



cc Chief Secretary 
Financial SecretarY 
Mi nister of State tC) 
Sir Douglas ',dass 
Mr Ryrie 
I1r l"Iiddleton 
rvIr Batt i shill 
I'1r FER Butler 
Nr Dixon 
I1r Bickley 
I1r Ravner 
PS/Inland Revenue 
PS/Customs and Excise 

:.j IVIL SERVICE DISPUTE - r-TR RAYNER ' S ~' l nruTE '1'0 YOU OF 25 HARCH 

I~ view of Hr Rayner's rec ommendation ilwrnber eii ) I feel I must 

stress that what is involved is not s i mp l y whether we are legally 

~ustified or not in applying TRD. 

In. his minute of 24 March, lir Rogers says: 

!l i;Ji th so Darry .~_~.~,~~_~_~ __ ~nyol ved it is inevi ta~le that once we -.. ----.--#,.--.... -..... ..,.~. 
start the nrocess there will be a ~ass walk-out i n all 

Collection Offices and it could snread to Tax Offices \TaIkin5 

Il all ll
• 

~~ is is a co~siderable hardening of t~e position. Originally the 

~n.land Reven'~e view was that possibl~; a t h ird of the Collection 

staff would stay at work and that t~e Dosit ion would i~Drove as 

"ci=ne went on. 



r ~t~.'I" .... ~ .• - .. ' . r"' .. . " 
,It ~ · . ., .... 

CONFIDENTIAL 

What \'Ie are now faced with is t he pros-pect of an all out strike 

in t he Inland Revenue. I do not myself think we should retreat 

in the f ace of this threat. But we need to b e very clear in 

our O\ffi minds - and Cabinet needs to b e very clear - tjat once 

VIe embark upon this course of action set out in the Inland Revenue 

submission and repeated by Mr Rayner, t h is is the resul t I,'rh ich 

will follow. 

~y 
LORD COCKFIELD 
26 March 1981 
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cc Principal Private Secretary 
PS/Minister of State (L) 
Sir Douglas Wass 
Mr Middl eton ,/ 
Mr Monck 
Mr Ward 
Mr FER Butler 
Mr Drane 

Mr Ingham 
Mr Rowland 
Mr Burton 
self 

PS/FINANCIAL SECRETARY 

INDUSTRIAL ACTION IN DNS 

1. There is a partial walk out this afternoon by 5-600 of 

the 3700 staff of the Premium Bond Office at Lytham St Annes. 

This of course is in sympathy with the 29 clerical staff of 

Customs and Excise who are under threat of suspension. 

2. There is so far no further threat of action in the 

Transaction Accounting Branch of DNS HQ. 

S W GILBERT 
Department for National Savings 
27 March 1981 

CONFID ENTIAL 
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CHANCELLOR Of THE EXCHEQUER '~ 
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cc Sir Douglas Was s 
~ ir Anthony Rdwlinson 

.i ...... ..-..... 

~,lro Ryrie 
tir. Euckley 

CIVIL SERVICE INDUSTRIAL AvTION': POSSIBLE FORLruLA 

The Pri:ne Minister held a meeting with you and few others on 

13 March, to discuss the present Civil Service dispute, a.rr2..ngements 

for the fut'~re, and IJore immediate 9..rr3.nge!1lents to study "a possible 

interim formula should its use become necessary" to resolve the 

present disput eo , • ~ . 
- -/-"., 
\ ., 

.. 1..Af 

2. The la.st point has been pursued in :J. sma.ll working group consist i 

of Sir J ohn Herbecq (Chairman) and CSD colleagues, Mr. Back l ey and 

myself, ~vlr. Le Cheminant (Cabinet Office) and Mro Douglas S:-1ith 

(Emplo y:nent). The Report ID2..y well be put to the Prime IiIi:1.ister b;y th e 

Lord Pre~ident tonight. I thought you might like to see t~e attach i:: 

-3.dvance copy. I would a.lso like t ·o offer some comment before you re 3. ~: 

3. The Report does not w.a.ke recommendations for action. It identif:' 

what :ni6ht be needed in certain ci:::ocumstal1ces, but withou.t commitme nT 

In fact, the officials concerned have had some difficulty, '.Nith a 

cle~r division between the CSD on the one hand, and Treasury and Dep ~ 

ment of Employment ·on the other. The CSD insisted that the Report 

must disp lay to Ministers what might be the minimu....rn for:nula. necessar=: 

to buy ?eace in something like the present circ1lI1lStance 3 3.n~ present 

~no o d of the unions. On that b9.sis, we were unanimous th::lt the unions 
.. , 111- ~ •• ~ ....... 

would dematlcL_..a...yt(t ther~f.9!,e._the- G.G-~~nment 1:Y9J.J.l d h9...Y..a-t0 .. offer, some ------ -" 

guar an-:e e in respect of 1982 pay s ettle~e nt s. We were again unanimous 
iha f ---a--s'g. tiSf~ct~;-y---;-f-!~~r -~;~id-'-~';-~- - to invo lve either: a rbi tr9. tion 

with a commitment on both sides to a.ccept the out come, or: agre _~ment 

in advance to an increase in line with an appropriate broad earnings -- .- -----_ .. _-- .. ---_._._--
~- -------------

index, ~eflecting then current levels of increases. 

4. Frow that point, however, we part com,pany:-

(a ; The CSD vieW is that, short of driving the Civil Service 

unions intc) submission, with conse quent bitterness and risks 

of future industrial action, no lesser off er will do the trick; 

and the need to avoid escalation of the present dispute, with 

all the risks t -~at would entail, is such that they would recommend 

t he 1982 and other concessions listed. 
1 
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(b) rlIr. Smith, Mr. Buckley and I h ,~lve t aken the vie \N that the 

obj ections for Government against either arbi tra tiQU _ .. QLinterin: -----------------_.--- - .. -~.---.-- .. -' . . -.... 
l ndex-linking are very powerful, and that either would be too 

----------~-....... "" - . - _.,_.-. ---- _. - . . .. - ~ .. -. _ ... ~ " --' .-~ .... --- ~ 
11:;. ,......... _ •. __ • 

heavy_~rJ.~t?...-t_O __ J2.aL_._J .~ terms of direct risk~ __ on 198 2-83 
"",--"-
costs and more i1IL~ediate risks to negotiations with o."tj ler 
. . .. : ." --- -.- .. ------~-.---... -.. - -- . --

public services and effects on the private sector. We are 

the!"efore driven to the conclusion that the Government should 

not seek to open further negotiation ag~inst the background 

of the . present mODd. of_,the unions. We also believe, however, 
-.. ~- -..,.". 

that there might be an intervening position,'- short of IIdriving 

the unibns-'-,i.n.:t-D-t_Q_~-,-9..J.. __ submis sion"-.' at .-which peace could be 

bought at a lesser price . The CSD are worried about P3.rliament 

and TUC moves to support the Civil Service Union3. ~~t publi8 

opinion dO~~,t sUP'JJ.~E_t them g_enerally. If the mood of the 
unions softened a little, they might find it difficult tores ~ _ 

a reasonable f ·Jrmula for reviewing long-t erm arr3.nge~ent s, and 

might then find it difficult to persist in a dispute which 

focussed on arrangements for settlement next yearo 

5. My impression from Sir John Herbecq is that Lord Soames will 

want to avoid a further concessi:Jn on cash this year (Mro Hayhoe 
- committed the Government still more firmly on this yesterday), but 

may want to urge a concession now on the 1982 settlement, together 

with a formula for the longer-term, in order to avoid risks of 

f'.ll'ther escalation or an embittered Civil Service. My oVv"n 3.dvice -

and Mr. Smith will be taking a similar line with the Employment 

Secretary - is that the price of buying peace immediately is too 
...... ""... . - .-............ - -~.~.--- .... --.~~,.... ... .... 

high; there are risks in prolonging the battle, o'J.t we should' not 
.~-..--, .. - ........ --~---- -' .-" ~"---""--.. - .. - .'-~-- .. ----... --~~- .... -- ~&'-'-'~--- - .... __ .. ' -

give up hope of finding a moment when a settlement can be obtained 
wi 'fhoui - th;--d~~gi~g~" -; '~ ~~" ~'s' ~i-on now on '''1982 o 

; 
.• • J ' / / ' • • 

~'7'-' 
//: : ;. // " 

. / 
/'/' (J • G .LITTLER) 

27 MARCH, 1 98 1 



DAILY REPORT ON THE ~ OF mE STRIKE 

ec Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Minister of State (L) 
Minister of State (C) 
Sir Dougla.e W8.BB 
Sir Anthony Ravlinson 
Mr T Burns . 
Mr Ryrie 
Mr Middleton 
Mr Monck 
Miss Brown 
Mr Unwin, 
Mr Bw;\Ciey -
Mr Cdilinson 
Mr Pirie 
Mr T "'1I\bull 

1. Inl.nd Revenue banked almst £100 .:illion lIOn than forecast yesterday. This 

would suggest a considerable improvement to the estimate of the strike effect of 

1:700 llillion, but earl1 figures euggeat ve My slip back a li ttle to~. 

2. Customs and ~iee banked about £50 ~llion le88 than forecast yesterday. 

!hie would suggest some increase in the estiaate of the strike effect of £200 

mUion. 

3. The CGBR is still, cwaulatlvely t SOlie:- £500 million above forecast. 

G M NOBLE 

21 March 1981 

~ . tv 
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PRINCIPAL PRIVATE SECRETARY 

THE CIVIL SERVICE DISPUTE 

('\ 
,--=--" 

, "1.. v,c::-~ 

,j if 

cc PS/Chief Secretary 
PS/Financial Secretary 
PS/Minister of State (L) 
PS/Minister of State (0) 
Sir D Wass 
Mr Ryrie 
Mr Burns 
Mr Middleton r 

Mr Dixon 
Mr Collinson 
Mr Pirie 
Mr Turnbull 
Miss Noble 
PS/IR 
PS/Customs 

I suggest you send No 10 the attac1:~d notes prepared by Miss Noble 
before and after the Chief Secretary's answer to the Private Notice 
question this afternoon. Your covering letter might be on the 
following lines: 

"As you know, the Chief Secretary answered a Private Notice 
question today. I attach brie£ing material based on what 
he said or on the information provided for him. If any 

further information comes through tomorrow morning, we will 
let you have it in time for the Prime Minister's questions. 

2. There is likely to be some news about the reaction to 
the process of starting TRD procedures in the Inland 

Revenue. In Customs information needed for collecting next 
month's duties is not being provided and about 25 computer 
staff have received warnings. About half of these are now 
on strike. It remains ··to be seen how widespread or how long 
any reaction to all this will be. 

3. If the Civil Service dispute continues, it could add to 
the money supply figure for banking April, ending on 15 April 
which will be announced on 6 May. But the money supply 
figures for banking March, which ended on 18 March, are 
expected to be satisfactorily low - 2bout i%. These will 

be announced on 7 April. 

- 1 -
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4. Although we have no firm information on the clearing 
banks industrial dispute, it seems possible that the result 
of the CBU ballot which will be known by Wednesday may be 
acceptance of the employers 10% offer. If that happened, 
it would clearly tend to weaken the BIFU position. But of 
course we cannot count on that yet." 

2. Miss Noble is not preparing the daily and weekly reports due tod2 
as the attached notes include the material that would be in them. S~ 

will resume the daily report tomorrow. 

( ) "I ':, h 
./'1) . Lv'~iJj~ 

(? Ii MONCK 

30 March 1981 
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Line to take on the Financial Effect of the Strike 

About three-quarters of the normal tax revenues are currently being receiTed b,. 

the Exchequer. There is DO riek to oTerail economic manageMnt, as the IDOne,. owed 

to the Government rill eventuall1 be paid OV~~. At ~et there will be a short

term increaae in the IDOne,. suppl1 which will subaequent~ be corrected. 

The central go'Yernment borroviag requirement for 1980-81 ~ be Ii to i billion 

higher than \'~0 estimate in the Financial StateMnt and Budget Report. This is 

the net effect of £t to 1 billion effect of the strike, offset by varioue other 

factors, quite unrelated to the civil service dispute. 

The main effect of the dispute at the IDOlIlent is inconvenience to the public. 

But there would be serious damage to the prospects for a further reduction in 

inflation if the Government conceded an excessive pay settlement. 



stJPPLEMmTARIES ON THE FINANCIAL EFFECT OF THE DISPUTE 

IS THE WHOLE or THE Ii TO i BILLIO" DETERIORATI9K IR .';l'BE OOBB DUE '1'0 THE STRID? 

The amount of revenue likely to be delayed into next fiDllDCial year aa a result 

of the dispute is more like ~ to 1 b~llion. There have been eo_ other offsetting 

factors, unrelated to the dispute, but the figures ~e still very uncertain. 

(If pressed, it looks as if supply expenditure may be below the estimate in the 

Financial Statement and Budget Report]. 

HOW MUCH WILL THE ADDITIONAL BORROWING COST? The interest cost of any additional 

. temporary borrowing is not likely to be significant. 

WHY WERE NO FIGURES GIVEN LAST WEEK? The bulk of the PAlE receipts due :.. .. March 

were not payable until Thursday19th. It vas not sensible to give any figures 

until we knew (..,- '-; much of that IDOney had been received. 

WHAT WILL THE EFFECT BE ON THE MONEY SUPPLY j WILL IT JEAPAImISE 'l'HE MEDIUM TERM 

FINANCIAL STRATmY? At most there Yill be a short-term increaae in the mone,. 

supply which vill subsequently be corrected, and vill therefore not jeapardiee 

the Medium Term Financial Strategy. 



I· r,(,/ .• t (i 

BACKGROUND NOTE 

The Chief Secretary said in the Bouse today that the CGBR for 1980-81 would be 

between ~ to i billion higher than the forecast made at the tt.e of the Budget. 

The detailed figures underlying that at.teMDt are:- ~ .,-

Strike effect: 

Inland Revenue including national insurance 

Customs and Excise 

~~~~ ~eterioratioD in CGBR compared with the 
FSBR eS'Gimate of £12,760 million 

£ mllion 

650 

250-300 

900-950 

Inland Revenue and CW!!JtOID8 and Excise estimate that about three quarters of the 

normal tax revenues are currently being received by the Exchequer. In the 

Financial Statement and Budget Report, total Inland Revenue receipts (including 

national insurance) were put at £51,370 m.llion for 1980-81, "5,fY.J'l million for 
-

March. Total Customs and Excise receipts were put at £22,137 mUion for 1980-

81, £1,624 million for March. 

The deterioration in the OGBR is less than the total strike effect because of 

offsetting factors quite unrelated to the strike. PrelimiDar1 figures suggest 

that t among other things, supply expendi ture ~be £300 to 400 llillion below the 

aIIOlat suggested in the Financial StateMDt and Budget Report. The figures are 

still, however, very uncertain. 

\ . 
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SECRET 

cc Mr Middleton 
Mr Littler 
Mr Dixon (O/R) 
Mr FER Butler 

C~~ies attached for: Chief Secretary Mr Bridgeman 

CIVIL SERVICE PAY 

Financial Secretary Mr P Rayner 
Minister of State (C) 
Minister of State (L) 
Sir Douglas Wass 
Sir Anthony Rawlinson 
Sir Douglas Lovelock - Customs and Excise 
Sir Lawrence Airey - Inland Revenue 

I assume that the minute of 27 March from the Lord President to the Prime 

Minister will be the basis for an early discussion, involving you. This note 

is intended as a brief for such a meeting. There seems to be no need to write 

beforehand. 

Background 

2. The note by officials, which is attached to the minute, describes the terms 

which would have to be offered to the givil Service unions to persuade them 

to return to work while they are in their present mood, that is, believing 

that they have at least as good a chance of "winning the strike" as the Governme!' . 

The underlined words are crucial: the note does not recommend that the terms 

should be offered; and indeed, for reasons developed in the paragraphs below, 

we think that they should not be offered. The conclusion to be drawn from that, 

however, is that the mood of the unions must be changed. 

3. On the footing set out above, we accept the note as a reasonable assessment 

although there can, of course, be no certainty that the unions would behave 

as it supposes. 

1981 settlement 

4. We see no great difficulty in going to 7-2% provided that this leads to 

no increase in cash limits overall. An increase beyond 7~ would be a different 

matter: not only would it seriously increase the risk of breaching cash 

limits, but it might also stir up trouble with the other public services (eg 

local authority manuals, school teachers, and university teachers, all of 
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whom have settled on the basis of 7~ or less). However, a token increase in 

the money offered is probably the least of the unions' concerns. It will 

serve only to secure acceptance of an offer judged mainly by reference to the 

other matters in the note. By the same token, it should not be considered 

until it has become clear that it is both necessary and sufficient to secure 

acceptance. 

The longer term 

5. There is no great difficulty here. Ideally, one would want to take the 

Government's own thinking further before offering the enquiry tentatively 

suggested in paragraph 9 of the note: the composition and terms of reference 

of such an enquiry could well be influenced by what Ministers regarded as the 

long-term aims of a new system. 

1982 settlement 

6. This is likely to be the most important point for the unions. It is also 

the most difficult for the Government. We see no grounds on which Ministers 
&i • ---

could at this stage offer a guarantee of access to arbitration in 1982. First, ---- ... . _---
arbitration has been refused in 1981 b~cause of the difficult financial climate; 

there is no reason for saying now that matters will be easier in 12 months time . 

Secondly, there is no certainty that new long-term arrangements will be in 

place by 1982: in fact, it is unlikely that they will be. So arbitration 

would have to be conducted as a final stage in what was effectively free collect ~ 

bargaining (see paragraph 12 of the note). The .<?~~~_~~~ ... _would be almost complete ~ 
.... - --.~-.-- .------~~-, --- " - .. _".' ----_._---

unpredictable, and could well be impossible to square with cash limits for 
. .,--

1982-83. Finally, the difficulties would be greatly multiplied since it would .. ~ :-----'-=-----;---;-~---;--=--~.---- _._ .. -._. __ .--._----. .... -... -- ---
be impossible to deny a similar promise of arbitration to other public services. 

7. The alternative suggested in the note is some form of indexation as a 

stop-gap while an outside enquiry conducted its deliberations. This would 

offer a better prospect of holding off similar demands for other services, 

for '."hom there is no intention of offering an enquiry. But powerful objections 

remain. 

(a) It might not, in the event, prove possible to hold off other public 

services (eg the nurses - the Government has already expressed an intention 
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of reviewing the arrangements for determining their pay). 

(b) Indexation is contrary to the Government's general philosophy. That 

it exists for the police and the armed forces can be defended as an instance 

of tile special position of those two services; to extend it to the Civil 

Service, even as an interim measure, would make the line harder to hold. 

(c) It is less likely than an offer of arbitration to persuade the unions 

to return to work, since it allows no chance of "catching up". It vv'Ould 

be embarrassing to make the offer, and find that it did not do the trick. 

Conclusion 

8. Our advice is that the note makes the best assessment possible of the 

price that must be paid to win the unions over in their present mood, but that 

the price is too high to pay. The mood must therefore be changed, by prosecutin; 

the dispute in a way which will be sufficient to persuade the unions that the 

Government will win and that they should therefore look for a face-saving way 

out. Of the options identified for the 1982 settlement, the most difficult 

point, the less objectionable is the offer of indexation coupled with an outside 

enquiry; but we would still advise aga!nst that, for the reasons mentioned in 

the preceding paragraph. 

k. ~ . is. 

M S BUCKLEY 

30 March 1981 
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=~ A N CELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER 

Itu 

cc Sir Douglas Wass 
Sir Anthony Rawlinson 
Mr Littler 
Mr Dixon 
Mr Buckley 

=IVIL SERVICE INDUSTRIAL ACTIONS: POSSIBLE FORMULA 

I agree entirely with the comments made by Mr Littler in 

submitting to you the joint report of ~he Group in which he and 

:1r Buckley were involved. 

2. It seems to me that the suggested elements in a formula which 

affect the 1961 settlement could all be accepted - a 7~% settlemen L 

'vV i t h i nth e 6 % cas h 1 i mit, the form u 1 a a g r e e d wit h the P rim e Min i s t c 

~n 3rd March, and an offer of a high-powered independent enquiry f = 

Lhe future. On this latter point, since it is increasingly clear 

~hat it will be difficult to agree arrangements for the future wit h 

the unions, I think there could be positive advantage in an 

independent enquiry. We should be able to influence it with our 

arguments but we would not, of cpurse, be committed in advance to 

accepting its conclusions. And if there is advantage in this, why 

not use it to help get the present dispute settled? 

aut the elements in the formula which concern 1962 are not 

acceptable - arbitration or indexation. It is very difficult to th ~ 

~f other proposals affecting 1962 which might help to buy the union ~ 

~f f, but we shall go on thinking. Meanwhile, it is the unacceptabi = 

Jf these proposals which convinces ~e that the Government should no ~ 

~e rushed into any attempt to settle this dispute, but should play 

~ airly long. 

W S RYRIE 

30th i1arch 1961 
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1. MR~Y~ 
2. CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER 
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cc: Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Minister of State (C) 
Minister of State (L) 
Sir Douglas Wass 
Sir ~Anthony Rawlinson 
Mr Ryrie 
Mr Littler 
Mr Middleton 
Mr Bridgeman 
Mr FER Butler 
Mr Dixon 
Sir D Lovelock - C & E 
Sir L Airey - I R 

CIVIL SERVICE PAY 

1. I understand that the meeting to discuss the Lord President's minute of 

27 March is now fixed for Thursday morning. 

2. This morning I attended the CSD Steering Committee on Industrial Action. 

A number of points are worth recording: 

i) industrial action in MoD is becoming more effective 

and serious 

ii) the use of TRD in Inland Revenue has produced a more severe 

reaction than was ~~ticipated 

iii) some departments expressed concern about the damage being 

done to staff relations, and thus potentially to the 

ability to manage once the dispute ends 

iv) some departments also feared that the dispute dragging 

on would mean staff who have so far stayed at work becoming 

disillusioned with Government handling of the industrial action 

(the apparent lack of any concern or activity): in particular 

this might mean that staff who have so far volunteered to take 

part in mitigating the consequences of industrial action might 

become increasingly reluctant to help 

v) it was suggested that even those who p~ve stayed at work, and 

who would have been prepared to accept a 7% increase at the 

outset, are now expecting a higher percentage increase. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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3. Inevitably much of the above is speculative, and much predictable. But 

it does suggest that an assessment of the situation is very relevant to any 

decisions on the next steps in the dispute which may be taken on Thursday. 

We think it would be worth asking the Lord President .. , to circulate a short note 

in advance to those attending Thursday's meeting. 

4. If you agree, in view of the timescale, it would probably be best for your 

office to request this by telephone. 

P M RAYNER 

31 March 1981 
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PRINCIPAL PRIVATE SECRETARY 

CIVIL SERVICE PAY 

CC PS/Chief Secretary 
PS/Mi~iste~ of State (C) 
PS/Minister of State (L) 
Sir D Wass 
Sir A Rawlinson 
Mr Ryrie 
'Mr Middleton 
Mr P V Dixon 
Mr FER Butler 
Mr Bridgeman 
Mr Buckley 
Mr P Rayner 

PS/Customs and Excise 

PS/Inland Revenue 

The Financial Secretary has seen the paper circulated under Lord 

Soames' letter of 27 March. 

He is wholly opposed to suggestions (a) and (c) in paragraph 19. 
-

The latter, in particular, he considers totally contrary to the 

direction to which the Government has rightly decided to move 

elsewhere in the public sector - to the point, indeed, of legislation 

to remove arbitration rights. 

S A J LOCKE 

31 March 1981 
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